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Abstract 
In the study of heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, it is 
becoming increasingly common to adopt a combined simulation-optimization approach 
to handle the design and energy management problems. Due to the large variety of 
mathematical models and the complexity in solving the differential-algebraic equation set, 
it is normal to use a commercial plant simulation package for modeling purpose. The 
plant simulation models developed can be a useful tool to study "what if' variations to the 
system parameters. However if a large number of problem variables are involved, this 
would be demanding and reliant on the intuition of the operator to consider different 
scenarios. In this case, suitable optimization techniques can be introduced in order to 
ease the workload and determine reliable and optimal solution. However due to the 
typically multimodal, multidimensional, nonlinear, mixed continuous-discrete, and 
highly constrained nature of HVAC problems, this renders to the traditional analytical 
and gradient-based optimization methods not effective in these cases. As a result, other 
numerical and heuristic optimization methods have been considered. Among such 
methods, evolutionary algorithm (EA) has been investigated for HVAC problems by 
researchers in the last decade. Although there are primarily three paradigms in EA - 
genetic algorithm, evolutionary programming and evolution strategy - only genetic 
algorithm has been widely applied and developed for engineering applications, but few 
studies were concerned with the other two paradigms for HVAC problems. 
In this research, a plant simulation model of HVAC system was developed using 
the TRNSYS simulation environment. An optimization platform, referred to EA Suite, 
was established using MATLAB based on the paradigms of evolutionary programming 
and evolution strategy. The EA Suite included the major EA operators of mutation, 
selection, recombination and constraint handling, as well as a coupling linkage with the 
TRNSYS for simulation-optimization functionality. In-depth and systematic qualitative 
studies were carried out to understand the performances of different choices and 
combinations of EA operators, in order to develop a robust EA (REA). A maj or problem 
in analysis of HVAC simulation problems was the length of time taken to evaluate the 
objective function by calling the related external simulation program. This meant that 
the number of evaluation function calls was a very significant factor in determining the 
search efficiency, which was not normally the case in optimization research. Finally, by 
analyzing a number of local HVAC design and energy management optimization 
problems, the REA was demonstrated to be effective in tackling real-life engineering 
applications where there would be limited evaluation function calls. 
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xmu3 mutated individual by Gaussian stochastic mutation 
Xmu4 mutated individual by Cauchy stochastic mutation 
xput out-of-bound individual 
XP vector of parent 
xxoi vector of recombined individual by arithmetic recombination 
xxo2 vector of recombined individual by uniform recombination 
xxo3 vector of recombined individual by geometrical recombination 
XO option of recombination operator 
xix 
Greek symbols 
a user-defined parameter for dynamic penalty, parameter for deterministic 
strategy parameter 
user-defined parameter for adaptive penalty, parameter for deterministic 
strategy parameter; or 
tilt angle of solar collectors (degree) 
y parameter for deterministic strategy parameter 
y, surface azimuth of solar collectors (degree south) 
ewer effectiveness of completely wet coil 
rl stochastic strategy parameter 
hal maximum allowable limit of stochastic strategy parameter 
lif fan total efficiency 
'im motor drive efficiency 
i duct path index 
offspring population size in evolution strategy, penalty factor 
parent population size in evolution strategy 
a deterministic strategy parameter 
a0 initial deterministic strategy parameter 
t second learning rate for stochastic strategy parameter 
TO first learning rate for stochastic strategy parameter 
Wg fraction of time system operates in mode g 
xx 
CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Owing to the complex nature of a centralized heating, ventilating and air 
conditioning (HVAC) system, it is increasingly popular to adopt a simulation approach to 
tackle the related design and management problems, in parallel with the use of practical 
experience. With the availability of more detailed component models, interaction 
relationships, and user-friendliness of the development platform, more and more 
engineering professionals make use of simulation as a tool to analyze the feasibility and 
performance of a particular design. It is useful to review the changing performance of 
conventional systems under different climatic and indoor conditions, A simulation 
model can become a "what-if' evaluator to study possible scenarios. This would be 
relatively convenient if only one single design variable is involved, and typically 
parametric study or regression analysis would be applied in this case. However if the 
problem is related to the interaction between more than two design variables under 
constrained situations, it would be a challenge to devise a suitable scheme of study. In 
order to save computational demand and user effort, it is common for personal judgment 
or intuition to be used in order to facilitate the search progress. The reliability of the 
"optimal" combination of problem variables may be in doubt, and the solution may be 
only true within a local region, but not globally true if the search landscape is rugged and 
multimodal. Such a search process in this context would be normally viewed as 
optimization, and the goal is to acquire the global or near optimal solution of the problem. 
For the in-depth study of HVAC systems, a simulation-optimization approach has 
been increasingly applied. In the case of optimization problems, a variety of objective 
functions have been formulated, such as equipment sizing by Wright (1986), control 
strategies by Kintner-Meyer (1994), thermal comfort by Huh (1995), plant scheduling by 
Taylor (1996), routing and distribution by Fong et al. (2001), supervisory control by 
Hanby et at (2002), fault diagnosis by Wang and Wang (2002), energy management by 
Fong et at (2003,2004). Particularly in the field of HVAC services engineering, 
life-cycle cost analysis has increasingly been used by building developers, architects and 
engineers, as this can help them to look beyond the initial investment and installation 
costs, and to incorporate the running and maintenance costs properly throughout the life 
of the systems. The simulation-optimization approach has been also adopted for the 
decision making process, as demonstrated in the works of Dasgupta (1997), Wright et al. 
(2002) and Nassif et al. (2004), as well as the viewpoint of building developers (Kennett 
2001). Usually multi-criterion optimization is used, based on the posteriori preference 
articulation approach, so that a number of possible scenarios are provided to designers 
and decision makers. 
Optimization problems in HVAC services design and operation often have 
discrete, non-linear, multidimensional and highly constrained characteristics in the search 
space. In recent years, there have been growing applications of the population-search 
evolutionary algorithm (EA) in handling different optimization problems. 
Giraud-Moreau and Lafon (2002) have highlighted that EAs are suitable to handle 
complex mechanical design problems since no derivative information is required. For 
instance, Simpson et al. (1994) applied genetic algorithm (GA), one of the paradigms of 
EA, to the optimization of pipe networks. Wright (1996) used GA for the HVAC 
optimization studies in sizing of HVAC equipment, and Huang and Lam (1997) used GA 
for optimizing controller performance in HVAC systems. Sakamoto et al. (1999) 
examined the application of GA to optimize the operation schedule for a district heating 
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and cooling plant, and Asiedu et at (2000) focused on the application of GA for the duct 
system design. Chow et al. (2002) used GA to develop an optimal control scheme for an 
absorption chiller, and Wright et al. (2002) applied a multi-objective GA to identify the 
optimal pay-off characteristic between the building energy cost and the thermal 
discomfort of occupants. Angelov et al. (2003) applied an EA to propose novel 
secondary HVAC systems. Lu et al. (2004,2005) adopted GA to optimize the plant 
operation of a centralized HVAC model. 
For the combined simulation-optimization approach, the efficiency of the 
optimization method for the HVAC simulation models is a primary concern, since the 
bottleneck for the process is commonly the simulation run for generating the required 
evaluation function value from the problem variables. Excepting analytical 
optimization approaches, the working efficiency of any numerical optimization methods 
is directly associated to the number of evaluation function calls. As a result, a robust 
optimization method should be able to generate global or near-optimal solutions of 
HVAC problems with minimum calls to the simulation models. Although a number of 
the aforementioned research works were based on GA, the working efficiency was 
inevitably compromised since the population size was commonly in tens or hundreds, 
leading to a very large number of evaluation function calls to the simulation. 
1.2 Appraisal of IIVAC Optimization Problems 
1.2.1 Formulation of HVAC optimization problems 
1.2.1.1 Objective functions 
For the HVAC optimization problems, the objective functions are directly related 
to the expected outcomes of design, operation or both. This may be a maximization or 
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minimization problem, and it depends on the focus of the optimization under study. 
Objective functions may cover the following areas: 
" maximization of energy saving; 
" maximization of efficiency of system or equipment; 
" minimization of energy consumption (e. g. net energy, primary energy); 
" minimization of cost (e. g. capital cost, operating cost, life-cycle cost); 
" minimization of payback period; 
" minimization of material; 
" minimization of spatial requirement; 
" maximization of thermal comfort of indoor environment (e. g. minimization of 
predicted percentage dissatisfied). 
In view of the variety of objectives for optimization, the field can be broadly 
divided into single objective optimization and multi-objective optimization. For single 
objective optimization, usually one or more aligned objectives can be combined. In the 
case of multi-objective optimization, two or more conflicting objectives would be 
encountered. The expected outcome of the single objective optimization is different 
from the multi-objective case. The former would give a direct and single optimal or 
near-optimal solution, while the latter would provide a number of feasible solutions for 
decision making purpose. 
1.2.1.2 Problem variables 
The problem variables of the steady state HVAC optimization problems are 
related to the operating point, mode of operation, component capacity, number of 
components, stage of operation, set point or physical size. The nature of these problem 
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variables can be either continuous or discrete. For a typical centralized HVAC system, it 
broadly includes the air side system and water side system (or secondary system and 
primary system respectively). From the viewpoints of both design and operation of 
these sub-systems, the following parameters of the operating fluid would be generally 
considered to be continuous problem variables: 
" mass flow rate; 
" supply temperature; 
" return temperature; 
" supply enthalpy; 
" return enthalpy; 
" operating pressure. 
There are also discrete problem variables for different fVAC sub-systems, such as, 
" the number of operating equipment of multiple installations (e. g. multiple chillers); 
" the number of steps for staging operation (e. g. step control of reciprocating 
compressor); and 
s the combination of different capacity of operating equipment (e. g. operation with one 
larger chiller and one smaller chiller in part load requirement), 
If the optimization is specifically related to the design problems, the problem variables 
would be extended to the following aspects: 
" capacity of equipment (e. g. capacity of hot water calorifier); 
" number of components for heat exchange purpose (e. g. number of rows of 
cooling/heating coil); 
" size of driving component (e. g. impeller diameter of pump or fan); 
9 dimension of distribution routing (e. g. pipe or duct). 
Usually these are discrete problem variables with step increments, since they would be 
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governed by the available commercial sizes or physical ranges. 
1.2.1.3 Constraint functions 
There are basically two types: inequality and equality constraint functions. The 
former are commonly the feasible ranges of the problem variables, while the latter are 
usually related to the heat or mass balance of different HVAC sub-systems or equipment. 
The inequality constraint functions may further include: 
" the velocity range of the operating fluid; 
" the range of permitted static head loss; and 
" the configuration for connection or installation (e. g. succeeding duct size smaller or 
equal to preceding duct size). 
The equality constraint functions in HVAC systems may originate from the following 
physical law of the sub-systems or the entire system: 
" heat balance equation (e. g. relationship between cooling load satisfied and 
temperature difference of chilled water); 
" mass balance equation (e. g. mass flow at mixing tee); 
steady flow energy equation (e. g. vapour compression refrigeration cycle); 
" empirical mathematical expression of engineering performance (e. g. pump or fan 
power at variable flow); 
specific configuration for connection or installation (e. g. size of first duct section 
equal to fan outlet). 
1.2.1.4 Optimization in context 
Since most of the HVAC optimization problems of design and energy 
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management are related to minimization, the development of this research would be 
based on the minimization problem, which can be described in Eq (1.1) as follows. 
minimize f(x) is f(x*) 
such that f(x*) < f(x) for all xe3g h" g'J1" 
subject o the constraints of 
G; (x)z0 i=1,..., m 
and Hj (x) =0j= (M+ 1), ..., ricon 
where, 
x: individual with nvu number of problem variables 
f(x): objective function value of individual x 
x*: optimal individual of global minimum 
f(x*): global minimum 
G: inequality constraint function 
H: equality constraint function 
3: feasible region for constrained problem 
N: search space of objective function 
91: real number set 
n,, a.: number of problem variables 
n, o,,: number of constraint functions, noon ý0 
m: number of inequality constraint functions, 05m: 5 nco 
(1,1) 
For unconstrained problems, there are no inequality and equality constraints, therefore Z 
im N. 
On the other hand, without loss of generality, the maximization problem can be 
also handled on a minimization platform with suitable transformation by Eq (1.2) below. 
maximize f(x) = -{minimize [-f(x)]) (1.2) 
Usually for an equality constraint function Fi(x), a sufficiently small positive 
number 8 (e. g. 10'3) would be introduced so that the equality constraint function can be 
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transformed into an inequality constraint function as follows: 
8 -IH(x)Iz0 (1.3) 
In this way all the constraint functions have the same form, and they can be handled 
together more conveniently throughout the optimization process. 
Sometimes the multi-objective optimization can be represented by a single 
objective approach (Wright et al. 2002). This can be implemented by identifying the 
essential objective function among the available objective functions, and setting the 
conflicting objective functions into a suitable form of constraint functions. 
1.2.2 Characteristics of simulation models in HVAC problems 
1.2.2.1 Energy simulation models 
In recent decades, different HVAC simulation modeling programs have emerged 
in both the academic and commercial fields. The typical stages of energy simulation 
modeling of HVAC problems are shown in Fig. 1.1. 
Weather Data, Internal Heat 
Gain, Schedules, 
Ventilation Requirement, etc. 
Calculation 
Model i Load System .................... 
Model ' 
----------------- P1antModel ' 
----"--------------------------- ºI Cost Mode! 
Annual Operating Cost, 
Life-cycle Cost, Payback 
Period, etc. 
Fig. 1.1. Simulation modeling of HVAC problem 
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Energy simulation software tools usually adopt the approach of forward modeling, 
in which the output variables can be predicted by the specified input variables on a 
platform with the required parameters and established structures, Based on the 
load-system-plant-cost sequence of an overall HVAC modeling in Fig, 1.1, there are 
particularly close interrelationship of the outputs and inputs among the load, system and 
plant models. The algorithm development of the energy simulation programs, such as 
EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus 2006), DOE-2 (LBL and LANL 1982) and BLAST (BLAST 
1993) have been designed with this approach. The heat balance method and 
weighting-factor method are commonly used to determine the instantaneous space 
cooling load from the weather condition, building mass and heat gains, In more recent 
development, the thermal-network method (Sowell 1990) has offered greater flexibility 
to the users in model building. But this method would demand more computational cost 
if the building model is rigorously simulated. If the thermal-network approach can be 
developed in a simplified approach, like the model with lumped parameter of 
resistance/capacitance network (Ren and Wright 1998, Hanby and Angelov 2000), the 
model equations can be solved more efficiently. 
1.2.2.2 Component-based simulation models 
TRNSYS (SEL 2000), IDA Indoor Climate and Energy (I3ris Data Aß 1999), 
ESP-r (Hand 2006) and HVACSIM+ (Clarke 1985) are examples of popular 
component-based HVAC plant simulation programs, In order to provide wide 
applications and flexible studies of different HVAC equipment and systems, these 
programs are based on a library of component models. These are mostly steady state 
models, although the provision of dynamic simulation is included in these plant 
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simulation programs. The components of equipment cover those from both the air side 
and water side of a centralized HVAC system. The components of air side system 
mainly cover cooling and dehumidification coils, heating coils, humidifiers, fans, 
dampers and ducts. For the components of water side system, there are chillers, boilers, 
cooling towers, thermal storage equipment, cogeneration plant, etc. 
For the mathematical modeling of cooling and dehumidification coil, it is a heat 
and mass transfer component since both sensible heat and latent heat are involved. For 
instance in TRNSYS 15.3 (SEL 2000), the component model of cooling and 
dehumidification coil adopts the air effectiveness from Braun (1988) and the efficiencies 
of rectangular-plate fins from Threlkeld (1970). In this mathematical model, the 
effectiveness of the wet coil would depend on the outlet chilled water temperature, so 
iterative method is required to find the outlet states of the conditioned air, 
For the mathematical modeling of a fan, the power is commonly determined as 
normalized power, which is described by a polynomial expression with suitable order of 
the normalized mass flow rate. The coefficients of the polynomial would be based on 
the manufacturer's information, A similar approach would also be applied to pump 
modeling. 
Owing to the relatively complex nature of the central plant and water side system, 
it is a challenge to develop the mathematical modeling in detail. Therefore these 
components are also commonly modeled with suitable mathematical regression 
expressions, which cover both full- and part-load operation. These mathematical 
expressions are commonly derived in the format of exponentials, polynomials or Fourier 
series, but the second or third order polynomial approximation is the most common (Yik 
and Burnett 1998, Yik and Chan 1998). If two variables are involved, it is commonly 
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represented by a biquadratic expression. In the available commercial plant simulation 
programs, the pressure balance of the air or water distribution system is usually not 
considered. If this level of detail is required, additional customized components should 
be developed. 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The aims and objectives are: 
a. to advance the use of numerical and heuristic optimization method in the design and 
energy management of HVAC systems; 
b. to devise an effective coupling linkage between an optimization algorithm and the 
simulation model, which would be implemented by using a common plant 
simulation program; and 
C. to develop a robust optimization platform, which can solve single objective 
minimization problems at a reduced number of simulation function calls. 
1.4 Research Methodology 
In order to achieve the objectives in this research work, the following 
methodology has been adopted: 
a. To conduct the literature survey of the optimization and simulation methods, with 
the focus on the problems of HVAC engineering design and energy management. 
b. To establish plant simulation models of typical centralized HVAC systems in Hong 
Kong by using suitable component-based modeling program. 
C. To build up a prototype optimization suite in the context of EA, and develop an 
appropriate coupling link to the FHVAC plant simulation models for optimization 
purpose. 
d. To formulate the essential constituents and operators of a robust EA (REA) through 
experimentation with a variety of standard test functions and test problems. 
e. To benchmark the performance of the REA against other optimization methods in 
the field of EA, 
f. To verify the effectiveness of the REA through example HVAC problems in the 
areas of design and energy management, which reflect the potential local 
applications in Hong Kong. 
In order to carry out the work in this research, the following facilities and software 
have been applied: 
a. contemporary personal computers (configuration of Pentium 4,1 GB RAM, 60 GB 
hard disk with flexible virtual memory, operating system of Windows XP); 
b. plant simulation program TRNSYS 15.3 (plant simulation engine) and IlSißat 3 
(graphical input/output interfacing program for TRNSYS); 
c. Visual FORTRAN 6.5 (for compiling new components for TRNSYS, and 
recompiling the executable TRNSYS simulation engine); and 
d. MATLA! 3 6.1 (for developing the EA Suite and coupling linkage); 
e. Microsoft Excel (for sensitivity test, 2D and 3D graph plotting, and graphical 
analysis). 
f. Microsoft Word (for thesis writing and editing). 
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1.5 Organization of Thesis 
There are ten chapters in this thesis. Chapter 1 is the introductory part, to show 
the background of simulation-optimization approach and to appraise the characteristics of 
HVAC optimization problems. Chapter 2 reviews the traditional and heuristic 
optimization methods, with focus on the effectiveness of EA and popular constraint 
handling techniques. Chapter 3 presents the development of a component-based HVAC 
system model by using the simulation program TRNSYS. Chapter 4 discusses the 
development of EA Suite in MATLAB and its coupling linkage to the HVAC system 
model. The EA operators including mutation, selection, recombination, constraint 
handling, as well as the supplementary operation strategies are described in Chapter S. 
Chapter 6 reports the setup of empirical studies across different combinations of EA 
operators through a variety of test functions. Chapter 7 formulates the best combination 
of EA operators from the results of full empirical runs, and proposes the REA for HVAC 
optimization problems. The qualitative analysis of constituents of the REA, and 
benchmarking with some standard methods in EA field are described in Chapter 8. 
Chapter 9 verifies the performance of the REA in solving the example practical HVAC 
optimization problems in the areas of design and energy management. Chapter 10 
summaries the research outcomes and suggests future work. Details of test functions 
problems for experimentation and qualitative analysis are consolidated in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER 2 OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES FOR HVAC PROBLEMS 
After understanding the features and possible applications of HVAC optimization 
problems in Chapter 1, the common optimization approaches already applied for the 
HVAC problems are reviewed and described in this chapter. Both traditional and 
heuristic optimization methods are discussed. Since the focus of this research is the 
suitability of EA in handling the HVAC optimization problems, the characteristics and 
discrepancies of different paradigms of EA are analyzed in detail. The advantages of EA 
over the traditional and other heuristic optimization methods in handling HVAC 
problems are discussed and highlighted. In addition, constraint handling techniques are 
needed to tackle constrained HVAC problems, so the popular methods are also reviewed 
and presented in this chapter. 
2.1 Common Optimization Methods for HVAC Problems 
A number of optimization methods have been applied in handling HVAC 
optimization problems with respect to their multidimensional, nonlinear, mixed 
continuous-discrete and highly constrained nature. There has been continuous 
development of optimization methods in last two decades and such problems can be 
effectively tackled according to their nature and the optimal solution identified. These 
methods include the analytical approach (Söylemez 2001), gradient-based and nonlinear 
programming methods (Zheng and Zaheer-Uddin 1996, Hanby and Angelov 2000, 
Zaheer-Uddin and Zheng 2000), direct search methods (Wright and Hanby 1987, Hanby 
and Wright 1989, Lambert and Wright 1991), dynamic programming (Rink and Li 1995, 
Fong et al. 2001), artificial neural network (Yang et al. 2003). These methods all have 
their roles in certain optimization problems, and they have their own features as well as 
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limitations in application. The methods are briefly reviewed here to provide a context 
for the research and to serve as a background for the development of the search 
algorithms in this thesis. 
2.1.1 Analytical approach 
Differentiation is a classical optimization method to determine the optimum for a 
continuous objective function. This is efficient for a smooth function with a single 
problem variable. Once the number of problem variables is up to two or more, the roots 
from the partial derivatives produce families of lines, and the optima can be determined 
from the intersection of these lines. The global optimum can be identified from a group 
of optima in an effective way. If equality constraint functions are involved, the method 
of Lagrange multipliers can be applied to include the constraint functions into the 
objective function (Sanaye and Malekmohammadi 2004). The roots of the partial 
derivatives of this modified objective function still produce an equation set to determine 
the optimum. To handle inequality constraints, usually the Kuhn-Tucker (KT) method 
would be adopted. However the solution of the KT equations is just the necessary 
condition for optimality (Gouda et al. 2002), so the involvement of constraint functions 
may impede the search reliability of optimum. The obvious limitation of the analytical 
approach is its incapability to handle optimization problems with discrete variables, or 
those without first and second derivatives. It also has problems with multimodal 
optimization since it may be easily trapped at a local optimum. 
2.1.2 Gradient-based and nonlinear programming methods 
The method of steepest descent and the Newton method are classical 
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gradient-based numerical methods, and they have been in use for more than half a century. 
The method of steepest descent starts at an arbitrary point on the search space and 
searches along the direction of the steepest gradient. The new gradient is orthogonal to 
the previous one, so that the search is gradually directed towards the optimum. As 
compared to the steepest descent method, Newton method has a significant improvement 
of the searching efficiency. This is achieved by working on an approximation from 
multidimensional Taylor series expansion of the objective function and the corresponding 
matrix of second derivatives called Hessian (Jacobian) matrix. However the Hessian 
matrix of Newton method may be difficult to determine, and the search of optimum may 
be unstable and possibly erroneous in multimodal problems. As a result, some 
quasi-Newton techniques have been developed to replace the Hessian matrix by an 
approximation one, but necessary checking and remedial works are included in order to 
provide a trustworthy solution. Two popular quasi-Newton methods are DFP 
(Davidon-Fletcher-Powell) algorithm (Powell 1964) and BFGS 
(Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) algorithm (Broyden 1965; Fletcher 1963; Goldfarb 
and Lapidus 1968; Shanno 1970), The Newton and quasi-Newton methods afford rapid 
convergence and search efficiency. 
The sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm is a generalization of the 
Newton method for constrained optimization. It would find a step away from the current 
point by minimizing a quadratic model of the problem. Every iteration a quadratic 
approximation is developed for the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian function. This is 
then used to generate a QP subproblem whose solution is used to form a search direction. 
The trust-region SQP is useful to handle the constrained problems with linear equalities 
(Furey 1993, Dong et at 2003), and this method provides a neighbourhood for the current 
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iterate to determine a better search direction. The active set SQP is applied for general 
nonlinear optimization including both linear and nonlinear constraints (Zheng and 
Zaheer-Uddin 1996, van Schijndel 2002, Liu 2005). Its computational efficiency is 
enhanced by approximating the problem with the active set of constraints. The inactive 
constraints are omitted. 
In practice, the GRG2 method (Lasdon et at 1978) has been used to handle 
constrained optimization problems with numerous problem variables and linear equality 
constraints, and it was applied to optimization problems of HVAC systems (Silverman et 
al. 1981; Murray 1984). Implementation of GRG2 is based on GRG (generalized 
reduced gradient) algorithm. Firstly the equality constraints are used to eliminate a 
subset of the problem variables, so that the original problem can be changed to a 
bound-constrained problem of the remaining variables. GRG2 is commonly initialized 
with a feasible solution and retains feasibility of solution along the optimization process. 
The BFGS quasi-Newton method is adopted to determine the search direction. The 
approximated Hessian matrix is handled as a dense matrix, so the involved active 
constraints can be manipulated more effectively. 
However these gradient-based methods, similar to those of the analytical 
approach, are limited to continuous and unimodal functions with the existence of the first 
and second derivatives. 
2.1.3 Exhaustive search 
The exhaustive search method does not need any derivative information of 
objective and constraint functions, but it demands a considerable computational time, 
particularly if the search interval for each variable is divided too small. If two problem 
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variables are involved, a coarse topographical landscape can be developed first. Then 
the possible location of the global optimum can be identified, and the exhaustive search 
can be focused on the potential region with fine resolution. However if the problem is 
multidimensional and has more than two problem variables, the topographical preview 
cannot be implemented. On the other hand, the degree of resolution may be based on the 
optimization experience or the bounds of the problem variables. If the resolution is still 
relatively coarse with respect to the problem, the topographical landscape may even 
mislead the location of the global optimum. For instance, the topography of a 
multimodal search landscape may be misunderstood as a unimodal one if the search 
points are under-sampled. Of course, these worries can be minimized by magnifying the 
resolution as large as possible, but this would in turn exponentially increase the 
computational cost. 
2.1.4 Direct search 
The direct search is another method that information about derivatives is not 
required. These have the attractive property of working with a population of points as 
well. This is a significant improvement over the exhaustive search in terms of 
optimization efficiency. The development of the direct search method is exemplified by 
the pattern search algorithm of Hooke and Jeeves (1960). The search starts from an 
initial feasible point in the search space. A series of exploratory probes that form a 
searching mesh are made along the axes of problem variables. The objective function 
value of each probe is evaluated, recorded and compared, so that it can inform an 
accelerated move to a new base point for another set of exploratory probes. This process 
continues until the optimum is determined. Another common direct search method is 
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the complex method (Box 1965, Neider and Mead 1965). Its principle is to explore the 
optimum by rejecting infeasible points. Firstly a group of trial points, called simplex, 
are generated randomly within the feasible space. All the points in the simplex are 
checked for their feasibility against the constraint functions. If any trial point has 
constraint violation, it would be successively moved halfway back towards the centroid 
of the existing points of the simplex until it is feasible. Therefore the infeasible point 
would not be maintained, but relocated within the feasible space. 
In order to avoid being trapped at a local optimum in direct search, an improved 
method of iterative stochastic hillclimbing has been introduced. In this method, 
successive restarting searches are implemented once there is no further improvement of 
the solution. Finally the optimum would be identified among the results of these 
multiple runs. Of course, such an improvement must be balanced against an increase in 
computational time due to the repetitive search, 
The direct search methods have been applied for handling the HVAC optimized 
design problem (Wright 1986, Wright and Hanby 1987, Lambert and Wright 1991), But 
these methods have difficulties with constrained problems where the solution lies on the 
boundary of any constraint functions. Unfortunately, it is quite common for the global 
optimum to be close to or even touch the constraint functions in HHVAC optimization 
problems. Therefore prior knowledge of the optimization problem is required if direct 
search methods are used. 
2.1.5 Dynamic programming 
Dynamic programming is a method for solving an optimization problem by 
memorizing the sub-problem solutions rather than recomputing them. This is useful to 
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tackle optimal supervisory control and sequential decision problems (Rink and Li 1995, 
Lin and Yi 2000, Fong et al. 2001). The three main steps of dynamic programming are 
initialization, matrix-fill and trace-back. In general, dynamic programming has a simple 
and logical nature. It works well to find the optimum for problems that can be 
formulated according to the structure of dynamic programming. However not all kinds 
of HVAC optimization problems can be transformed into the required format of this 
method. The memory-demanding feature of dynamic programming may be another 
limitation if the dimension of problem variables and their operating ranges are large. In 
this case, any approach which can reduce the computational resources should be adopted, 
such as to apply suitable bounds or constraints to the problem variables for facilitating the 
search (Chen 2001). 
2.1.6 Artificial neural network 
Artificial neural network (ANN) is commonly applied in the plant and system 
modeling if the analytical mathematical descriptions cannot be easily determined. 
Usually based on the empirical input and output data, the plant model can be trained and 
formulated at last. ANN itself is seldom a direct optimization tool to handle the common 
objective functions in the HVAC regimes, however it would produce an optimal plant or 
system model that can be used to evaluate the problem variables being searched by an 
external optimizer. This optimization tool should be well articulated with ANN to 
produce the optimal solution according to the nature of the objective and constraint 
functions (Gerald and Gibson 1997, Chow et at. 2002). Although some literatures 
would indicate that the developed ANN can be utilized for both learning and optimization 
purposes (Yang et at. 2003), this does not mean the nature of ANN can be used for 
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optimization. Usually in this situation, a solution set has been generated by certain 
means of parametric study of the problem variables in advance, and ANN just makes use 
of this available optimization information during the learning process. Since the 
solution set is acquired from parametric study, the available optimization information 
would depend on the degree of resolution and combination, and this information would 
not be accurate if the search landscape is complicated. 
2.2 Heuristic Optimization Methods except EA 
2.2.1 Simulated annealing 
Simulated annealing, an optimization scheme to prevent from being trapped at the 
local optimum, was inspired by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) from the annealing phenomenon 
of hot metals. Koeppel et al. (1995) adopted this optimization method to determine a 
one-week optimal control of an absorption chiller system. The search of simulated 
annealing is carried out from generation to generation. Each generation there are one 
parent and one offspring. If the fitness of offspring is better than that of parent, the 
offspring would replace the parent. If the offspring has worse fitness, it can still become 
the next parent with certain probability, called annealing probability, However this 
probability is exponentially decreased as the search progresses, so the chance to retain the 
less fit offspring would be decreased. For minimization, the annealing probability at the 
0 generation (where ke I) is determined as follows: 




pa, k annealing probability at 
0 generation 
fo function value of offspring 
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(2,1) 
fp = function value of parent 
c= "cooling rate", ce (0,1) 
To = "initial temperature" at the first generation, i. e. k =1 
Since Pa. k gets smaller as the search progresses (i. e. k gets larger), there is a 
progressively lower chance that a worse individual would be accepted. Although 
simulated annealing has single searching approach, the existence of pa, k would allow the 
worse individual to be retained, so that the search can escape from the trend dictated by 
the local optimum. By using this method, the annealing parameters like "initial 
temperature" and "cooling rate" have to be decided first. However these parameters 
would be problem-specific, so it is necessary to have certain prior knowledge of the 
problem domain, or to use a trial-and-error approach to determine them. 
2.2.2 Tabu search 
Glover (1989,1990) designed a heuristic method called tabu search that allows 
the search to escape from a local optimum. The fundamental idea of tabu search is to 
continuously explore the new solution in the search space by avoiding move reversals to 
the solution space that has been previously visited. The avoidance of move reversals is 
implemented through forbidding or penalizing such moves, so it is called "tabu". In this 
regard, this method records recent moves in one or more tabu lists, which become a 
search memory in the course of optimization. The influence of the tabu list can be 
overridden by an aspiration level if the move is sufficiently good, then a reverse move 
would be permitted. To determine the best move in the current iteration, the assumption 
is made that good moves are more likely to reach the optimum or near-optimum in the 
search space. Wen and Chang (1997) applied tabu search for optimal planning of an 
electric power transmission network. Youssef et al. (2001) reported that in the spatial 
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optimization problem, tabu search can perform more effectively than simulated 
annealing. 
2.2.3 Particle swarm optimization 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart 
(1995). This heuristic method was motivated by the social behaviour of organisms such 
as bird flocking and fish schooling. As an optimization tool, PSO provides a 
population-based search procedure in which the particles (individuals) change their 
positions (states) with time. At the start of PSO, the first population is initialized 
randomly around the multidimensional search space. During the flight, each. particle 
adjusts its position according to its own experience, as well as the experience of 
neighbouring particles, making use of the best position encountered by itself and its 
neighbours. At the k`" generation (where kE I+), the population xk is improved to 
become new population xk+i as follows: 
Xk+l = Xk + Vk+l (2.2) 
where, 
Vk+l = vk + [cl r1, k (Pbest, k - Xk) + C2 r2, k (gbest, k - Xk)), 
direction vector generating the new population from the ku' one 
Pbest, k = arg min f(x), 
xe (&I. xl. "., x, } 
location vector of the particle with the best fitness up to the kth epoch 
gbest, k = arg min f(x), 
is (xo, u. xu. i..., xo. k. 
... xF4,, x,, 1,... x,,, º) 
location vector of the particle with the best fitness among the entire 
population up to the 
0 epoch, n is population size of the particles 
r1, r2 = random number tÄ U(0,1) 
C1, C2 = problem specific scalars 
From Eq (2.2), the new position of population would be determined by the particle with 
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the best fitness of each individual up to the kth generation pbest, k, as well as the particle 
with the best fitness across the whole population up to the kt generation gbest, k" 
Therefore PSO can be interpreted as a hybrid approach driven by both global and local 
search. The stochastic nature of PSO provides a flying momentum and allows thorough 
search around different regions of the multidimensional space, leading the population 
towards the global optimum. 
2.2.4 Ant colony optimization 
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is useful to solve the discrete optimization 
problem, such as the travelling salesman problem. The development of ACO by Dorigo 
and Maria (1997) was inspired from the behaviour of real ant colonies in the nature. The 
observation is when the ants choose a shorter path, they would create a trail of pheromone 
(an odorous chemical from ant) faster and stronger than the ones walking a longer path. 
Since the stronger pheromone would attract the other ants better, more and more ants 
would pick the shorter path, until all the ants have found the shortest path. To prevent 
the premature convergence of the optimization problem due to the excessive virtual 
pheromone in the ACO process, a measure of "pheromone evaporation" is implemented. 
Clearly ACO is a probabilistic population-based search method, but it relies 
heavily on problem-specific parameters, such as the evaporation constant and a number 
of weighting factors. The problem variables should be discrete, rather than continuous. 
Of course a continuous domain for each problem variable can be approximated by a 
discrete step with the required resolution, but this would add one more 
problem-dependent parameter to the optimization process. 
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2.3 Paradigms of EA 
EA is a probabilistic and population-based heuristic algorithm developed from the 
Darwinian paradigm of evolution, which is often viewed as analogous to optimal 
exploration and optimization. The essential steps are derived from the fundamental 
principles of variation and selection of the Darwinian evolution throughout generations. 
EA can be conceptually presented by the evolutionary loop as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
Parents 
phenotypes ncoded in 
chromosomes 
Variation 
To transfer and change genetic 
information, commonly through 
recombination and mutation 
Offspring 
New phenotypes decoded from 
offspring chromosomes 
Selection 
Survival for fittest 
- To evaluate offspring and let highly fit one 
survive in next generation 
Fig. 2.1. Evolutionary loop 
The chromosomes of any individual are represented in genotypes, which define 
the unique nature of the individual, and the phenotypes of the corresponding enotypes 
show the traits of the individual. In the other words, the phenotypes are mapped to 
genotypes, or encoded to become the chromosomes. In the evolutionary loop, the 
genetic information of the parents would be transferred and changed through the 
variation process, and then the chromosomes of offspring would have new genotypes 
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hence new phenotypes. Selection is to implement "survival for fittest". The fitness of 
offspring is evaluated first, and the highly fit offspring would be selected to survive in 
next generation. The fitness of an individual refers to the performance of adaptation to 
the environment for survival according to the Darwinian paradigm of evolution. In 
typical optimization problem, it is the evaluation outcome of the fitness function, 
typically the combined effect of objective function and constraint violation incurred. 
Therefore an individual with higher fitness means greater optimal potential, in turn larger 
chance for survival. The interrelationship among chromosome, genotype and phenotype 
is illustrated in Example 2.1. 
Example 2.1 
Assume an optimization problem with one problem variable. The fitness of individual is 
simply equal to its value in integer. The population size is two, and each individual is 
represented in binary string in 5-bit. Assume the details of two parents are as follows. 
The phenotypic value of each parent is transformed (encoded) into the binary value, i. e. 
genotype, as well as the corresponding chromosome with the length of five. 
Phenotype Genotype Chromosome 
Parent A 2(--21) 00010 
Parent ß5 (= 22 + 2) 00101 
Assume after variation (including recombination and mutation), the offspring becomes 
two new chromosomes, with the corresponding enotypes and phenotypes as follows: 
Chromosome Genotype Phenotype 
Offspring A Cý7 00110 6 (ý= 22 + 21) 
Offspring B CT 7 01001 9 (_= 23 + 2°) 
Since selection for fittest is applied, the offspring B would be selected for next generation 
since its phenotypic value is 9. Q 
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For EA in general, there are three major paradigms - genetic algorithm (Holland 
1975, Goldberg 1989), evolutionary programming (Fogel 1964, Fogel 1992), and 
evolution strategy (Rechenberg 1973, Schwefel 1981). The key genetic operators used 
in EA are recombination, mutation and selection. Briefly, recombination is a 
reproduction process of parents, mutation is to alter genetic information of parents, and 
selection is to choose offspring for survival. The major discrepancies among genetic 
algorithm, evolutionary programming and evolution strategy can be analysed from their 
data representation, degree of importance of recombination and mutation, and the 
approach of selection. The background and characteristics of the three paradigms are 
introduced in the ensuing sections. 
2.3.1 Genetic algorithm 
The genetic algorithm (GA) was developed by J. H. Holland in the 1960s (Holland 
1962,1967). On the other hand, H. J. Bremermann offered conceptually equivalent 
procedures also in the 1960s (Bremermann 1962, Bremermann et at 1965), and AS. 
Fraser even earlier in 1950s (Fraser 1957). GA follows closely to the paradigm of 
Darwinian biological evolution, so it has an emphasis on crossover (recombination) and a 
probabilistic selection operator. Mutation plays a minor role and it is treated as a 
background operator. Binary strings are commonly used in GA for representation of 
problem variables under optimization, although real-valued representation can be also 
used. There is a GA-related paradigm called genetic programming, which makes use of 
the GA operators to optimize the objective of algorithmic program, instead of 
mathematical function. Holland (1975) has introduced the simple genetic algorithm 
(SGA) with the typical procedures hown in Fig. 2.2. 
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epoch = 1; 
initialize the first population; 
evaluate fitness of the population; 
for epoch = 2: epochmM do 
encode the population; 
select parents for crossover; 
crossover of parents with pc; 
mutate individuals with pm; 
decode offspring; 
evaluate fitness of offspring; 
od 
Fig. 2.2. Pseudo-code of GA 
In the first epoch, a population is initialized from the search space. From the 
second epoch, each individual originally in integer or real number (phenotype) is encoded 
in binary strings (genotype) and form a chromosome according to the required precision 
or bit size. Two parents are generally chosen by proportional selection, which is based 
on relative fitness of the parents in the population. The individual with the higher fitness 
will have greater chance of selection. Proportional selection is commonly implemented 
by using a roulette wheel as shown in Fig. 2.3. Crossover of these two parents would be 
implemented with the crossover probability p,. Among different crossover methods, the 
single-point crossover is popular and straightforward. For mutation, single bit-flip 
mutation method is common. Since mutation is not emphasized, so the individual after 
crossover would undergo the mutation process with low mutation probability pm, usually 
equal to 
I, 
where L is chromosome length. Then the individual would be decoded 
from binary string to integer or real number form for evaluation purpose. Example 2.2 
demonstrates the crossover and mutation processes by using the two parents already 
mentioned in Example 2.1. 
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Goldberg (1989) has described wide applications of GA in handling optimization 
problems in the fields of science, engineering and business. GA can promote 
satisfactory searching performance from the building block hypothesis and the schema 
theorem. This has led to GA becoming popular in the field of heuristic and engineering 











Fig. 2.3. Roulette wheel. It contains the sectors of a population with 10 individuals, 
The area of each sector is proportional to the fitness of the corresponding individual. 
Therefore in every spin of proportional selection, Individual D would have the greatest 
chance indicated by the pointer thus selected, while Individual 0 the least, 
Example 2.2 
Follow the information of the two parents in Example 2.1. Assume crossover is allowed 
and a single-point crossover is implemented after the third bit, the offspring becomes: 
-------------------- 
Parent A 00010 CP; Ml 00110 Individual C 
Parent B 00101 COMP 00001 Individual D 
L .................. 4 
For mutation, assume individual C remains intact but individual D is probabilistically 
allowed for mutation. Assume that the second bit of individual D is chosen randomly 
and a bit-flip is implemented. Therefore the two offspring becomes as follows: 
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Chromosome Genotype 
Offspring A® 00110 (same as Individual C, no change) 
Offspring B 01001 (second bit flipped from 0 to 1 in Individual 
D) 
2.3.2 Evolutionary programming 
Evolutionary programming was developed by L. J. Fogel in 1960s (Fogel 1962, 
1964), and further refined by D. B. Fogel in the 1980s and 1990s (Fogel 1988,1992, Fogel 
and Fogel 1988). The original motivation for developing evolutionary programming 
was to generate finite-state machines for solving time-series prediction tasks. 
Afterwards, evolutionary programming was also adopted in parameter optimization 
problems. The framework of evolutionary programming is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
epoch =1; 
initialize the first population; 
evaluate fitness of the population; 
for epoch a 2: epochm,. do 
mutate parents to become offspring; 
evaluate fitness of offspring; 
select parents for next generation; 
od 
Fig. 2.4. Pseudo-code of evolutionary programming 
Evolutionary programming has the emphasis on mutation operator instead of 
recombination operator, so recombination is not common in this paradigm. Usually 
each individual contains a problem variable and corresponding strategy parameter, where 
the latter is used to provide search step and direction for the former (i. e. the problem 
variable). This pair would be evolved with Gaussian distribution throughout the 
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generations in evolutionary programming. Since the selected highly fit offspring should 
result from a robust strategy parameter for optimal search, it shows that the strategy 
parameter is also self-adapted along the evolution of the problem variable. In 
evolutionary programming, stochastic tournament selection is commonly used, the 
parents for next generation are selected from the winners of the competition against a 
specified number of opponents, which are stochastically selected from the united group 
of parents and offspring. 
2.3.3 Evolution strategy 
Evolution strategy was developed by I. Rechenberg and H. Schwefel in 1960s 
(Rechenberg 1965, Schwefel 1965). Evolution strategy is commonly used in problems 
with real-valued or discrete variables. The genetic operators of evolution strategy 
include recombination, mutation and selection. Evolution strategy emphasizes the equal 
importance of mutation and recombination. A recombination operator has not been 
proven to provide a definite performance gain, but it would probably reduce the 
occurrence of scattered individuals as compared to the effect due to mutation operator. 
For the mutation operator, similar to evolutionary programming, the Gaussian realization 
with self-adapted strategy parameter is used. The framework of evolution strategy is 
presented in Fig. 2.5. 
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epoch = 1; 
initialize the first population; 
evaluate fitness of the population; 
for epoch = 2: epochm do 
recombine parents; 
mutate the recombined individuals to become offspring; 
evaluate fitness of offspring; 
select parents for next generation; 
od 
Fig. Z. S. Pseudo-code of evolution strategy 
Generally evolution strategy would have a parent population size µ and an 
offspring population size X. The implementation of evolution strategy can be broadly 
categorized into the commas strategy (µ, %) and the plus strategy (µ + X), and this 
classification is based on the selection approach to be adopted. For the (µ, ?) strategy, it 
is common that 2, =kµ, where ?>µ and keI. The ) offspring would become the 
selection pool and they are all ranked according to their fitness. Then the best µ 
individuals would be deterministically selected to be the parent population for next epoch. 
For the (µ + ?) strategy, the selection pool is the union of µ parents and ? offspring, all the 
individuals are ranked according to their fitness, and the best µ individuals would be 
selected to be the next parent population deterministically. 
2.3.4 Summary of major features of EA paradigms 
For the operators and characteristics of the three major paradigms of EA, their 
feature, similarity and difference are summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of major operators of GA, evolutionary programming and 
evolution strategy 
Genetic Evolutionary Evolution 
Algorithm Programming Strategy 
Recombination Core operator, with Not included. Important operator, with 
(crossover) recombination probability recombination probability 
> 0.5. = 1. 
Mutation Background operator, with Core operator, commonly Core operator, commonly 
low mutation probability, using stochastic strategy using stochastic strategy 
usually 1/L (where L is parameter with Gaussian parameter with Gaussian 
chromosome length). realization, with realization, with mutation 
mutation probability - 1. probability - 1. Usually 
mutation follows 
recombination. 
Selection Probabilistic selection of Probabilistic selection of Deterministic selection of 
parents for recombination offspring to be parents of offspring to be parents of 
and mutation next epoch next epoch 
(selection for reproduction), (selection for survival). (selection for survival). 
The paradigms of evolutionary programming and evolution strategy are similar, 
except there is no recombination in the former and deterministic selection instead of 
probabilistic selection in the latter. On the other hand, there are several significant 
features of evolution strategy and evolutionary programming compared to GA: 
a. For GA, recombination is the core operator, mutation is much less significant. 
However mutation is the core operator for both evolutionary programming and 
evolution strategy. 
b. In GA, the recombination and mutation probabilities are commonly less than one. 
This means that some individuals within the population would remain intact without 
evolution. But for evolution strategy, both probabilities are one, This implies that 
these two operators would be definitely involved for variation of individuals. For 
evolutionary programming, the probability of mutation is also commonly one. 
c. Apart from the nature of selection, the approach and sequence of selection in their 
evolution loops are different. For GA, the parents would be selected for the ongoing 
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recombination and mutation processes through the selection operator, selection is 
therefore used for those variation operators and implemented before the variation 
process. But for evolutionary programming and evolution strategy, selection is 
applied on the offspring population to generate the parent population of next epoch, 
so selection is implemented after the variation operators. In summary, the approach 
of "selection for reproduction" is adopted in GA, while "selection for survival" in 
both evolutionary programming and evolution strategy. 
As a result, although there are similarities among the three paradigms, there are 
distinguishing features for each paradigm, so their optimization performance would be 
different. The primary objective of this research is to explore alternative configurations 
and varied combinations of EA operators, so that the robustness of the optimization 
algorithm is not limited by the traditional format of the respective EA paradigms. In 
particular, emphasis is placed on the effectiveness in terms of the number of function calls 
in the evaluation phase, as this is the rate-determining step in solving many HVAC 
optimization problems. 
In the context of HVAC optimization problems, a robust EA should have the 
following performance characteristics: 
" Exploitative search instead of blind search; 
" Exploring optimum even at the rugged search landscape; 
" Minimum but sufficient evaluation function calls; 
" Good operational connection among different EA operators and evaluation function. 
With deeper understanding of the epitasis and modality of the optimization problems, i. e. 
the loci of search and the landscape of search space, the effectiveness of different 
involvement and combination of EA operators is examined systematically in this thesis. 
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2.4 Advantages of EA over Different Optimization Methods 
According to the no free lunch theorems advocated by Wolpert and Macready 
(1997), there is no single optimization method which can solve all kinds of problems and 
give the best performance. In the context of HVAC optimization problems which are 
developed using a detailed component-based model, the complex interrelationship and 
possibly discrete nature of the problem variables means that these problems cannot be 
solved by the traditional analytical or gradient-based methods. Although there are 
continuously emerging new numerical or heuristic optimization methods, their 
appropriateness for the HVAC problems should be reviewed. The features and 
advantages of EA against the deficiencies of common optimization methods as described 
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are summarized in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. From this 
review, EA is advantageous to common optimization methods, as well as other heuristic 
optimization methods, 
As mentioned in Section 1.1, most of the HVAC optimization problems reported 
in the literatures were based on the paradigm of GA (Simpson et al. 1994, Wright 1996, 
Huang and Lam 1997, Sakamoto et al. 1999, Asiedu et al. 2000, Chow et al, 2002, 
Angelov et al. 2003, Lu et al. 2004,2005). The unique features of GA are its binary 
representation of problem variables, and the significant role of recombination for 
offspring generation. Although a number of optimization problems have been 
effectively handled by GA, the performance and efficiency of other paradigms -- 
evolution strategy and evolutionary programming - has been seldom reported. 
Although Giraud-Moreau and Lafon (2002) suggested that evolution strategy would have 
better performance over GA in handling constrained mechanical design problems, the 
comparison was only based on the elementary recombination and selection operators, and 
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there was no study of the effects of different mutation operators and constraint handling 
methods, as well as other popular recombination and selection operators. Therefore, it is 
necessary to carry out a thorough study of the robustness and limitations of a variety of 
EA operators in the context of HVAC optimization problems. 
Table 2.2. EA compared with common optimization methods for HVAC problems 
Deficiencies Overcome by EA 
Analytical EA can handle optimization problems with discrete problem variables, without 
approach existence of the derivative information of objective function and constraint functions. 
Gradient-based similarly to the analytical approach, the optimization problems without derivative 
numerical information cannot be solved by gradient-based numerical methods. In addition, 
methods there are difficulties in determining the Hessian matrix in Newton or quasi-Newton 
method, and in handling the constraints by gradient-based numerical methods. EA 
can tackle the optimization problems in discrete variables without the presence of 
derivative information, it can also solve the objective function together with different 
types of constraints effectively. 
Exhaustive The exhaustive search is not effective if it is used to handle multidimensional 
search problems, since the search landscape cannot be easily previewed, but EA can conduct 
multidimensional search well in such circumstances. Compared to the exhaustive 
search, the computational cost of EA can be reduced significantly. 
Direct search EA can handle constrained problems even where the global optimum is at the 
boundaries of constraint functions, but this is a real limitation for direct search. 
Dynamic Dynamic programming can handle optimization problems which can be resolved into 
programming the required components for matrix-fill and trace-back. Dynamic programming is 
therefore useful for supervisory control and sequential decision problems. However 
for typical HVAC optimizations focused on system and plant performance, dynamic 
programming cannot be directly applied. 
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Table 2.3. EA compared with other heuristic optimization methods 
Deficiencies Overcome by EA 
Simulated Apart from the existence of core but problem-specific parameters like "initial 
annealing temperature" and "cooling rate", the search efficiency is also problem-dependent, 
since only a single individual is involved each iteration. However EA Is a 
population-based searching process, so both the efficiency and diversity of search can 
be improved. 
Tabu search Tabu search is suitable to handle the spatial and network optimization problems. 
Apart from the existence of problem-specific parameters, tabu search involves a heavy 
memory load due to the tabu lists, and considerable matching search effort to avoid 
move reversals. This would affect the efficiency of iteration and increase the pressure 
of computational cost. In EA, apart from the merit of population-based exploration 
and exploitation, elitism would be used to maintain the best individual, only minimal 
memory demand is required. 
Particle swarm Although particle swarm optimization (PSO) has certain similarity to the paradigms of 
optimization EA due to involvement of both local and global search, it is basically different in 
principle. PSO relies heavily on two fundamental parameters, one related to the 
position of a reference particle, another to the experience of all its neighbouring 
particles. However problem-specific parameters are involved in the search, and they 
are usually not transferable. In EA, the characteristic parameters are generally 
transferable between different optimization problems. 
Ant colony Ant colony optimization is primarily designed to tackle discrete variables rather than 
optimization continuous ones, it is also difficult to incorporate constraints into the optimization 
process. In EA, both continuous and discrete variables can be handled, and common 
constraint handling techniques can be easily Incorporated. 
2.5 Constraint Handling Techniques for Heuristic Optimization Methods 
As discussed in Section 1.2.1.3, it is common to have different kinds of 
constraints for the HHVAC optimization problems. These constraint functions may be 
inequalities or equalities, and originated from the allowable ranges or physical 
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relationships of the problem variables. Due to the existence of constraints, the search of 
global optimum around the objective landscape may be more difficult, in particular the 
solution is near or lying on the constraints. The presence of constraints may impede the 
effectiveness of certain optimization methods. Different constraint handling techniques 
have been developed along the emerge of different optimization methods, from the 
classical analytical or gradient-based optimization methods to the current EA or other 
heuristic optimization methods. 
For the classical optimization methods tackling the problem with twice 
continuously differentiable objective and constraint functions, the constraint handling 
methods like Lagrange multipliers, KT method, and sequential quadratic programming 
have been proven effective for the global search. However due to the development of 
different heuristic optimization methods, the traditional constraint handling techniques 
cannot be applied, since most of these optimization methods do not rely on the 
information of derivatives. For the heuristic and evolutionary optimization methods, 
Michalewicz et al. (1996) discussed a number of possible constraint handling approaches, 
which are summarized into the following approaches 
" Penalizing or rejecting infeasible individuals 
" Separation of objectives and constraints 
" Repair of infeasible individuals and suitable replacement 
" Maintaining feasible population by special representation and operator 
" Use of suitable decoders to build feasible solution 
The first two constraint handling approaches have been gained much attention for the 
heuristic and evolutionary optimization methods in the past decade, so the penalty-based 
method and method of separate handling objective and constraint functions are discussed 
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in the ensuing sections. 
2.5.1 Penalty-based methods 
Penalty-based methods have been applied together with a variety of heuristic 
optimization methods such as direct search (Lambert and Wright 1991) and GA (Asiedu 
et al. 2000, Lu et al. 2004) for HVAC problems. This methodology can be perceived as 
transforming the constrained problem into an unconstrained one, by adding a penalty to 
the objective function value for any infeasible individual. Then the fitness of infeasible 
individuals would be inevitably worse than that of feasible ones. For minimization 
problem with both inequality and equality constrains, provided that equality constraints 
are converted into inequality ones by Eq (1.3), a general penalty-based evaluation 
function Fp(x) can be represented as follows: 
Fp(x) = f(x) + P(x) (2.3) 
where, 
f(x) - objective function 
11 (2.4) p(x) _Z)j gj (x) , penalty function jsl 
Z(x) _ {min[O, c5(x)]}2, (2.5) 
constraint violation for inequality constraint cj(x) z0 
= penalty factor of gj(x) 
non = number of constraint functions, including inequality and equality constraints 
This is obvious that the formulation of penalty function is the core part of different 
penalty-based methods, which commonly include static penalty (Homaifar et at 1994), 
dynamic penalty (Joines and Houck 1994), annealing penalty (Michalewicz and Attia 
1994) and adaptive penalty (Hadj-Alouance and Bean 1997). Their unique features are 
mainly associated with their corresponding penalty factors j, which are summarized in 
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Table 2.4 below. 
Table 2.4. Penalty factors of different penalty-based constraint handling methods 
Method Penalty Factor Details 
Static CIS is a constant for all 4(1). ? maybe changed 
penalty 3y Cli according to the level of violation of j ; (z) as set by 
user. 
Dynamic t is number of epoch. C2 and a are user-defined 
penalty 1y xm X= (C2 " t)' parameters (0.5 and 1 or 2 respectively as 
recommended by Joines and Houck 1994) 
Annealing 'T ° (C3 t- To), the cooling schedule, where C3 is 
penalty "cooling rate" e (0,1); To is "initial temperature"; and t 
2T is number of epoch. Both C3 and To are user-defined 
or problem-specific parameters. 
Adaptive t is number of epoch. Case(1) is situation that the best 
penalty 1y- 7ý -fi(t) 
where, 
if case(l), 
X(t)'ý ß= "7ý(t-1) if case(2), 
7X(t -1) otherwise. 
individuals in the last (t-1) epoch are always feasible, 
while case(2) always infeasible. The user-defined 
parameters ß1 and P2 have the relationships of ß1> ß2 > 
I and ßi * P2. Therefore in this adaptive scheme, X(t) 
would become smaller if the best individuals are 
feasible so far, or ? (t) would be more serious if the 
preceding best individuals are all infeasible, otherwise 
X(t) remains the same as 7, (t-1). 
Apart from the above four penalty-based methods that need careful design of the 
penalty factors, there is a very simple penalty-based method - death penalty. Death 
penalty is the most straightforward, any infeasible individual is simply rejected. 
Although the implementation is easy, it may lead to additional computational time to wait 
for the occurrence of feasible individuals, and it may also easily direct the search to local 
optimum instead of the global one. 
Coello (2000b) has advocated another penalty-based method called 
co-evolutionary penalty, and the penalty function is defined as follows: 
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p(x) = wi 
2gj (x) + w2 n,, ioI (2.6) 
j-i 
where, 
Wl = weighting factor for amount of violation 
w2 = weighting factor for number of violated constraints 
niol = number of violated constraints 
From Eq (2.6), the penalty function would consider not only the degree of constraint 
violation, but also the quantity of violated constraints. In the search, the whole 
population is divided into two sub-populations, one is used to evolve the optimum while 
the other is used to evolve the two weighting factors. This is why Coello (2000b) has 
named this to be co-evolutionary penalty. 
2.5.2 Separate handling objective function and constraint violation 
In the penalty-based methods, the fundamental idea is to apply penalty to the 
infeasible individuals so that they can be easily distinguished from the feasible ones by 
the penalized fitness values. Although the principle of penalty-based methods is logical, 
there are a variety of problem-specific or user-defined parameters which should be 
carefully designed to prevent from over- or under-penalizing the infeasible individuals, 
otherwise the search effectiveness would be adversely affected. In fact those infeasible 
individuals already close to the global optimum may have their role in optimal search. 
Therefore it would be more effective to devise suitable methods to separately consider the 
objective values and degree of constraint violation. The methods using this separation 
approach include stochastic ranking (Runarsson and Yao 2000), proposed tournament 
selection operator for constraint handling (Deb 2000), fitness formulation (Wright and 
Farmani 2001) and non-dominance method (Coello 2000a). Their features are briefly 
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discussed in the following sections. 
2.5.2.1 Stochastic ranking 
Runarsson and Yao (2000) highlighted that the over-emphasis of the penalty 
function in the evaluation function would deform the search landscape, and the search 
would be easily misled. So they devised stochastic ranking from the principle of 
separate handling the objective function and constraint violation. The stochastic ranking 
method is to arrange the rank of all individuals within population, based on their function 
values or degree of constraint violation by means of bubble-sort procedure. Then 
selection would be carried out based on these ranking results. 
If the rank is fully developed in a typical bubble-sort algorithm, it is just a 
deterministic ranking. Therefore in stochastic ranking, a working probability pf is 
assigned so that for two adjacent but competing individuals, they are allowed to compare 
for their function values without considering the degree of constraint violation. In order 
to provide this stochastic nature but prevent from over-emphasizing infeasible 
individuals, Runarsson and Yao (2000) suggested 0.4 <pf<0.5 from their empirical study. 
Since it would provide less bias toward the infeasible individuals, but it still maintains the 
infeasible regions as potential bridges to feasible regions in the constrained search space. 
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2.5.2.2 Proposed tournament selection operator for constraint handling 
Deb (2000) incorporated a proposed tournament selection operator for constraint 
handling in his real-valued (TS-R) GA optimization. In fact TS-R is not only for GA, it 
can be also applied in other paradigms of EA. TS-R is developed from the idea of 
classical tournament selection for unconstrained optimization problems. Apart from the 
objective function values of the opponents, TS-R would also consider their constraint 
violation. For any two individuals randomly picked up from the population for 
tournament in minimization problem, TS-R would select the winner according to one of 
the following three scenarios: 
" If both individuals are feasible, the one with smaller objective function value will 
win. 
" If one individual is feasible and another is infeasible, the feasible individual will win. 
" If both individuals are infeasible, the one with lower constraint violation will win. 
Since the two opponents are selected randomly, the infeasible individuals would still have 
a survival opportunity. TS-R is a constraint handling method which is free of 
problem-specific or user-defined parameter. 
2.5.2.3 Fitness formulation 
Wright and Farmani (2001) have advocated the fitness formulation method to take 
into account for objective function value and constraint violation separately. It is a new 
approach with a special design of constraint violation, called infeasibility, together with a 
two-part penalty function. The basic principle of fitness formulation method is to 
maintain the slightly infeasible individuals which have low objective function value (for 
minimization problem) but potential to be evolved to optimum. In the proposed 
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two-part penalty function, the penalty would be applied in the following situation and 
sequence: 
" The first part of penalty is applied when there exist any infeasible individuals with 
objective function value lower than that of the best individual. In this case, all the 
infeasible individuals with objective function value higher or equal to that of the best 
individual would be penalized. 
" The second part of penalty is to penalize all infeasible individuals in proportion to 
their infeasibility. 
The fitness formulation method, similar to TS-R method, allows certain degree of 
survival of infeasible individuals and does not need any problem-specific parameters. 
The continual exploration of global or near-optimum would be effective. 
2.5.2.4 Non-dominance method 
Coello (2000a) proposed the non-dominance method which can separately handle 
the objective function value and constraint violation. This method firstly determines the 
rank for all individuals in the population through pairwise comparison. Each individual 
is deterministically ranked according to the following priority: 
" objective function value for feasible individual; 
" number of constraints being violated for infeasible individual; and 
" amount of constraint violation for infeasible individual. 
Then the corresponding fitness F; (x) of each individual is determined as follows: 
normalized f, (x) 
Fi(x) =1 
rank, (x) 
for feasible individual 
for infeasible individual 
for i =1,..., npop 
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The fitness of all individuals in population is used to construct the roulette wheel, then the 
individuals are selected by stochastic universal sampling. In the non-dominance method, 
again the user-defined or problem-specific parameters are not involved. 
2.6 Summary 
Different optimization methods have already been applied to solve HVAC 
optimization problems, including the analytical approach, gradient-based and nonlinear 
programming methods, exhaustive search, direct search and dynamic programming. 
Other emerging heuristic optimization methods may be also useful, such as simulated 
annealing, tabu search, particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization. 
However, after careful understanding the characteristics of the three major paradigms of 
EA - GA; evolutionary programming and evolution strategy - they are all capable of 
handling the multimodal, multidimensional, nonlinear, mixed discrete-continuous and 
constrained problems. They are also found to be more advantageous over the traditional 
and other heuristic methods in tacking HVAC optimization problems, In EA, since the 
paradigm of GA has been involved in most of the existing research works about HVAC 
optimization problems, the effectiveness of evolutionary programming and evolution 
strategy is seldom reported. Therefore this thesis would focus on the development of EA 
based on these two paradigms, as well as different combinations of EA operators. 
Due to the constrained nature of some HVAC optimization problems, it is also 
important to review the effectiveness of different constraint handling techniques, broadly 
categorized into the penalty-based approach and the approach of separate handling 
objective function and constraint violation. Different methods from these two main 
streams were described, and they were involved for ongoing development in this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT SIMULATION MODELS FOR HVAC 
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
Since the simulation-optimization approach is applied in this research work, it is 
necessary to develop a HVAC simulation model which can be later used for optimization 
purpose. In order to provide flexibility in tackling different HVAC optimization 
problems, a holistic component-based simulation for a centralized HVAC system is 
required. In this chapter, the development and details of plant simulation model of a 
centralized water-cooled HVAC system is presented. 
3.1 Holistic Simulation of HVAC Water Side and Air Side Systems 
3.1.1 Interrelationship of HVAC subsystems 
A typical centralized HVAC system consists of four main subsystems. They are 
refrigeration plant, hydronic system, air side system and heat rejection system, as shown 
in Fig. 3.1. The refrigeration plant is the heart of the HVAC system, and usually there 
are multiple chillers in a centralized system. The hydronic system is a closed loop, 
delivering chilled water from the chillers to the cooling coils of air handling units (AHUs), 
and handles the total coil load. The air side system has a direct relationship with the 
conditioned space and it is relatively complex. It delivers the conditioned air from 
AHUs to the spaces, removes both the space sensible and latent cooling load, and returns 
the space air, mixes with the designed quantity of outdoor air to the AHUs. Free air 
cooling is applied whenever the enthalpy of outdoor air is lower than that of the space air. 
Lastly the heat rejection system is used to dissipate heat from the water-cooled chillers to 
the environment. Since the operation and energy consumption of refrigeration plant, 
hydronic system and heat rejection system are closely related, they are usually lumped 
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together and called the "water side system". 
----------------------------- _- 
Heat Rejection System 
Hydronic System Refrigeration Plant 
Chilled Water Pumps Water-cooled-Chillers 
Water Side System 
Air Side System 
AfUs, Outdoor Air Fans, Return 
Air Fans, Free Cooling Fans 
Fig. 3.1. Interrelationship among subsystems of typical centralized HVAC system. 
In the previous research works, the component-based plant model was seldom 
developed in full scale for all the subsystems of the entire HVAC system. Yik and Chan 
(1998), Lu et at (2005a) and Lu et al. (2005b) developed the overall HVAC systems with 
component models. However, those plant models involved were represented by 
polynomials or biquadratic expressions in which the problem parameters were already 
designated, it was not flexible enough if other problem parameters were needed for 
optimization purposes. Therefore more detailed plant component models, particularly 
chiller and cooling coil, which simulate the effects of a variety of operating parameters 
are required for a holistic simulation of the entire HVAC system. 
3.1.2 Component-based plant simulation model of entire HVAC system 
A component-based model of the entire IIVAC system was built up using 
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TRNSYS 15.3 (SEL 2000) to reflect the year-round operation of different equipment 
within the subsystems. The plant simulation program TRNSYS was adopted because of 
its high modularity and availability of a variety of HVAC plant components. Apart from 
the basic component models, the additional "TESS Libraries" were also included in this 
research. TESS stands for "Thermal Energy System Specialists", which offers updated 
and detailed component models for the fields of HVAC and renewable energy. These 
components were developed for full compatibility with the component library and 
simulation engine of TRNSYS. Another advantage to use TRNSYS in this research 
work is its input representation. TRNSYS's input file, called "deck" file (*. dck), is 
represented in text format, which can be conveniently linked with the optimization 
algorithm written by other programming language. Section 4.2.3 will discuss the 
coupling linkage between the plant simulation module developed by TRNSYS and the 
optimization module of a high-level language MATLAB. 
This HVAC plant simulation model was developed with suitable reset scheme of 
the supply air temperature for the AHUs inside the conditioned space, as well as that of 
the chilled water supply temperature of the chillers. This HVAC system model was used 
to study the energy performance of a local subway station. Since its design is typical to 
the water-cooled centralized HVAC system with free cooling provision in Hong Kong, it 
is used to illustrate the characteristics of plant simulation model developed by TRNSYS 
for local application. The schematic diagram of the HVAC system and the respective 
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Fig. 3.2. Schematic diagram of developed HVAC simulation model 
There were two chillers, with the associated chilled water and cooling water 
pumps. Differential pressure bypass was applied as a hydronic coupling during the part 
load operation. For the air side system, there were a number of AHUs and fans in the 
actual design. In order to simplify the model and hence save the simulation time, 
particularly later in the optimization process, it was assumed that the same kind of air side 
equipment ran in the same operating mode in parallel. Therefore it was lumped into one 
AHU, one outdoor air fan, one return air fan, and one free cooling fan. The screen 
capture of the developed HVAC simulation model in TRNSYS 15.3 is shown in Fig. 3.3, 
The water side system, air side system, conditioned space, inputs and output of the model 
are illustrated. 
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Fig. 3.3. Display of HVAC simulation model in IlSiBat 3 of TRNSYS 15.3. IlSiBat, 
"Intelligent Interface for the Simulation of Buildings", is a simulation environment 
program which has been adapted to house the TRNSYS simulation software. IISiBat 3 
has been specially designed for working on the platform of Microsoft Windows. 
3.1.3 Characteristics of component model of HVAC system 
For the HVAC system, Underwood and Yik (2004) have described and 
summarized the major component models, which are in the forms of polynomials or 
biquadratic expressions. In this study, the component models available in TRNSYS 
were used to develop the complete HVAC system model, supported by the more detailed 
HVAC component models in the TESS Libraries as mentioned in Section 3.1.2. The 
inherent non-linearity of different component models in TRNSYS can be found from a 
01010GO. P ..... . 41 . 
mux_box AU AHU 
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complex of non-linear algebraic equations involved. Among a variety of simulation 
components already adopted, those of the chiller and cooling coil are the most complex, 
and they are described in more detail below. 
3.1.3.1 Water-cooled chiller model 
The water-cooled chiller, TRNSYS model type 666, was based on the thermal 
performance and power requirement of a vapour compression refrigeration machine 
(TESS 2004). Two external data files were required to determine the chiller 
performance. The first data file consisted of two ratios as functions of the chilled water 
temperature set point Tchw, sp and the cooling water entering temperature T,, y, i. They were 
the ratio of the actual capacity to the rated capacity Grego, and the ratio of the actual 
coefficient of performance to the rated one COPrat; o. These relationships are expressed 
in Eqs (3.1) and (3.2). 
Gratio = F1(Tchw, sp, Tcw, i) 
COPmt1o = F2(Tchw, sp, Tows) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The second data file contained the fraction of full load power fflp as a function of the 
partial load ratio rpi of the chiller, as expressed in Eq (3.3). 
fflp = F3(rpl) (3,3) 
The mathematical expressions used to determine the power of the water-cooled chiller are 
listed out in Eqs (3.4) to (3.9). 
G° Grated Gratin (3.4) 





Qload " mw Cpw (Tchw, i - Tchw, sp) (3.7) 
Qload 
rpi G (3.8) 
P= Pnom fflp (3.9) 
where, 
COPnom coefficient of performance at nominal cooling capacity 
COPrated coefficient of performance at rated cooling capacity 
COPratio ratio of CON= to COPrated 
C, specific heat capacity of chilled water at constant pressure (kJ kg'K') 
Gnom nominal cooling capacity of chiller (kW) 
Grated rated cooling capacity of chiller (kW) 
Gratin ratio of Gnom to Grated 
MW mass flow rate of chilled water (kg s'1) 
Pnom nominal chiller power (kW) 
Qload cooling load (kW) 
Tehw chilled water temperature (°C) 
Subscripts 
i entering conditions 
sp set point 
After rearranging Eqs (3.1) to (3.9), the chiller power P is expressed by Eq (3.10) 
below. This can be found that the chiller power would have a nonlinear elationship with 
the chilled water supply temperature set point and cooling water entering temperature. 
p 




mwCpw (Tchw, i - 
Tchw, 
ep) (3.10) ! COPrated F2 `Tchw, ep, Tcw, i Grated Fl (Tahw, sp 9 Tcw, i 
For the outputs of this chiller component model, the actual COP, heat rejection 
rate, chilled water leaving temperature and cooling water leaving temperature were 
determined through Eqs (3.11) to (3.15) respectively. 
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Qmet '° minimum (Qloads Gnom) (3.11) 
COP = 
QPet (3.12) 
Qrej = Qmet +P (3.13) 
Tchw, o = Tchw, l -Q met (3.14) 
mwCpw 





CpCW specific heat capacity of cooling water at constant pressure (kJ kg''K'1) 
MCW mass flow rate of cooling water (kg s'1) 
Qmet cooling load met by chiller (kW) 
Qrej heat rejection rate (kW) 
TcW cooling water temperature (°C) 
Subscripts 
i entering conditions 
0 leaving conditions 
3.1.3.2 Cooling coil model 
The cooling coil, TRNSYS model type 52, uses the air effectiveness model 
outlined by Braun (1988) and the efficiencies of rectangular-plate fins from Threlkeld 
(1970). The limiting exit state would be that the air was saturated at a temperature equal 
to that of the incoming chilled water stream. This corresponded to the minimum 
possible enthalpy of the exit air. The air side heat transfer effectiveness was defined as 
the ratio of the air enthalpy difference to the maximum possible air enthalpy difference if 
the exit air were at the minimum possible enthalpy. Fin efficiencies were required in 
order to calculate heat transfer coefficients between the air stream and the coil. On the 
other hand, for the local hot and humid climatic conditions in Hong Kong, usually the coil 
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surface temperature at the air inlet is lower than the dewpoint of the incoming air, so that 
the coil was completely wet during the process of dehumidification. Therefore only the 
wet analysis was applied for simulation, and the heat transfer rate of completely wet 
cooling coil was determined by Eq (3.16), with the help of Eqs (3.17) to (3.20) as follows. 
Qwet = Cwet ma (ha, i - hs, wi) 
_1_ 
e-NIV,,,, (t-m') 




m= C° (3.18) 
mWCpw 
NTUwet = 




w, 0 - 
hli 
TchW, o - 
TChW; (3.20) 
where, 
C, W specific heat capacity of chilled water at constant pressure (kJ kg'1K') 
Cs average slope of saturation air enthalpy versus temperature (kJ kg'IK71) 
hs specific enthalpy of moist air (kJ kg'') 
hg specific enthalpy of saturated air (kJ kg'') 
ma mass flow rate of dry air (kg s'') 
MW mass flow rate of chilled water (kg s'1) 
m* ratio of air to water effective capacitance rate for wet analysis 
NTU overall number of transfer unit 
Qw0 heat transfer rate of completely wet coil (kW) 
TChw chilled water temperature (°C) 
UA overall heat conductance (kW IC') 
ewer effectiveness of completely wet coil 
Subscripts 
i entering or inside conditions 
o leaving or outside conditions 
w water stream conditions 
wet wet surface 
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The average saturation specific heat, Cs, depended on the outlet chilled water temperature 
Tch,,, o and therefore an iterative method was required to 
find this Tchw, o. The leaving 
conditions of air or chilled water passing through the cooling coil were determined 
through Eqs (3.21) to (3.23), with the help of Eq (3.24). Eq (3.25) was used to confirm 
the cooling coil was fully wet, as the coil surface temperature Ts j should be lower than the 
inlet air dewpoint. 
ýa a = ha, i - Cwet 
(ha, i - hswi) (3.21) 
-UA, 
Ta, o = TS, c + (Ta, i - Ts, e) e 
m' C" (3.22) 
u Tcnw = Tchw i-m, 
(h°j h., ) (3.23) 
, , mw Cpw 














Cpa specific heat capacity of moist air at constant pressure (kJ kg"K'') 
Ta air temperature (°C) 
T. surface temperature (°C) 
Subscripts 
e effective 
s surface conditions 
3.2 Operation Algorithm for IIVAC System 
In the development of the HVAC plant simulation model, just linking up all the 
related components of equipment, pipework and ductwork could not simulate the real 
plant operation in according to different loading and climatic conditions throughout a 
year. Additional operation instructions were necessary, so that the operating quantity 
SS 
and capacity of the equipment, as well as the corresponding flow conditions at different 
portions of pipework and ductwork, could be effectively determined on hourly basis. In 
order to provide this essential information to the plant model, a generic component for 
setting up control expressions was incorporated for different operation scenarios of the 
equipment on the TRNSYS platform. The whole plant model could then reflect the 
HVAC system with complete dynamic operation of different equipment and subsystems 
in response to the fluctuating cooling load and outdoor conditions throughout the yearly 
operating hours. The algorithm to determine the hourly total energy consumption of the 
HVAC system through dynamic operation is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 
In the hourly operation of different equipment and subsystems, there were 
basically three sets of input data files: total and space loads; weather conditions and 
cooling water temperature. For the water side system, the total cooling load was used to 
determine the number of chillers, in turn the numbers of the chilled water and cooling 
water pumps in operation. The power consumption of the chillers was determined 
according to the respective component model, starting from the input chilled water 
temperature set point and the cooling water entering temperature. For the air side 
system, based on the space sensible and latent loads together with the supply air 
temperature set point, the space air temperature and humidity ratio were found with this 
set point. This information was used to determine whether full speed or half speed 
operation was applied to the AHU fan, outdoor air fan and return air fan. In addition, 
enthalpy control was utilized to decide on the implementation of the free cooling mode, 
which would deploy the free cooling fan at the same speed of the other operating fans. 
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Fig. 3.4. Determination of hourly energy consumption of entire HVAC system through 
dynamic operation algorithm 
This dynamic operation algorithm was essential to provide the necessary system 
response to different boundary conditions, mainly the loading and climatic conditions. 
And this would increase the degree of the nonlinear, intrinsically constrained and discrete 
nature of the system performance, in particular to the energy consumption of both the 
water side and air side systems. As a result, this HVAC model should be handled by an 
effective optimization method that could handle the nonlinear and discrete 
characteristics. 
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3.3 Possible Problem Variables and Outputs 
From the developed simulation model for the entire HVAC system, there are a 
number of possible problem variables of the system or equipment, including: 
" set point of chilled water supply temperature; 
" set point of supply air temperature; 
" chiller capacity; 
" water flow rate of chilled water pump and cooling water pump; 
" air flow rate of AHU supply air fan, return air fan, outdoor air fan and free cooling 
fan; 
" configuration of cooling coil, such as number of rows and tubes, duct height and 
width, outside and inside diameters of tube, fin thickness and spacing, number of fins, 
tube spacing. 
On the other hand, the basic optimization output for evaluation is the energy 
consumption. However it can cover the following aspects, and even extend to other 
studying areas: 
" energy consumption of water side system only, or that of air side system only, 
" energy consumption of single equipment, such as chiller, chilled water pump, cooling 
water pump, supply air fan, return air fan, outdoor air fan, free cooling fan; 
" electricity cost; 
" maintenance cost based on the frequency of operation; 
" life cycle cost. 
As a result, there is a variety of potential areas for optimization based on the 
developed simulation model of the holistic HVAC system. Even the number of chillers 
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or other equipment may be varied, it can be altered in a convenient way since the model 
template is available. The methodology developed in the present study can be modified 
or extended to other HVAC systems with increased complexity. However, it is necessary 
to have a balance among the depth of study, model complexity, computational resources 
and simulation time. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a holistic development of a centralized water-cooled HVAC 
system model is presented. The interrelationship of different HVAC subsystems, mainly 
between air side and water side, is explained, The entire HVAC model development was 
achieved by using the plant simulation program TRNSYS. The mathematical models of 
two complex plant components, chiller and cooling coil, are expressed in detail, and their 
nonlinear nature observed. To allow the deployment of the required number of HVAC 
equipment in response to the changing hourly cooling load, a dynamic operation 
algorithm was devised to determine the corresponding energy consumption of different 
equipment. Based on the developed HVAC simulation model, a variety of optimization 
problems can be studied, and it will also be used for a local application to be discussed in 
Section 9.2.2. 
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CHAPTER 4 DEVELOPMENT OF EA SUITE 
After discussing the development of a component-based HVAC system model, an 
appropriate optimization platform is required to achieve the simulation-optimization 
approach in this research work. In Chapter 2, it is concluded that EA is the most suitable 
optimization method in handling the HVAC problems. However there are a number of 
EA optimization packages already available in the market, some are shareware but some 
are commercial products. Also discussed in Chapter 2, the paradigms of evolutionary 
programming and evolution strategy under EA are seldom studied as compared to GA in 
the context of HVAC optimization problems. The required EA optimization package 
should also be capable of linking up with the simulation model of HVAC system already 
developed by TRNSYS in Chapter 3. Therefore a thorough review of the suitability of 
existing EA optimization packages was carried out, and the necessity for the development 
of a new optimization platform is described in this chapter. 
4.1 Review of Available Optimization Packages 
4.1.1 GenOpt 
GenOpt has been developed by Wetter (2001), and version 2.0.0 has been 
launched since January 2004. GenOpt is an optimization platform for minimizing an 
objective function that is evaluated by an external building energy or plant simulation 
program. From the latest user manual (Wetter 2004), there are algorithms for 
one-dimensional and multi-dimensional optimization, as well as a facility for parametric 
runs. A variety of optimization methods have been included on the GenOpt platform, 
including different direct search methods, discrete Armijo gradient, particle swarm 
optimization (PSO), and the related hybrid methods. These are mainly the 
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gradient-based numerical, direct search or hybrid optimization methods, except the 
heuristic PSO as mentioned in Section 2.2.3. For the constraint handling techniques in 
the current version of GenOpt, mainly penalty functions or barrier functions are used. 
There are not paradigms of EA nor similar heuristic approaches in this optimization 
package. 
4.1.2 MATLAB GA and Direct Search Toolbox 
MATLAB GA and Direct Search Toolbox (GADST) is an official and 
independent toolbox developed by MATLAB, different from the current MATLAI 
Optimization Toolbox 3.0.4. The latest version of GADST is 2.0.2 (R2006b), which has 
been released since September 2006. Apart from the implementation of GA, this 
toolbox also includes direct search method. This enriches its capability in handling 
different kinds of optimization problems. There is a "hybrid" provision which allows 
linkage with another optimizer for further fine-tuning the optimization results. 
However, there are quite a number of limitations in GADST. For representation 
of the problem variables, real numbers and bit strings are included, but there is no direct 
representation for integer variables. For the selection operator, it follows the approach 
of simple GA that the selection of parents for reproduction is implemented for the 
variation processes. But the approach of selection for survival is not available, and the 
selection operator cannot be applied to offspring population in order to generate the 
parents for next epoch under the paradigms of evolutionary programming or evolution 
strategy. With respect to constraint handling, only penalty functions or Lagrange 
multipliers are allowed. Any customized constraint handling techniques cannot be 
applied or inserted in the optimization flow. If the performance of GA is evaluated with 
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some common test functions, multiple runs are not allowed, so extra effort is required to 
get statistically significant results for comparative study purposes. In addition, it is not 
sure whether GADST provides different initial random seeds for each run; otherwise 
multiple-run analyses would not be feasible. 
4.1.3 Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithm Toolbox 
Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithm Toolbox (GEATbx) is commercial package 
which has been continuously updated by Pohlheim (2005) since 1994. The latest 
version is 3.8, released in October 2006. GEATbx v. 3.8 can handle optimization 
problems with the variables in real-valued or binary representation, with the support of a 
variety of EA operators for recombination, mutation and selection. 
If the optimization is to be carried out with the regime of GA using a commercial 
package, GEATbx is better than MATLAB GADST, since the former has included more 
choices for GA operators and greater flexibility in handling problems with different 
features. GEATbx has the provision that the same information can be saved into suitable 
files, so that the results from multiple runs can be consolidated for further analysis. 
However in the context of evolution programming and evolution strategy, GEATbx 
cannot really implement these paradigms in optimization. This is because the available 
options for recombination and mutation are just designed according to the paradigm of 
GA. Although GEATbx suggests that its features cover evolution strategy, the mutation 
operators do not cover the self-adapted stochastic strategy parameter commonly used in 
the classical evolutionary programming and evolution strategy. In addition, there are no 
extrinsic constraint handling techniques for tackling constrained problems All the 
selection operators are implemented according to the lumped fitness value already 
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incorporated with penalty, without the provision of separate handling objective function 
value and constraint violation. 
4.1.4 Genetic Algorithm Toolbox for MATLAB 
The Genetic Algorithm Toolbox (GAT) for MATLAB version 1.2 was developed 
by the Department of Automatic Control and Systems Engineering of the University of 
Sheffield UK in 1994, with the support of the UK SERC grant. GAT is currently a 
shareware (GAT 2006) and version 1.2 is still available, without any new release. This 
Toolbox was originally developed for MATLAB 4.2, but it can also be used in the latest 
MATLAB 7. Although GAT can function well on the new MATLAB platform, the 
operators were developed more than a decade ago, and only simple GA and 
multi-population GA are included. Since the development was based on the paradigm of 
GA, evolutionary programming and evolution strategy cannot be implemented in this 
optimization package. 
4.1.5 Need for development of new EA Suite 
After reviewing currently available optimization packages of evolutionary 
algorithm, the limitations and deficiencies can be summarized as follows: 
a. The packages mainly focus on GA, the typical operators for evolutionary 
programming or evolution strategy are not included, although one of them mentions 
this possibility. 
b. Except GenOpt, the general optimization packages do not have the provision for 
program call and data exchange to external programs, such as building energy or plant 
simulation programs. Hence these optimization packages cannot be used if the 
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objective functions of the optimization problems are determined by external 
programs; these are commonly used to build up simulation models for HVAC and 
engineering problems. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, although GenOpt has the 
capability to link up external programs including TRNSYS, its optimization methods 
do not include evolutionary algorithm. 
c. Constraint handling techniques other than penalty-based methods are not found in 
those packages. There is also no provision to add other constraint handling methods, 
like those of separate handling objective function and constraint violation as 
discussed in Section 2.5.2. 
As a result, it was necessary to tailor-make a new platform to overcome the 
aforementioned deficiencies, and this prototype of evolutionary algorithm tool, called EA 
Suite, was developed with the following objectives: 
a. To follow the evolution framework of evolutionary programming and evolution 
strategy for optimization; 
b. To include the necessary or newly developed EA operators; 
c. To provide the coupling link and data exchange to the TRNSYS simulation program; 
d. To be able to handle constrained problems with separate consideration of objective 
function and constraint violation; 
e. To allow flexibility and modularity for continual addition of EA operators. 
The details of development and implementation of this EA Suite are discussed in the 
following sections of this chapter. 
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4.2 Overview and Utilities of EA Suite 
4.2.1 Programming language 
In the development of this EA Suite, the programming platform MATLAB 6.1 for 
Windows XP was adopted. MATLAB is a high-level array language with a 
comprehensive control flow statements, function library, data structures and different 
utility features. Since the basic data element in MATLAB is an array, so dimensioning is 
straightforward and program development can be facilitated. This is particularly 
convenient in representing the population which is commonly a matrix with the 
dimension of npop"n,,,, (where np. p is population size and near is number of problem 
variables). In addition, it includes high-level commands for two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional data visualization and presentation graphics. Facilities for 
customization of graphical appearance and development of graphical user interfaces are 
provided. The program interface of MATLAB can call an external executable program, 
which allows the EA Suite to couple with the TRNSYS program, so that the plant 
simulation run can be used for the evaluation process of EA optimization. 
Since MATLAII is an interpreted high-level language, the advantages of 
convenience and user-friendliness are traded off against a relatively inefficient 
computational time. Since EA is a population-based probabilistic searching technique, 
the result from only a single run is not representative. To compare the performance of 
different EA operators, the number of runs should be sufficient to acquire a statistically 
significant result. In this situation, MATLAB cannot stack the repetitive process like the 
other high-level languages such as C++ or FORTRAN, and it is required to run the 
algorithm for each epoch anew. So it would take more execution time if the test function 
is complex or the number of epoch is large. However for those optimization problems 
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with the evaluation process actualized by an external plant simulation program (like 
TRNSYS in this study), the real bottleneck of computation would be solving a system of 
equations of the related plant model. Therefore the relative inefficiency in execution of 
MATLAB itself would not be critical. In Section 9.3, it is shown that the percentage of 
computational time due to evaluation function calls is generally greater than 95% for the 
practical HVAC optimization problems under study. 
4.2.2 Framework of EA Suite 
The skeleton of this EA Suite was built on the works of Hanby (2001,2002a, 
2002b). This EA Suite was developed to be a platform to handle the 
optimization-simulation problems. It was also designed to be used to test a variety of EA 
operators with different test functions, and to benchmark other common EA optimization 
methods. The key features of this EA Suite were modularity and flexibility. The major 




const hand_D. m; and 
eval_O. m. 
where "I" was the option number of the recombination operator, mutation operator, 
selection operator, constraint handling operator, and problem of evaluation respectively. 
The details of choice of problems and EA operator options are described in the following 
Section 4.2.2.1, Given to the modular nature, any new options could be easily extended. 
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4.2.2.1 Choice of problems and EA operator options 
The choice of problems included the general TRNSYS simulation problem, the 
constrained/unconstrained test functions, and the HVAC problems for application and 
verification. Some of the test functions and HVAC problems had complex system of 
equations, which would demand significant computational cost. To involve these 
problems could test the robustness of the optimization method in minimizing the number 
of function calls. The options of different EA operators are summarized in Table 4.1. 
These operators basically included recombination, mutation, selection and constraint 
handling. The corresponding choice identifiers of different test functions and HVAC 
problems are summarized in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.1. EA operator options 
Type Option No. Name of EA Operator Remark 





"99" for no 
recombination 
Geometrical recombination 




Cauchy deterministic mutation 
Gaussian stochastic mutation 
"99" for no 
mutation 
4 Cauchy stochastic mutation 
1 Infeasibility discrimination 
Constraint Same effect to 
Handling 2 Stochastic ranking unconstrained 
(CIU) 
3 Dynamic penalty problems 
I Ranking selection 
Selection 
(SE) 2 Tournament selection 
3 Proportional selection 
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Table 4.2. Choice of optimization problems 
Choice No. Title Remark 
0 Problem developed by TRNSYS simulation model General simulation problem 
in TRNSYS 
1 fcl (Floundas & Pardalos) 
2f2 (Himmelblau's Problem 11) 
3 fs (Floundas & Pardalos) Constrained test functions 
4 ff4 (Hock & Schittkowski's Problem 113) with linear and/or nonlinear, 
equality and/or inequality 
5 fps (Hock & Schittkowski's Problem 100) constraint functions 
6 fb (Hock & Schittkowski's Heat Exchanger Design) 
7 ff, (Maa & Shanblatt) 
8 fie (Deb's Test Problem 1) 
9 f9 (flock & Schittkowski's Problem 85) 
Additional constrained test 
functions for testing the 
10 f, lo (Welded Beam Design Problem 1) 
contribution of constraint 
handling techniques (please 
II ff11 (Welded Beam Design Problem 2) refer to Sections 8.3.1.1 and 8.3.1.2 for implementation) 
12 fj2 (Pressure Vessel Design Problem) 
21 f1 (Sphere Model) 
22 fz (Schwefel's Problem 2.22) 
23 fu, (Schwefel's Problem 1.2) 
Unconstrained unimodal test 
functions 
24 fu4 (Generalized Rosenbrock's Function) 
25 fus (Easom's Function) 
31 fi, t (Schwefel's Function 7) 
32 f,, 2 (Generalized Rastrigin's Function) Unconstrained multimodal 
33 fm3 (Ackley's Function) 
test functions 
34 fm4 (Generalized Griewank Function) 
35 fms (Senecal's Example Problem) Additional unconstrained 
multimodal test functions for 
36 fm6 (Do Jong's Stationary Multimodal Function) testing the micro-GA 
(Sections 8.2.3.2 and 8.2.3.3) 
44 Design of solar water heating system 
55 Energy management of subway HVAC problem 
66 Design of duct system 
1IVAC example applications 
77 Energy management of HVAC heat rejection system 
Remarks: The sources and details of test functions fol to fozz, fut to f, and fml to fmb are mentioned in 
Appendix, 
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4.2.2.2 Structure of main file 
The structure of the file "main. m" is shown in Fig. 4.1. In the first epoch, the 
population was initialized and then evaluated. From the second to the last epoch, the 
population was subject to variation, evaluation and selection. The process and results 
were recorded in a log file, and graphical output displayed at the end of the EA run. If 
the TRNSYS plant simulation model was involved, the simulation file would be read 
before commencing the EA optimization. The functions of the major m-f les are 
described in Section 4.2.2.3 in detail. The development and benchmarking of the 
specific algorithm micro-GA (MGA) is described separately in Section 8.2.2. 
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input the problem option number; 
open setup file; 
if problem = TRNSYS plant simulation then 
simfile. m; 
r 




const hand L. in; 
select O. m; 
print log. m; 
for epoch = 2: epochm. do 
If EA =1 then 







const hand am; 
select am; 




return (fbest, avg, 
fbest, 
stdcv, gtotal, avg, gtotal, stdcv, 
fbestlastp Xbest, last, ig gtotal, last, glast, j) 
epoch,,,, - epoch of termination 
fwax'"s - average optimal objective function value in multiple runs 
fu,, b - optimal objective function value at the last run 
f,, ,, dw - standard eviation of optimal objective function value in multiple runs 
SiNJ - constraint violation of each constraint function of elite individual at last run, for j -1,..., n. (constrained problems only) 
gww, ws - average total constraint violation of elite individual at epoch,,, u in multiple runs (constrained problems only) 
gra. i, m, " total constraint violation of elite individual at the last run (constrained problems only) 
gww,. ww - standard eviation of total constraint violation of elite at epoch in multiple runs (constrained problems only) 
run,, - number of runs to generate statistically significant results 
4mis, u - elite individual of the last run for multiple runs, for i -1,.,., n,. 
Remark: For single run, fi . u4,, xaýc w,, t, g a, i, w, and gwW were simply 
the output information about he optimum. There was no output for fwK ýý, fac a, -. &aa,. ýi and gww.. d.. 
Fig. 4.1. Structure of "main. m" of EA Suite 
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4.2.2.3 Functions of major m-f les 
There are ten major m-files arranged below according to the occurring sequence 
in Fig. 4.1, and the corresponding descriptions are stated as follows. 
simfile. m 
Reads in the "deck" file (*. dck) of the TRNSYS simulation model, particularly to identify 
the variables to be optimized. 
initialize. m 
Generates the first population according to the required number of variables nv,, and 
population size npop. Each problem variable in the individual is randomly generated 
between its respective lower and upper bounds. Where a mutation option using a 
stochastic strategy parameter is adopted, the parameters are also initialized for each 
individual. 
eval D. m 
Runs the objective function according to the problem choice number "Cl". For an 
evaluation function determined by a plant simulation model, "trnexe. exe" (the executable 
TRNSYS engine) is invoked by an operating system call. 
const hand_Q. m 
Determines the feasibility of the individuals in population through the corresponding 
constraint violation. In the case of ranking-based methods, the rank of individuals 
would be returned according to the constraint handling option number "C)". 
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select O. m 
Selects the individuals to become the parent population for next epoch from the offspring 
population after recombination and/or mutation according to the selection operator "0". 
For constrained problems, constraint violation is also considered in the selection process. 
The elite individual of the offspring population is also determined. 
print log. m 
Records all the individuals and their corresponding function value, total constraint 
violation and respective constraint values into the file "process. log". This output file 
would be later handled by "log, plot. m". For multiple runs, "print log runs. m" would 
be called in instead, to consolidate all the information from all runs. 
recomb_O. m 
Recombines the parents to generate new individual and forms a recombined population 
according to the recombination operator "D". The only exception is the elite individual, 
which is carried through to the next epoch when elitism was implemented. 
mutate -13. m 
Mutates each individual to become a mutated population according to the mutation 
option number "0", again except the elite individual would remain intact. 
repair. m 
Brings out-of-bound individuals back to the range between the lower and upper bounds, 
log-plot. m 
Consolidates the raw log data of "process. log" into a summary file, and plots the function 
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value against epoch on screen. For multiple runs, "log_plot_runs, m" would be called in 
instead, to consolidate and plot the average performance of multiple runs. 
4.2.2.4 Setup file 
In order to run the EA Suite according to the required choice of problem and 
options of different EA operators, a setup file was used to start the run of the optimization 
algorithm. In addition, related information of the problem, such as the population size 
npop, number of variables n,,,, number of constraint functions n, o,,, bounds of problem 
variables, and number type of variables were included. The basic settings of the 
optimization run, the epoch of termination epoch.. and number of runs runm ( were 
incorporated. The typical format of a setup file is shown in Fig. 4.2, and a sample is 
demonstrated in Fig. 4.3 for illustration. 
Title of Problem 
problem (integer, choice of problem) 
XO (integer, recombination option) 
MU (integer, mutation option) 
CH (integer, constraint handling option) 
SE (integer, selection option) 
nrop (integer, population size) 
epoch,,,. (integer, maximum epoch for termination) 
nar (integer, number of variables) 
neon (integer, number of constraint functions) 
lb ub (real number, lower and upper bounds of variable) 
real/integer (integer, l for real number; 0 for integer) 
EA (integer, I for micro-GA) 
runmu (integer, maximum run) 
Fig. 4.2. Typical format of setup file 
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H1e Ldt view text Qebuq Breallwomts wet +Z+y-dow Help 
I kc4_Hock_n_Schittkovskis_Problem_113 
_ 2 problem 4 
3 xo 1 
4 au 2 
5 ch 1 
6 se 2 
7 npop 10 
8 uaxepoch 1000 
9 near 10 
10 ncon 8 
11 lb ub 
12 -10 10 
13 -10 10 
14 -10 10 
15 -10 10 
16 -10 10 
17 -10 10 
18 -10 10 
19 -10 10 
20 -10 10 
21 -10 10 
22 template 
23 1111111111 
24 ea 99 
25 iaxrun 1 
Fig. 4.3. Setup file of test function fc4 (Hock & Schittkowski's Problem 113) 
4.2.3 Coupling capability for HVAC simulation models 
This EA Suite was designed as a simulation-optimization coupling package to 
handle simultaneously both EA optimization and plant simulation. In this regard, the EA 
module and the plant simulation module were linked up together as shown in Fig. 4.4. 
These two modules were interconnected by a coupling linkage, in which communication 
was via an operating system call. The plant simulation model would provide the fitness 
value of the corresponding individual, then direct the results to the EA module for 
evaluation, selection and variation. The new population would then be sent to the plant 
simulation module and the loop continued until the required number of epochs reached. 
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For problems developed with the plant simulation model, its evaluation m-file of 
this EA Suite would read in the respective "deck" file, which is the standard file format 
containing the codes able to be executed by TRNSYS. By inserting the token "$" before 
the sequence number of each problem variable, like $1, $2,..., $nY., in the "deck" file, the 
EA module can recognize them to be the first, second, ..., nh problem variable 
respectively, Then the executable "trnexe. exe", the TRNSYS console engine, was 
called in to generate the required fitness output. 
4.3 Implementation of EA Suite 
4.3.1 Features of implementation 
From the development of the frarnework to its implementation, the key features of 
the EA Suite can be summarized in the following aspects, 
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a. The EA Suite was developed according to the operating framework of evolutionary 
programming and evolution strategy. 
b. The optimization could be implemented with or without constraint functions. For 
unconstrained problems, the fitness value was same as the objective function value 
and the process was straightforward. However for constrained problems, the EA 
operators of constraint handling and selection were able to consider the degree of 
constraint violation together with the objective function value. 
c. The problem variables in real or integer number form could be handled in the EA 
Suite. An individual could be even a mix of both real and integer variables. One 
example application was the constrained energy management optimization problem 
of the heat rejection system described in Section 9.2.4. 
d. There was provision to allow for multiple runs of the same problem, so that a set of 
statistically significant results would be acquired for further analysis purpose. 
e. This platform was devised on the basis of single objective optimization problems. 
If the problem was multiobjective and its primary objective function could be singled 
out, this could then be handled as a single objective optimization problem with prior 
transformation of the other objective functions into appropriate constraint functions. 
4.3.2 Start-up 
Since the EA Suite is written in MATLAD, it was launched from the "main" 
in-file. Before starting up, the user should decide and input the required optimization 
parameters into the setup file. After launching the "main" m-file, a list of test problems 
and functions was displayed, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Then the user would be invited to 
input the problem number in order to call the corresponding setup file, and the 
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optimization process started for the respective test function or problem accordingly. 
FAe Edt view wet K+Yda« Help 
Qp? Curren Director)! CPpogs%Tmsysl5MOPT 
5 stak 
pese size Is 
I 
Choice, of Pcobleis: 
0: 7RNSYS Plant Simulation Model 
Constrained Test Functions 
1: fcl (Floundas c P, G1) 
2: tc2 (Himaelbau 11, G4) 
3: fc3 (Floundas c P, G6) 
4: fc4 (Hock cS 113, G7) 
5: fc5 (Hock c5 100, G9) 
6: fc6 (Hock cS HX, G10) 
7: fc7 (Eaa c Shanblatt, G11) 
8: fc8 (DEB 1, D-F1) 
9: fc9 (Hock cS 85, D-F2) 
10: fc10 (Welded Heer 1, D-UB) 
11: fcll (Welded Bean 2, C-WB) 
12: fc12 (Pressure Vessel, C-PV) 
71J 
C: \Fpcogs\Tcnsysl51M0PT -J ý] [M Unconstrained Test ! unctions 
21: ful (Sphere Hodel, F1) 
j All files File Type Last 22: tut (Schwefel 2.22, F2) 
best ind. a M-file 27-Se 
23: fu3 (Schwefel 1.2, F3) 
- 24: fu4 (Roaenbcock, FS) ß bound. a M-file 31-Ma. 1 25: fu5 (Easoa, H13) 
ceurnd. a H-Eile 30-De. 31: fal (Schwefel 7, H7) 
const hand 01. a M-file 27-Sel 
32: fat (Rastrigin, F9) 
_ 33: ta3 (Ackley, F10) ý const_hand_02. a M-file 27-Set 34: fa4 (GCievank, Fll) 
ß const hand 03. m M-file 27-Sel 35: Ea5 (Senecal, 31) 
36: tab (De Jong S", K2) Ci convecgence_check. a H-file 28-Ju. 
ß eval_00. a H-file 02-Au. HVAC Test Problems 
ß evel Ol. a H-file 02-Au. 44: Design of solar water heating system 
ß _ l 02 M M-tile 02-Au, 
55: Energy management of subway HVAC problem 
eve _ . 66: Design of duct system 
eval_03. M M-file 02-Au. 77: Energy management of HVAC heat rejection system 
ß 
eval 04. M M-file 02-Au. 




t Enter the problem choice number: 
Current Directory F - I 
Ready -- --- 
Fig. 4.5. List of test problems and functions in the Command Window of MATLAB 
after launching "main" m-file 
4.3.3 Optimization process 
At the first epoch, the population was initialized and the fitness of each individual 
evaluated. The whole population was carried forward to the second epoch as the parent 
population. Until the termination condition was satisfied, the epoch number was 
increased by one, the parent population would undergo the recombination process and/or 
mutation process. The fitness of offspring population would be evaluated, so that the 
new parent population can be formulated through the selection process. Generally the 
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termination condition would be the preset epoch of termination. This optimization 
process is shown in the structure of EA Suite in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.4. 
4.3.4 Outputs 
Data recording and analysis of EA Suite was handled both for single and multiple 
runs. For a single run, "process. log" was the primary log file to record all the relevant 
data throughout the epochs, and the secondary log file "summary-log" was generated for 
consolidating the information of elite individual from each epoch. A graph with 
function value of elite fbest (red); mean function value of population finea (blue); and total 
constraint violation gtotai (green), against epoch would be plotted and displayed 
accordingly. These outputs from single run are illustrated in Fig. 4.6. For multiple runs, 
only the information of the elite in each epoch was recorded in "process. log" for each run. 
Then three secondary log files, "summary_fb. log", "summary_fm. log" and 
"summary_gt. log" were used to contain the fbst, fine. and gtotal in all runs respectively. A 
graph with average function value of elite in multiple runs fbest, avg (red); average mean 
function value of population in multiple runs fine., avg (blue); and average constraint 
violation in multiple runs gtotai, wg (green), against epoch was plotted and displayed 
accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4.7. Of course for unconstrained problems, the outputs 
would not have any information about the total constraint violation. From the graphical 
results of fc4 as illustrated in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, it is found that the former is relatively 
rugged in single run, while the latter is smoother due to averaging effect in multiple runs. 
In the Command Windows of MATLAB, the results at termination of a single run were 
listed out in Fig. 4.6, and those of multiple runs contained the statistical results of fbest, svg, 
fbest, stdev, gtotai, avg and gtotal, stdev in Fig. 4.7. 
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4.4 Summary 
In order to confirm the necessity to develop a new platform for EA optimization, 
the latest version of available optimization packages have been reviewed, including 
GenOpt, MATLAB GA and Direct Search Toolbox, Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithm 
Toolbox, and Genetic Algorithm Toolbox for MATLAB. All these available EA 
optimization packages are mainly GA-oriented, no coupling provision to external 
simulation program (except GenOpt), and only with penalty-based constraint handling 
method. Therefore, a new platform - EA Suite - has been established, based on the 
framework of evolutionary programming and evolution strategy, with the provision of 
coupling link to TRNSYS, as well as separate consideration of objective function and 
constraint violation for constraint handling. The programming language of EA Suite is 
MATLAB, its relative computational inefficiency is not a concern since most of the 
running time would be at the evaluation function calls of the HVAC system simulation 
model. The structure of main program, choice of problems and EA operator options, 
functions of major m-files, format of setup file, graphical and data outputs of the EA Suite 
are fully described in this chapter. Another significant development for the EA Suite is 
the coupling linkage to the TRNSYS plant simulation program, this allows data exchange 
between the optimization and simulation modules. The entire simulation-optimization 
package was able to be implemented in Windows XP of a standalone personal computer. 
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CHAPTERS EA OPERATORS OF EA SUITE 
After successful establishment of the platform of EA Suite, different EA operators 
of recombination, mutation, selection and constraint handling can be developed there. 
Basically the popular EA operators from different literatures were included in the EA 
Suite. There are also some newly developed EA operators, including Gaussian 
deterministic mutation, Cauchy deterministic mutation and infeasibility discrimination. 
For all the involved EA operators, their principles, characteristics, roles and 
implementation in EA optimization are explained in detail in this chapter. 
5.1 Recombination Operators 
5.1.1 Introduction 
Recombination is also known as crossover in the context of EA, particularly in 
GA. Recombination reproduces a new individual from a number of parents, from two 
upwards. The parent can be selected with a random probability or in relation to its 
fitness. In this EA Suite, two parents were randomly selected with equal chance from 
the population. This elementary feature was used so that the comparative performance 
of different types of EA operators could be observed more directly. 
The recombination operators of this EA Suite were commonly used to handle 
real-valued problem variables. Although in the paradigm of GA there are a variety of 
recombination operators, their manipulation is usually based on problem variables 
encoded in binary strings. Therefore, only those recombination operators for 
real-valued optimization were considered for this EA Suite. 
On the other hand, the recombined individual under this process was not the 
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offspring yet in this EA Suite because there were still a number of ongoing operators in 
the optimization process, such as mutation and selection. In the context of evolutionary 
programming and evolution strategy, only the population generated from the mutation 
operator was called offspring. 
5.1.2 Arithmetic recombination 
Arithmetic recombination (X0=1) was advocated by Schwefel (1981). In this 
recombination operator, the recombined individual xxol is a ratio between the two parents 
xp1, x, 2 randomly selected from the parent population, as per Eq (5.1). 
xX0 °rxpl+(I-r)xp2 
where re U(0,1). 
(5.1) 
In arithmetic recombination, it is obvious that xxcI would always be generated within the 
search region bounded by the two parents, therefore its effectiveness in global search 
would be highly related to the fitness of the parents. If there is not sufficient perturbation 
in the course of exploration, the search outcome may be easily trapped at a local 
optimum. 
5.1.3 Uniform recombination 
Uniform recombination (XO=2) is one of the common recombination approaches 
in GA. However in the context of evolution strategy or evolutionary programming, the 
recombined individual from uniform recombination Xxo2 is a mix of the variables from the 
two parents xpl and xp2 (Schwefel 1981) as shown in Eq (5.2). 
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parents: Xpl = (Xpl. l, Xpl, 2,..., Xpl, n, -), Xp2 ' 
(Xp2.1, Xp2.2,..., Xp2, n 1) 
recombined ind.: XX02 = (Xsi, l, ..., X9", nv) (5.2) 
where, s; p1 or p2 with equal chance, for i =1,..., n 
In uniform recombination, the search region is not in between the two parents, but the 
recombined outcome is probabilistic and scattered within the bounds of the two parents. 
This recombination operator can provide sufficient perturbation to avoid being trapped 
by a local optimum. However if both parents are feasible and close to the optimum, the 
uniform recombination operator is unlikely to exploit the space in between them. 
5.1,4 Geometrical recombination 
Geometrical recombination (XO=3) was described by Michalewicz et al. (1996). 
The recombined individual from this operator xxo3 is produced according to Eq (5.3). 
Xx03 21 
Ir (Xl + (1-T) (xp2)2 (5,3) 
where re U(0,1), xpl and xp2 are the two parents. Geometrical recombination is similar 
to arithmetic recombination in that the recombined individual would be generated within 
the search space between the two parents. However the major difference is that the 
arithmetic recombination provides a linearly intermediate individual according to the 
random seed, but the geometrical recombination gives a bias in the recombined 
individual towards the parent with higher magnitude of its variables. In addition, the 
nature of root-ratio-square is suitable to handle individuals with all positive real variables, 
or to optimize symmetrical objective functions. However in real life engineering 
problems, the objective functions for optimization are not likely to be symmetrical. 
Prior understanding of the nature of the optimization problem is necessary if this 
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geometrical recombination operator is to be used. 
There is also a type of recombination called sphere recombination. However this 
is a special case of geometrical recombination with r=0.5 only. If geometrical 
recombination was found to be effective, the performance of sphere recombination would 
also be studied. 
5.2 Mutation Operators 
5.2.1 Introduction 
The mutation process involves a random change in the value of a problem 
variable, but the magnitude of the change, called step length is an important search 
parameter. The step length can be produced either deterministically or stochastically, 
with a random realization. In order to maintain the chance of unbiased perturbation, it is 
common to use a realization scheme with zero mean and unity variance. In general, it is 
common to use a Gaussian distribution in many engineering studies, however the Cauchy 
realization is also recommended by Yao et al. (1999). The Gaussian and Cauchy random 
numbers are generated from their respective cumulative distribution functions as 
discussed below. 
5.2.1.1 Gaussian random number 
The Gaussian (normal) probability density function is shown in Eq (5.4) as 
follows. 
P9 (u) =7 exp 2 
(5.4) 
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The corresponding cumulative distribution function of Gaussian probability density 
function cannot be determined irectly, usually the cumulative function value is found by 
numerical methods. Michalewicz and Fogel (2004) suggested that the Gaussian random 
number G(0,1) (mean =0 and variance = 1) can be generated from two independent and 
uniform random seeds rl and r2 (where rl, r2 e U(0,1)) in Eq (5.5) or (5.6). 
G(0,1) =- 2log r, sin(2n r2) (5.5) 
0(0,1) -2 1og r, cos(2it r2) (5.6) 
5.2.1.2 Cauchy random number 
The Cauchy probability density function is shown in Eq (5.7) as follows. 
It 
p° ýuý = t2 + u2 
(5.7) 
The corresponding cumulative distribution function of Cauchy probability density 
function is shown in Eq (5.8). 
Pc(u) =2+I tan'' u fort= 1 (5.8) 
Therefore the Cauchy random number C(0,1) (mean. =0 and variance =1) can be simply 
generated from a random seed re U(O, 1) as follows: 
C(0,1)= tan g-2ý (5.9) 
Fig. 5.1 illustrates the Gaussian and Cauchy probability density functions. It can 
be seen that the Cauchy distribution has a longer "tail", so the Cauchy random number 
would potentially provide a longer step length and more prominent perturbation. This 






Fig. 5.1. Gaussian and Cauchy probability density functions 
5.2.2 Gaussian deterministic mutation 
Gaussian deterministic mutation (MU=1) has been inspired from Hanby (2001, 
2002a, 2002b) and Hanby et al. (2005). In this mutation operator, a deterministic 
strategy parameter 6 is the variance of the distribution and influences the step length of 
the mutation. The deterministic strategy parameter would be applied in Eq (5.10) for 
real-numbered individuals. The term of "strategy parameter" is based on the idea of 
self-adaptive mutation approach as adopted in the paradigm of evolutionary 
programming and evolution strategy (Bäck and Schwefel 1993). Since this strategy 
parameter is evolved in a deterministic manner as shown in Eq (5.11), so it is called 
"deterministic strategy parameter" in contrast to the stochastic type of strategy parameter 
used in classical evolutionary programming or evolution strategy. 
The problem variable xrr,,, Ij (real number) would be mutated from the parent xpj as 
follows: 
(5.10) Xmulj = Xp j+ 6j Gj(O, 1) for i=l,..., n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-4 -3 -2 -1 01234 
u 
where, 
aj a. j exp - 
epoch -ß deterministic strategy parameter (5.11) 
y"epoch,,, 
Q0J ub. - lb; 
near 
epoch.. = epoch of termination 
Ubj = upper bound of the j`h problem variable 
11ý = lower bound of the j'h problem variable 




G j(011) = Gaussian random number for the j`h variable of individual 
The parameters a and y were determined empirically, On the other hand, 0 is set at 2 in 
this EA Suite. From the structure of the EA Suite shown in Fig. 4.1, the first epoch is just 
initialization, and EA operators would take effect mainly from the second epoch. 
Therefore mutation would be firstly involved only from epoch 2, and it is logical to start 
from c=a, ,j, then ß= epoch =2 in order to produce the exponential term equal to unity. 
Using a deterministic strategy parameter, this mutation operator would promote 
convergence of the search since the mutation step length gets exponentially smaller along 
the epoch as described in Eq (5.11) and illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The initial value Qo, J is set 
at a level directly related to the feasible range of the respective problem variable, so the 









Fig. 5.2. Decay effect of deterministic strategy parameter 
On the other hand for an integer problem variable xmulJ a separate mutation 
operator is used for xp J as shown in Eq (5.12). 
xmi1 J= xp j+ round[G (0,1)] for j=1,..., ný (5.12) 
In this case, the mutation operator is used to produce a step length in integer, and it is not 
necessary to apply the decaying effect from the deterministic strategy parameter, 
otherwise the mutation effect would become stagnant when epoch goes on, since the step 
length would be zero after it was rounded up. 
It is important to note that the global search was still stochastic in nature although 
a deterministic strategy parameter was adopted, since Gaussian realization G(4,1) is 
involved. 
5.2.3 Cauchy deterministic mutation 
Cauchy deterministic mutation (MU=2) was developed from the Gaussian 
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deterministic mutation (MU=1). The context and procedures of mutation were same as 
those in Section 5.2.2, except the realization effect was replaced by the Cauchy random 
number C, (0,1). This mutation operator carried out the variation of the individuals via 
Eq (5.13) or (5.14). For a real-numbered problem variable xm2J, mutation from the 
parent x1, is as follows: 
xmu2J = xpJ +a Cß(0,1) for j=1,..., nar (5.13) 
For an integer problem variable, mutation is as follows: 
xmu2J = xpJ + round[Cj(0,1)] for j =1,..., near (5.14) 
where Cß(0,1) is the Cauchy random number generated for the jth variable of the 
individual x. 
Owing to the nature of Cauchy probability density function, with a longer tail as 
compared to that of Gaussian as shown in Fig. 5.1, the mutation step length from Cauchy 
realization would have greater perturbation in the search throughout the epoch. The 
difference in performance is carefully studied in the experimentation in Chapter 6, in 
order to understand their effectiveness in EA optimization. 
5.2.4 Gaussian stochastic mutation 
Gaussian stochastic mutation (MU=3) was advocated by Fogel (1992) and later 
by Back and Schwefel (1993), used a stochastic strategy parameter with Gaussian 
realization. This mutation operator is an essential feature of classical evolutionary 
programming and evolution strategy. Each individual (x, q) contained both a state 
vector x- {xi, x1, ..., xn. } and a stochastic strategy parameter il {qj, 112, 
This pair (x, Ti) would be simultaneously and continuously mutated along the epochs. 
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For a real-numbered problem variable, xmuJ and 1lmu33 are mutated from the 
parent xpJ and Tipi according to Eq (5.15) and (5.16) respectively. 
Xmu3j ° Xpj + rlp, j G(0,1) for j =1,..., near (5.15) 
rlmu3j rlpj exp[z'G(0,1) + tG(0,1)J (5.16) 
where, 
t' = -ý2--ý , first learning rate 
i -- 
K, 
second learning rate 
2 n,, ar 
K =1 
For an integer problem variable xm, J, 
xmu3, j = xpj +round [G(0,1)] for j =1,..., near (5.17) 
In fact, mutation for a problem variable in integer shown in Eq (5.17) is identical to that 
of Eq (5.12) for a deterministic strategy parameter. 
If the mutation operator is invoked simply as Eqs (5.15) and (5.16), premature 
convergence of the search process would easily occur as found in initial trial runs, In 
order to prevent such undesirable performance, suitable measures are needed in order to 
let the search continue. The following measures have been included: 
a. Leveling off a minimum value for lmu3J, so that the stochastic strategy parameter 
would continue to provide an effective step length along the process of evolution. 
b. Resetting a larger value for tlm, 3, J if it becomes too small. This is similar to the 
above measure, but the effect is more pronounced. 
C. Increasing rimi3j at the beginning of the search, so the stochastic strategy parameter 
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does not decay so early. 
Iwamatsu (2002) suggested alimit for rlmu3J at a minimum of 10"4. Ji et al. (2004) 
had a more proactive idea to reset Ilm3 J back to (ub-lb)/2 (i. e. the initial value of 11m J in 
their study) if it became less than 104. From the trial run, it was found that the idea of Ji 
et al. (2004) was more workable in preventing premature convergence. As a result, if 
r1mu3 J is less than 104, it is reset to the maximum allowable limit rialJ in order to reduce the 
chance of premature convergence. rialJ is determined as follows: 
min 3, 
ub - lb llaI3- 2 
(5.18) 
where the value of 3 is a typical initial stochastic strategy parameter suggested by Back 
and Schwefel (1993) for a variety of test functions. This value is used in Eq (5.18) in 
order to set an upper limit of rla1J if (ub - lb)/2 is larger than 3. 
5.2.5 Cauchy stochastic mutation 
For Cauchy stochastic mutation (MU=4), the context and procedures of mutation 
are same as those in Section 5.2.4, except that the Gaussian random number G(O, 1) is 
replaced by the Cauchy random number Cj(0,1) in Eqs (5.15) to (5,17). With a 
real-valued problem variable, the pair Xmu4 J and 11mu4J are mutated as follows: 
Xmu4d Xpj + Ip. J q(0,1) for j =1,..., nV,, (5.19) 
1lmu4J Tlpd exp[t'G(0,1) + tCj(0,1)J (5.20) 
For an integer problem variable, mutation is as follows: 
Xmu4J ° XpJ + round[Cj(0,1)] for j =1,..,, n, (5.21) 
where q(0,1) is the Cauchy random number generated for the j`h variable of the 
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individual x. 
To prevent premature convergence, this mutation operator is applied in the way 
same as the stochastic strategy parameter with Gaussian realization (MU=3). 
5.3 Selection Operators 
5.3.1 Introduction 
In EA, selection is needed for one or more of the following scenarios: 
a. Selection of individuals for next epoch, implemented for the offspring after a 
series of variation operations, such as recombination and mutation. 
b. Selection of individuals to be the parents for recombination. 
c. Selection of individuals for mutation without prior recombination (e. g. in 
evolutionary programming). 
d. Selection of recombined individuals for mutation after recombination. 
The scenario (a) is the approach of "selection for survival", while scenarios (b), (c) 
and (d) "selection for reproduction". In the EA Suite, the selection operator was 
primarily designed for scenario (a), and it was the last operator to be applied to the 
population in every epoch in order to produce offspring. Since elitism was applied in the 
EA Suite, the elite individual was identified through this operator as well. If it was the 
last epoch, it would generate the final population, together with the elite, for the entire EA 
run. On the other hand, for the scenarios (b) to (d), selection was used before executing 
the related variation operator, following the paradigm of genetic algorithm. Since the 
EA Suite was developed using the paradigms of evolution strategy and evolutionary 
programming, so the selection operator would be sequenced according to scenario (a). 
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On the other hand, the scenario (d) would not be appropriate for the EA Suite, 
since the function value of newly recombined individuals should be found through the 
evaluation process before the selection for mutation was implemented; however this 
would inevitably double the frequency of evaluation in each epoch. In the HVAC 
optimization problems under current study, function evaluation was realized by running 
the TRNSYS component-based plant simulation models. Evaluation was the most 
time-demanding stage, and the robust design of EA should therefore provide satisfactory 
results with minimum evaluation function calls as far as possible. 
5.3.2 Proportional selection 
Proportional selection (SE=3) is a common stochastic approach to select the new 
population from offspring in EA. In the EA Suite, the pseudo-code of proportional 
selection is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
if epoch >1 then 
develop probability vector; 
preserve the best individual from parent population; 
conduct roulette wheel to select for new population; 
fl 
return the elite individual from new population; 
determine mean fitness value of new population; 
Fig. 5.3. Structure of proportional selection or ranking selection 
The probability vector contains the relative fitness of each individual, which is 








(1/f; ) (1/f; ) (1/f, ) 
This mimics the roulette wheel in that it would give higher probability for the individual 
with better (i. e. lower for minimization) function value, hence there would be a 
correspondingly higher chance for the better individuals to be selected. 
To return the elite individual from the new population, the subroutine in Fig. 5.4 is 
adopted. 
if [unconstrained problem] then 
return the elite individual by function value; 
else (i. e. constrained problem) 
if [existence of feasible individuals] then 
return the elite individual from feasible ones by function value; 
else (i. e, all infeasible individuals) 
if [infeasibility discrimination] then 
return elite individual by infeasibility; 
else 
return elite individual by handling both function value & 




Fig. 5.4. Procedure of returning elite individual 
5.3.3 Ranking selection 
Ranking selection (SE=I) is a stochastic approach to select the new population 
from offspring in EA regime. It is similar to proportional selection as mentioned in 
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Section 5.3.2, but its probability vector is developed with reference to the rank of 
individuals instead of the fitness of individuals used in proportional selection. The 
pseudo-code of this selection operator is same as Fig. 5.3. The relative fitness of each 
individual is developed from its rank in population, instead of its objective function value 
as follows: 
np0P + 1- ranke (5.23) 
Z 
rank, 
where rank; is rank of the io' individual, for i =1,..,, nepp. 
The probability vector for roulette wheel selection contains the fitness developed from Eq 
(5.23). Therefore the design of this roulette wheel would result higher probability for 
the individual with higher rank to be selected from the offspring, After the new 
population was produced, the elite individual was identified from a subroutine with the 
pseudo-code in Fig. 5.4. 
5.3.4 Tournament selection 
Tournament selection (SE-2) is another common approach to select the new 
population from offspring in EA. The pseudo-code of tournament selection is shown in 
Fig. 5.5. 
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if epoch >1 then 
unite the parents and offspring population; 
conduct pair-wise comparison from preset number of opponents; 
select the individual with the most wins; 
fi 
return the elite individual from new population; 
determine mean fitness value of new population; 
Fig. 5.5. Structure of tournament selection 
In tournament selection, pair-wise comparison is conducted for all individuals (i. e. 
2 npop) in the union of parent and offspring population. For each individual, a preset 
number of q opponents is randomly chosen within the union for comparison purpose, 
where, 
, 10 q =min round 
("P2 
op (5.24) 
In each comparison, if the fitness of the individual is better or equal to that of the 
opponent, it would receive a "win". Finally npop individuals out of the union are selected 
by counting the most "wins", hence becoming the new population. 
To return the elite individual and mean fitness value from the new population, the 
subroutines as shown in Fig. 5.4 is adopted. 
5.4 Constraint Handling Operators 
5.4,1 Introduction 
The general pseudo-code of the constraint handling operator in the EA Suite is 
shown in Fig. 5.6. In the following Sections 5.4.2 to 5.4.4, the corresponding features of 
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the constraint handling technique are discussed, In the EA Suite, apart from stochastic 
ranking, a rank-based approach was also introduced for the other two kinds of constraint 
handling operators. However, the rank was determined by a deterministic approach, 
instead of the probabilistic approach used in stochastic ranking. 
The constraint handling operators in the EA Suite were developed using a 
rank-based rather than a value-based approach. In a population, the individual under the 
value-based constraint handling approach would be selected directly according to its 
fitness value. But under the rank-based approach, the rank could be arranged from the 
fitness value or some other method, such as the bubble-sort in stochastic ranking or 
degree of infeasibility in the operator of infeasibility discrimination. Since the 
constraint handling operators in the value-based approach would have a dominating 
effect if the values for certain individuals were much larger than the others, this would 
give a biased selection for those individuals. As a result, the rank-based scheme was 
adopted for constraint handling in the EA Suite. 
For all the constraint handling operators, a rank as assigned to individuals for both 
unconstrained and constrained problems, as shown in Fig. 5.6. Basically this was used 
for constrained problems. For unconstrained problems, the rank of individuals was also 
generated, but simply according to the function value and independent of the option 
number of constraint handling. 
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if [unconstrained problem] then 
return rank of individuals by their function values; 
else (i. e. constrained problem) 
preserve the elite individual; 
determine gij and grog,; for the rest of population; 
count and return number of infeasible individuals from offspring 
based on gtot&,;; 
return rank of offspring according to specific constraint handling 
technique; 
fi 
(where gib and gto, t, i are violated constraint value and total constraint value respectively, 
for i 1,.... npaP; J 1,..., n,,,. 
Fig. 5.6. General structure of constraint handling operator in EA Suite. 
The returned number of infeasible individuals was the offspring population after the 
process of variation, not the new population after selection. 
5.4.2 Dynamic penalty 
The dynamic penalty constraint handling operator (CH=3) was developed from 
the work of Joines and Houck (1994) as mentioned in Section 2.5.1. The fitness value of 
the Ph individual fdp, i is determined by adding a dynamic penalty to the function value f;. 
In this operator of the EA Suite, no problem-specific penalty factor is introduced in order 
to prevent the problem-dependent need. The dynamic penalty would have an increasing 
effect along the epoch as follows: 
fdp, i = fi + epoch " gtotalj 
for i=1,..., npop (5.25) 
dynamic penalty 
where gtotaI, i: total constraint violation of the i`h individual, determined by: 





g; j : violated constraint value ofjth constraint function due to the ith individual, 
determined as follows: 
g; j = abs(c; j) for c; j < 0, j=1,..., ncp (5.27) 
or gij =0 for cu z 0, j 1,..., rkon (5.28) 
cu: raw constraint value directly determined from the jih constraint function 
for the ith individual 
5.4.3 Stochastic ranking 
Stochastic ranking (CH=2) was developed with reference to the work of 
Runarsson and Yao (2000) as mentioned in Section 2.5.2.1. In this scheme gtotai, i was 
determined according to Eqs (5.26) to (5.28), The rank of any adjacent individuals was 
determined through a stochastic bubble-sort scheme as shown in Fig. 5.7. 
forj Ito flpop do 
for k =1 to (npop -1) do 
if [gtotal(rank(k)) =0& gtotal(rank(k+l)) = 0] or [r < pf] then 
if f(rank(j))> f(rank(j+l)) then 
swap rank of kth and (k+i)th individuals; 
fi 
else 
if gtotat(rank(k)) > gtotal(rank(k+1)) then 





(where r is random number; pr is probability to proceed stochastic ranking for not both 
feasible individuals, and pf-0.45 according to Runarsson and Yao 2000. )
Fig, 5.7. Procedure of bubble-sort of stochastic ranking 
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5.4.4 Infeasibility discrimination 
The constraint handling operator infeasibility discrimination (CH=I) was 
developed from both the works of Deb (2000) and Wright and Farmani (2001) as 
described in Sections 2.5.2.2 and 2.5.2.3 respectively. The approach to determine the 
rank is different for the two scenarios: existence of feasible individual; or all infeasible 
individuals in the population. The implementation of this operator in different scenarios 
is discussed in the ensuing sections. 
5.4.4.1 Determination of rank for existence of feasible individuals in population 
If there are any feasible individuals in the population, they might be all feasible 
individuals or a mix of feasible and infeasible individuals. In order to distinguish fitness 
between the feasible and infeasible individuals, Deb (2000) devised the following 
approach for this purpose: 
fsel, i ° fi 
and fsei, i = fmax + gtotai, i 
i=1,..., npop, for feasible individual (5.29) 
i =1,..., npap, for infeasible ind. (5.30) 
where, 
fseu, i: fitness value of the i`" individual (smaller the better for minimizaiton) 
f;: objective function value of the i`h individual 
fmax: maximum objective function value of population 
gtotai, i: total constraint violation, determined by Eqs (5.26) to (5.28) 
Since the fitness value of all the individuals are assigned with consideration of 
both their feasibility and constraint violation, their rank within the population was then 
arranged deterministically. 
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5.4.4.2 Determination of rank for entire infeasible population 
This constraint handling approach was developed from the work of Wright and 
Farmani (2001), and the original idea to formulate the infeasibility of individuals for a 
population was adopted. If all the individuals are infeasible in the population, 
identification of the degree of infeasibility is required. The infeasibility of the it, 
individual infyi is determined for each individual based on the corresponding constraint 
value(s) as follows: 
9ü 
infyi = J" 
gi,, npop (5.31) 
ncon 
where g j, n,. is the maximum violated constraint value among the jth violated constraint 
value gU across the population. 
Larger values of infy; show a higher degree of infeasibility, so the rank would be based on 
infy1 accordingly, 
5.5 Supplementary Strategies and Parameters 
In the EA Suite, the core operators of EA optimization include recombination, 
mutation and selection. For constrained problems, a suitable constraint handling 
operator was also involved. However in order to guarantee the continuation and success 
of global search, certain supplementary EA operational strategies and parameters should 
be incorporated. These supplementary operators included elitism, repair algorithm and 
probabilities of recombination and mutation. 
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5.5.1 Elitism 
Elitism means to retain the best individual for the offspring population. 
Sometimes not just the best one would be kept, but the second best or third best would be 
chosen as well. In an EA with a high population size (e. g. in the order of hundreds in 
GA), elitism is not commonly used. Since a large population would already include a 
number of potentially optimal individuals, they have a higher chance of being carried 
forward to the next. Nevertheless in a small population size, there may be an 
opportunity that the elite would not be selected under a stochastic selection operator. In 
this case, elitism is important to enhance the search effectiveness. 
In the development of the EA Suite, elitism was therefore introduced to maintain 
the success of the continual global search. Since the number of evaluation function calls 
was critical in the current study, the population size would not be large in order to 
minimize the frequency of function evaluation. Therefore a single elite, i. e. only one 
best individual, was identified and maintained from the selection process. The elite 
would not just have the lowest function value for the minimization problem, but it should 
have the minimum or even no total constraint violation for the constrained problem. 
Therefore the elite individual was chosen according to Fig. 5.4 in Section 5.3.2. 
Due to the existence of an elite in the stages of recombination and mutation, the 
number of recombined or mutated individuals would be the population size less one. 
Therefore the total number of evaluation function calls ncv1 would be no longer simply 
npop-epochmax, but it could be reduced and determined from Eq (5.32) below. 
neval = npop + (npop - 1) (epochmM -1) 
epochmax (npop - 1) +1 (5.32) 
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This shows that from the second epoch, the number of evaluation function call would be 
reduced once, since the fitness value of the elite was already in memory. This would 
save simulation time and enhance the overall optimization efficiency. 
5.5.2 Repair scheme 
The bounds on the problem variables for each individual were established in the 
setup file. During the evolution, particularly after the mutation process, some 
individuals would have their elements out of bounds due to the finite step size. The 
provision of repair was applied for such individuals so that they could be moved back to 
the required bounds. Based on this idea, there would be a number of approaches for 
repairing: 
a. Restoring any out-of-bound problem variable back to its bound, and the other "good" 
variables remained intact. 
b. Reinitializing the out-of-bound element within the bounds, and the others remained 
intact, 
c. Rejecting the whole individual, and reinitializing a brand new individual. 
Since it would be possible to have the global optimum along one or more bounds, if the 
search was approaching to the optimum, there would inevitably be a certain number of 
individuals out of bounds after variation, particularly so in the case of mutation, therefore 
the first approach was adopted in the EA Suite. The whole population would be 
inspected in the repair subroutine after mutation (or recombination if mutation was not 
involved). Any problem variable of the out-of-bound individual xntj (for j -1, ,,., nvu) 
was restored to the closest bound according to the pseudo-code of the repair algorithm in 
Fig. 5.8 below. 
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if Xout 'C Xlower bound then 
Xout ' Xlower bound; 
Clseif Xout> Xupper bound then 
Xout ' Xupper bound; 
fl 
Fig. 5,8. Repair subroutine in EA Suite 
5.5.3 Probability of recombination and mutation 
In the paradigm of genetic algorithm, the probabilities or fractions of 
recombination (crossover) and mutation are also problem-dependent parameters. It is a 
common practice that the recombination probability is above 0.5, and the mutation 
probability 1/L, where Lis the chromosome length. However Lis also problem-specific 
and related to the resolution of solution. But in the paradigms of evolutionary 
programming and evolution strategy, all the individuals would undergo the process of 
recombination and/or mutation, so the probabilities of both recombination and mutation 
become unity. 
5.6 Summary 
There are four major types of operators in the EA Suite - recombination, mutation, 
selection and constraint handling. Supplementary strategies to assist the global search 
are also included. For the key EA operators, recombination facilitates exploitation in 
global search, mutation is responsible for exploring new search opportunity, selection 
determines the new population for next epoch, and constraint handling assists the 
selection in the constrained problems by ranking the feasible offspring, as well as the 
potential but infeasible one. The EA operators of the EA Suite are summarized below: 
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a. Recombination operators 
" Arithmetic recombination (XO=1) 
" Uniform recombination (XO-2) 
" Geometrical recombination (X0=3) 
b. Mutation operators 
" Gaussian deterministic mutation (MU=I) 
" Cauchy deterministic mutation (MU--2) 
" Gaussian stochastic mutation (MU=3) 
" Cauchy stochastic mutation (MU=4) 
c. Selection operators 
" Ranking selection (SE=1) 
" Tournament selection (SE=2) 
" Proportional selection (SE=3) 
d. Constraint handling operators 
" Infeasibility discrimination (CH=1) 
" Stochastic ranking (CH-2) 
" Dynamic penalty (CH=3) 
e. Supplementary strategies 
" Elitism 
" Repair scheme 
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PRELIMINARY RUNS 
Regarding the highly constrained optimization problems of HVAC systems, there 
are generally a number of constraint functions which can be of an equality or inequality, 
linear or non-linear nature. On the other hand for the HVAC optimization problems 
developed by plant simulation models, the involved interaction constraint functions are 
commonly already included in the respective objective function that is represented by the 
simulation model. So these types of optimization problems may not have any extrinsic 
constraint functions, and they become unconstrained. Owing to this, both constrained 
and unconstrained test functions should be incorporated in the test runs in order to derive 
suitable configurations of EA for different HVAC optimization problems. In this chapter, 
the development of experimentation is presented. Since an exhaustive analysis of all 
combinations in this empirical study can be prevented, a series of preliminary runs was 
therefore implemented to screen out the less effective EA operators before launching the 
full runs. 
6.1 Test Functions 
It is a standard methodology for the researchers in evolutionary algorithms to use 
commonly established test functions to conduct empirical studies into the effectiveness of 
any newly developed EA operators (Yao et al. 1999, Deb 2000, Wright and Farmani 2001, 
Iwamatsu 2002, Ji et al, 2004). In order to have an in-depth study of the appropriate 
operators and combinations in EA for the HVAC optimization problems, a variety of 
constrained and unconstrained test functions were used in this research and they are listed, 
together with a summary of their characteristics in Table 6.1. For constrained test 
functions, linear inequality, non-linear equality and non-linear inequality were involved. 
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In the case of unconstrained test functions, five have a unimodal nature while four are 
multimodal. The characteristics of the objective functions include linear, quadratic, 
cubic, polynomial, trigonometric, and exponential types. The choice of these test 
functions was targeted on covering the range of formats of the optimization problems that 
are encountered in HVAC design and energy management. 
Table 6.1. Summary of characteristics and origins of test functions 
Category Test function n. .r Type of objective No. of Origin function constraints 
Constrained fGr 13 Quadratic LI: 9 Floundas and Pardalos (1987) 
problems Floundas &P 
fa S Quadratic NI: 6 Problem 11, Himmelblau 
Himmelblau 11 (1972) 
trr 2 Cubic NI: 2 Floundas and Pardalos (1987) 
Floundas &P 
fa 10 Quadratic LI: 3 Problem 113, Hock and 
Hock &S 113 NI: S Schittkowskl (1981) 
fI, 7 Polynomial NI: 4 Problem 100, Hock & 
Hock &S 100 Schittkowski (1981) 
fI6 8 Linear LI: 3 Heat Exchanger Design 
flock &S HX NI: 3 Problem, Hock and 
SchittkowskI (1981) 
2 Quadratic NE: I Maa and Shanblatt (1992) 
Maa & Shanblatt 
Unconstrained fui 10 Quadratic --" Sphere Model 
unimodal Sphere Model 
problems fw 10 Polynomial --- Schwefel's Problem 2.22 
Schwefel 2.22 
fu3 10 Quadratic -» Schwefel's Problem 1.2 
Schwefel 1.2 
fw 10 Polynomial »- Generalized Rosenbrock's 
Rosenbrock Function 
fus 2 Trigonometric & »" Easom's Function 
Easom exponential 
Unconstrained fmi 10 Trigonometric --- Generalized Schwefel's 
multimodal Schwefel 7 Problem 2.26 
problems 
fu 10 Quadratic & - Generalized Rastrign's 
Rastrigin trigonometric function 
fw 10 Exponential & - Ackley's Function 
Ackley trigonometric 
f, 4 10 Quadratic & "» Generalized Griewank 
Oriewank trigonometric Function 
Remark: LI: Linear inequality; NE: Non-linear equality; NI: Non-linear inequality 
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6.2 Design of' Experiments 
The possible series of empirical studies was designed according to the working 
combinations in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, as well as the parameters of experimentation in "fable 
6.2. 





fps 99 433 
G 99 
ff 7 
























Fig. 6.2. Empirical study for unconstrained test functions 
AbbrgAafi m 
X0=-1 Arithmetic recombination (I I 
XO-2 Uniform recombination ('I 12 
XO-3 Geometrical recombination ('II . 
XO -99 (no recombination) 
MtJ=I Gaussian deterministic mutation SE ----l 
MU 2 Cauchy deterministic mutation SE=2 
MU 3 Gaussian stochastic mutation SE=3 
MU 4 Cauchy stochastic mutation 














Table 6.2. Parameters of experimentation for typical run 
Population size, npop 10 
Epoch of termination, epoch.. 1000 
Number of run 50 
Dimension of function, nd; n 10 (eligible for ful, fug, fu3, fu4, fmt, fß, 2, fm3 and fm4) 
Remark: In general, epoch.,, was 1000 in the experiment. However from the trial runs, the minimum 
epoch, n, for fc6 or ff4 was found to be 3000, while that for fmi or f2 to be 2000, in order to obtain 
satisfactory results. 
Basically, the maximum number of tests for the constrained and unconstrained 
test functions was 1260 (= 7x4x5x3x3) and 540 (= 9x4x5x 1x3) respectively. Due to the 
considerable number of combinations of EA operators for a variety of test functions, an 
extremely high computational cost would be needed to explore this problem exhaustively. 
Therefore, a series of preliminary tests was carried out to assess the opportunity for 
excluding any ineffective operators, so that the number of full runs could be reduced and 
useful results would be acquired from the empirical studies more efficiently. The 
detailed arrangements of the preliminary runs are discussed in Section 6.3 below. 
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6.3 Preliminary Runs 
The primary objective of these tests was to exclude any EA operators which 
would have an unsatisfactory performance in handling the variety of test functions. In 
the following tests, fifty runs were used to obtain statistically significant results. The 
scope of these preliminary tests was to evaluate the following questions: 
a. Are there any ineffective selection operators? 
b. Are there any ineffective mutation operators? 
c. Without mutation, is performance of EA still acceptable just with recombination? 
6.3.1 Characterization of selection operators 
A preliminary run was carried out for different selection operators, with Gaussian 
deterministic mutation, infeasibility discrimination constraint handling (MU=1 + CH=1) 
and no recombination (XO=99). The results are shown in Table 6.3, and the best among 
three combinations for each test function is highlighted in light grey. 
Ito 
Table 6.3. Preliminary run for diflcrent selection o perators 
Mtl I ((lulutiian) I (Gaussian) I (Gaussian) 
(I1 I (I111ea'ihllity) I (Int'easihillt\) I (Inteasibility )
S1. I (Rankking) 2 1ouritanlellt) 3 (I'ruportiollal) 
IIP-P IO IO IO 
e ochnw, 100O 1000 '. 
__. 
1000* 
'T'est Function Best-known 
- --_ 
Mean Rest 
__ Mean Best Mean Hest 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. I)evialiun) (Std I)cviotion) 
Constrained t'unc twns 
l" -Ii -14 -15 -12 
Fluundas& 1' (8. (19x10') (I98*10-1) (1.06) 
Iý2 -30665.5 -30006 61 . _0n-197.60 -3029948 
I(immelhlau II (l05 sm (157.42) (314.76) 
I", -6961.81 -6933.65 -6942.47 -1227.26 I Iuundas & I' (16.67) (10.21) (1494.92) 
I', 4 24.31 1115.35 872.59 1264.63 
1 lock &S 113 (87490) (773.96) (1((47 81) 
I's 68()(). l 681,08 (81 56 2601840 
flock &S 100 (4.04k10') (I. 21) (90.06) 
t*, n 7049.33 9508.65 1034099 14792.26 
Hock &S (IX (2402.18) (330.01) (5033.35) 
1,7 0.75 0.7480 0.7481 0.9359 
Maa & Shanhlatt (I. 10.10') (4.53x 10') (1.14x 10-') 
Unconstrained tnli modal funct-ion--s-- 
r. 1) 3.40x 10 2 15x 1' 344.36 
Sphere Model (I 32,1(1-) (6.03x I0") (780.72) 
18.05 19.78 2221 
Schwelel 2.22 (17.34) (16.39) (1394) 
f,, O 109.84 109.55 1879.31 
Schwefel 1.2 (279.63) (233.36) (1426.64) 
l4 0 40.19 53.97 10103 
Rusenhrock (102.42) (154.35) (234 80) 
Igo -1 -0.99996 -0.99998 -(). 02811 
l. asunl (3.84x 10') (2.38x 10') (1.30x I O-) 
I Incutlstrained mul timodal kinetic s 
t,,,, -4189.83 -2443.34 -2570.82 -1750.35 
Schwefel7 (443.67) (366.51) (574.27) 
G. (l 61.75 52.12 56.55 
Rastrtgin (18.49) (13.34) (15.82) 
1;,, 1 0 (4.92 18.24 18 28 
Ackley (5.74) (2.68) (1.69) 
f14 u 103EIoI I69xI0.1 4.74 
(iriewank (((7x102) (I_64x10'') (5.63) 
'Remark: For t,. 6/f, 4 and epoch,,,., were 3000 and 2000 respectively 
From the results of the preliminary run for different selection operators in Table 
6.3, there are a number of observations worthy of discussion as follows: 
a. The highlighted results showed better performance with ranking selection (SE=1) or 
tournament selection (SE=2). Proportional selection (SE=3) could not provide the 
best result for any of the test functions. 
b. For proportional selection, the results of two (fc3 and fps) out of seven constrained 
test functions and three (fi1, fi3 and f5) out nine unconstrained test functions had 
unacceptable deviations from the respective solutions (as encompassed by the 
corrugated line type However for ranking and tournament selection, their 
overall performance for all the test functions were acceptable, and there were no 
extreme situations like those found in the proportional selection. 
c. The serious deviations of several constrained and unconstrained test functions when 
using proportional selection highlight the deficiencies of this selection operator. 
The main problem was relatively slow convergence rate or premature convergence, 
which reflected the epoch for evolution was insufficient. If the epoch of 
termination was increased in multiples, better results were achieved by the 
proportional selection. However it increased the expense of function evaluation, 
which would contradict the purpose of developing an effective EA with minimum 
function calls. In addition, according to Eq (5.22) in Section 5.3,2, the 
establishment of a probability vector for proportional selection would produce an 
ambiguous scenario whereby both positive and negative function values occurred in 
the same population during the search progress, so that the relative fitness would be 
confused, The choice of proportional selection would therefore hinder the search 
effectiveness for such kind of test functions. 
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Due to the limitations of proportional selection (SE=3) in the EA Suite for 
handling both constrained and unconstrained problems, it was not involved in the full 
runs. Only the ranking selection (SE=1) and tournament selection (SE=2) were used for 
the in-depth study. 
6.3.2 Characterization of mutation operators 
The second preliminary run was implemented to see whether there were 
significant differences between the performances of the mutation operators using a 
deterministic strategy parameter (MU=1 or 2) and a stochastic strategy parameter (MU=3 
or 4). The combination of infeasibility constraint handling and ranking selection (CH=1 
+ SE=1) was used. The option of "no recombination" (X0=99) was included in order to 
assess the effect of the mutation operators more clearly. The results are shown in Table 
6.4, with the best among the four combinations for each test function highlighted. 
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Table 6.4. I'feliminauy fun for different mutation operators 
z.. 99 ('() 99 
M1I I (Gaus, I)cO 2 (Cau. Det. ) 3 ((Jauss. Sto. ) 4 (Cau. Sto, ) 
G1 I (In(casihility) I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) I (Int'easibility) 
Si. 1 (Ranking( I (Ranking) I (Ranking) I (Ranking) 
"F., 1, 10 10 10 10 
c ach 1000* 100()* 1000* 1000* 
'l'est Function Hest-known mean liest Mean liest mean liest Mean liest 
Solution (Std Deviation) (Std. Deviation) (Std . 
Deviation) (Std. Deviation) 
Constrained funct ions 
f. 1 -15 -14 -13 -14 -13 
Floundas&P (8.09x1(-') (1.09) (881x10. ') (9.95x10') 
(iz -30665.5 -30606.6 -30661.7 -30482.74 -30440.25 
Himmelblau II (105.5O) (17.42) (20117) (374.5) 
tI, -6961.81 -6933.65 -6910.59 -6475,56 -5785.93 
Floundas &P (16.67) (36.41) (596.93) (1282.80) 
fa 24.31 1115.35 26.37 3315.75 3409.36 
(lock &S 113 (874.90) (1.21) (1103.12) (1162.32) 
G 680.63 681.08 680.91 403042.2 3329209 
lock &S 100 (4.04x10-') (2.05x10"') (1981247) (4593692) 
f, 7049.33 9508.65 7660.02 15707.44 12225.74 
Flock &S HX (2402.18) (360.00) (5725.57) (5485.85) 
li7 0.75 0.748 0.748 0.8996 0.9945 
Maa&Shanhlatt (I. lOx10') (2.96x10') (I. lüx10-') (1.97x10.2) 
---- Unconstrained un --- -- - imodal (unctions 
--- - 
1 l' I) 3,40x 10.1 
2.38x l0' 5262.14 7755.64 
. 
Sphere Model (1.32x10"') (9.04x10") (3283.48) (4412.40) 
C. 2 0 
18(15 4.13x10'' 21.23 70.84 
Schwefel 2.22 (17.34) (1.04x10') (8-60) (76.93) 
CO 0 109.84 2.41 x 10 5615.81 10328.69 
Schwefel 1.2 (279.63) (2.20x 10') (3343.71) (47(12.32) 
C. 4 0 
40.19 33.43 1085354 6386847 
Rosenbrock (102.42) (60.42) (1686403) (9522267) 
f;,, -I -1.00 -1.00 -0.500464 -0.21378(1 
Easom (3.84x10-') (7.56x10') (4.55x10') (3.78x10-') 
Unconstrained multimodal funduuns 
-418983 -2443.34 -3688.29 -2495.23 -2499.82 
Schwefel 7 (443.67) (200.17) (359.00) (278 67) 
G 0 61 75 6.75 76.30 111,49 2 
Rastrigin (18.49) (2.88) (2(193) (18.09) 
f,,,, 0 14.92 7.16*10 ' I1 53 18 54 
Ackley (5.74) (1.47x10') (3 57) (2.13) 
G4 0 103x1(1' 1.94*10' 77.62 7991 
(iriewimk (5.0740"2) (9.97x10 2) (39.14) (44.40) 
'Remark, Pur mid fcpochW, were 3000 and 2000 respectively 
The best results were obtained using the mutation operator of deterministic 
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strategy parameter with either Gaussian realization (MU-1) or Cauchy realization 
(MU=2). The mutation operators with stochastic strategy parameter (MU=3 and 4) 
could not provide the best result for any of the test functions. On the other hand, they 
gave unacceptable results for a number of test functions; fc4, fc5, ful, f and f14. With both 
constrained and unconstrained functions, the major problem was premature convergence. 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.4, preventive measures had been applied to such mutation 
operators to prevent this happening, however this was ineffective for those five test 
functions. As a result, the mutation operators with the stochastic strategy parameters 
(MU=3 and 4) were excluded from the subsequent full runs. 
6.3.3 Recombination without mutation 
The third preliminary run was implemented to assess the performance of a 
recombination operator without mutation. This run was carried out by using different 
recombination operators together with infeasibility constraint handling and ranking 
selection (CH=1 + SE=1), as shown in Table 6.5. From this test run, excepting f2 and f7, 
nearly all the results deviated significantly from the corresponding solutions. In the 
other words, the EA with recombination but no mutation could not determine the correct 
solutions. On the other hand, the performance of EA optimization was still satisfactory 
without the recombination as found in Section 6.3.2. Therefore it was concluded that 
although both recombination and mutation are type of variation, the role of mutation was 
crucial, but recombination had less importance. In the subsequent in-depth study, the 
use of both mutation and selection would be the foundation of EA, and the experiments 
designed to determine the robustness of different mutation and selection operators, as 
well as the appropriate use of the operators of recombination and constraint handling. 
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Table 6.5. Preliminary run for recombination without mutation 
XO I (Arithmetic) 2 (Uniform) 3 (Geometrical) 
MU 99 99 99 
CH I (infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) 1 (Infeasibility) 
SE I (Ranking) I (Ranking) I (Ranking) 
npDP 10 10 10 
epoch., 1000* 1000* 1000* 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
1', -15 -74.86 -54.60 -74.78 Floundas &P (27.27) (24.94) (28.47) 
f2 -30665.5 -28256.84 -28396.26 -28383.22 Himmelblau II (1101.71) (1163.77) (917.18) 
f, -6961.81 16397.98 14597.54 22630.98 
Floundas &P (23345.45) (28084.42) (41473.16) 
tý4 24.31 1699.07 1758.49 558.36 
(lock &S 113 (650.70) (903.88) (158.91) 
f, 680.63 329818.4 1407101 1029282 
Hock &S 100 (1012726) (2567393) (1800449) 
f.,, 7049.33 15431.56 16269.92 16591.51 
11ock &S II X (3817.31) (4990.77) (3280.55) 
G7 0.75 0.9204 0.8819 0.7940 
Maa & Shanblatt (1.23x 10-1) (1.92x10-') (8.28x10.2) 
Unconstrained unimodal functions 
f. 1 0 5213.08 13302.65 18765.19 
Sphere Model (1978.01) (4725.92) (5257.36) 
fa 0 25.53 516.12 16508.18 
Schwefel 2.22 (22.38) (1088.03) (31369.51) 
fu, 0 10290.51 14408.08 25993.18 
Schwefel 1.2 (6579.95) (5914.94) (12339.92) 
t'ý , 0 4759069 26006310 47480450 
Rosenbrock (4421671) (16191740) (19261420) 
f, s -l -7.17x10'' -6.23x10"" -3.70x10"' Easom (5.07x 10.2) (4.41 x 10.32) (2.43x 10'6) 
Unconstrained multimodal functions 
f, >< -4189.83 -1145.75 -1588.61 -1436.40 
Schwefel7 (373.10) (415.95) (370.91) 
f2 0 78.68 106.88 121.38 
Rastrigin (15.80) (17.61) (17.50) 
t;, 0 16.76 19.42 20.08 
Ackley (1.71) (7.02x10"') (0.58) 
C110 0 53.34 122.33 175.69 
Griewank (23.74) (41.37) (38.89) 
'Remark: For f',,, t'., and ff, i/fß, 1, epoch, were 3000 and 2000 respectively 
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6.3.4 Summary of findings in preliminary runs 
From the series of preliminary tests in Sections 6.3.1 to 6.3,3, proportional 
selection (SE=3) and the mutation operators with stochastic strategy parameter (MU =3 
and 4) were excluded from the in-depth study, since their overall performance in different 
types of test functions was not satisfactory. 
On the other hand, it was found that the role of mutation is crucial. For any 
choice of recombination operators, the global search may fail in the absence of a mutation 
operator. Without recombination, the search could still provide acceptable or 
satisfactory results. As a whole, this contrasts with the paradigm of genetic algorithm, 
which has a strong emphasis on recombination (crossover) but relatively little on 
mutation. 
6.4 Summary 
In this chapter, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of different EA operators 
described in Chapter 5, a variety of popular test functions in constrained or unconstrained; 
linear or nonlinear; unimodal or multimodal nature, were included in the experimentation. 
These test functions were chosen to be representative of different possible HVAC 
optimization problems in nature. By setting the combinations of the involved EA 
operators for empirical studies, it was found that the computational cost would be too 
high if the tests were exhaustive. Therefore a series of preliminary runs were 
implemented to study any ineffective selection and mutation operators, as well as the 
performance of EA without mutation. After the preliminary runs, the proportional 
selection and the mutation with stochastic strategy parameter were excluded due to their 
generally unsatisfactory performances in the test functions. The role of mutation in the 
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developed EA Suite was found to be very essential, even more important than the 
recombination. As a result, the EA operators to be carried forward for full runs in next 
chapter would be as follows: 
a. Mutation operators 
" Gaussian deterministic mutation (MU=1) 
" Cauchy deterministic mutation (MU=2) 
b. Selection operators 
" Ranking selection (SE=1) 
" Tournament selection (SE=2) 
c. Recombination operators 
" Arithmetic recombination (XO=1) 
" Uniform recombination (X0=2) 
" Geometrical recombination (X0=3) 
d. Constraint handling operators 
" Infeasibility discrimination (CH=1) 
" Stochastic ranking (CH=2) 
" Dynamic penalty (CH=3) 
In next chapter, the full runs of these screened EA operators are described. The best 
combination of these available EA operators was identified, and a competent and robust 
EA formulated. 
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CHAPTER 7 FORMULATION OF ROBUST EA 
In this chapter, a series of full runs was implemented for the screened EA 
operators from the preliminary runs in Chapter 6. In these full runs, each case was run 
fifty times. Then the mean, best and standard deviation were recorded for comparative 
study. In the full runs, the experiments were grouped into three main stages as follows: 
1. Effective combination of mutation and selection operators. 
2. Performance of global search at a reduced population nP"p and/or epoch of 
termination epoch... 
3. Suitable choice of constraint handling operators. 
In the first stage, the best combination of mutation and selection operators was identified, 
since they represent the core operators in the paradigms of evolutionary programming 
and evolution strategy. At the same time, the effectiveness of different recombination 
operators was evaluated. Based on the findings in the first stage, the search 
performances at the reduced npop and/or epochm would be studied in the second stage, so 
that the robust combination of the operators of mutation, selection and recombination 
could be evaluated. Based on the findings in the second stage, the effectiveness of 
different constraint handling operators was studied in the third stage. 
In this chapter, performance graphs of different test functions were used to 
illustrate the effectiveness of the related EA operators or their combinations. Each graph 
is the average performance of fifty runs, with the corresponding function value against 
epoch. The corresponding abbreviation is presented in one of the following formats: 
"xDmDcDsD" for default npop and epoch..; 
"xDmDcOsDn#" for reduced npop and default epochmax; 
"xDmDcDsDe$" for default npop and reduced epochmax; or
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c: constraint handling 
s: selection 
n: population size 
e: epoch of termination 
Q: option number of recombination, mutation, constraint handling or selection 
operator 
reduced number of population, usually five 
$: reduced number of epoch of termination, either three-quarters or half 
Default np,, p and epochn, ax were 10 and 1000 respectively according to Table 6.2, however 
epochm for test functions fc6 or fu4 was 3000, while that for fmj or fm2 was 2000. 
7.1 Choice of Mutation and Selection Operators 
The first stage of the experiment was designed as a study focusing on the choice 
and contribution of mutation and selection operators. The possible combinations of the 
available mutation and selection operators, after screening from the preliminary runs, 
were as follows: 
a. Gaussian deterministic mutation + Ranking selection [MU=1 + SE=1] 
b. Gaussian deterministic mutation + Tournament selection [MU=1 + SE=2] 
c. Cauchy deterministic mutation + Ranking selection [MU=2 + SE=1] 
d. Cauchy deterministic mutation + Tournament selection [MU=2 + SE=2] 
These combinations were run with the series of test functions to compare their 
performances of optimal search. The results are shown in Tables 7.1 to 7.4 as follows. 
The best result of each test function is highlighted in light grey. 
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Table 7.1. Performance based on Gaussian deterministic mutation and ranking selection 
X() 99 I (Arithmetic) 2 (1 Jnilornl l 3 ((icunlell cal ) 
NI ll I (Ouuian) I ((iau, sian) I )Gaussian) I ((ýauýsi, ln) 
Cl I I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility I I OnteasIbIIII> 1 I (Infeasihllity) 
SI. I (Ranking) I (Ranking) I (Ranking) I (Ranking) 
np. p 
10 10 10 10 
epochiiu'. 100)(* 
10()()r I(I(10 1000 
rest Function Best-kno", l Mean Best Mean Best Mean liest Mean liest. Solution 
_ 
Old. Deviation) Sld. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) Sid. Deviation) 
Constrained functions _ 
fý1 -I5 -14 -14 -14 -I5 I'h, undas&P (8.09x10') (8. l0x10') (8.90x10"') (4.52'10-') 
(2 -30665.5 -30606.64 -30571.45 -30576.76 -30532.40 I limmelhlau II (105.50) (97.83) (I46 05) (124.79) 
1,1, -6961.81 -6933.65 -6935.77 -6934.33 -6939.90 
Floundtts &P (16.67) (1.1.23) (15.80) (11.70) 
1a 24.31 1115.35 921.23 588.84 45.48 
Hock &S 113 (874.90) (672.83) (720.37) (20.14) 
CIS 680.63 681.08 681.21 680.94 695.18 
Hock &S100 (4.04x10-') (4.33x10'1 (2RIX10') (1. (19) 
f. 7049.33 950865 9024.35 8923.25 9119.64 
lock &SHX (2402.18) (1858.95) (1070.58) (2118 32) 
fz7 0.75 0.7480 0.7480 (1.7480 0.748(1 
Maa & Shanblatt (1.10x 10) (I 40- 10") (I. 39ä I0) (9.93x I0") 
Unconstrained unimodal functions 
1". 1 (1 3.40x 10' 2.69s 10" 3.60s 10" 4,04. IU Sphere Model (1.32X10') (7.66X Ifs) (I. 12X104) (l. 27x 1(1 
Ca 0 18.05 64.17 6.00 27.88 
Schwefel 2.22 (17.34) (I 9)) (12.68) (17.06) 
G, 109.84 4 38x 101 5.49 24690.73 
Schwefel 1.2 (279.63) (2.43) (18. )(1) (I(1(20 74) 
1; 14 0 
40.19 32.18 51.94 10.78 
Rosenhrock (102.42) (6504) (107.09) (5.55) 
t; "s -I -0.99996 -0.99997 -0.99997 -0.99997 
Fasom (3.84x 10-) (3.6ßx 10") (3.35x I0-) (3.48x 10") 
llnconstnuned nnllnn o dal I'anUluns 
f;,, 1 -4189.83 -2443.34 -219056 -2594.99 -2972.36 
Schwefel7 (443.67) (438.17) (377.13) (507.50) 
G', 0 61.75 24 00 42.98 60 91 Raslrigin (18-11)) (11.25) (16.90) (11.68) 
r. 1 0 14.92 3.40 9.90 18.59 
Ackley (5.74) (5.96) (9,47) (I 33) 
t.. tl 1.03-10" 1,29x$0' 1.36X10 2.21x10" 
(iriewank (5.07x10 (5.65x101) (7.39 102) (1.5ß%$b'1) 
Remark: I or Ic'/tu4 and fmtm1epoch, - Were 
3(10(1 and 2000 respectively. 
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Table 7.2. Performance based off Gaussian deterministic mutation and tournament 
selection 
XO 99 I (Arithmetic) 2 (Unifirm) 3 (Geometrical) 
MU I (Gaussian) I ((iau, sinn) I (Gaussian) I (Gaussian) 
('II I (Inteasibilit}) I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) 
SI. 2( fnurnament) 2 (tournament) 2(I iurnamem) 2 (Tournament) 
n,, r, 
10 10 IO 10 
_eýoch- 
1000* 1t)Oll* 1000* 1000* 
-'et Function Best-known Mean l)etit Mean Best Mean Best Mean Best 
------- - 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation)_ (Std Deviation) 
_ 
(Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functi ons 
lýr -15 -15 -15 -15 -15 
Fluundas& P (1.98x10"') (1.98x10-') (I. 41*10"r) (1.41x10"') 
1: 2 -30665.5 -30497.60 -30527.23 -30564.74 -30508.01 
Hirnnulblau II (157.42) (146.92) (112.88) (100.63) 
1, , -6961.81 -6942.47 -6940.62 -6943.18 -6940.18 
luundas&P (10.21) (10.74) (16.05) (10.87) 
(, 24.31 872.59 746.29 441.29 42.28 
(luck &S 113 (773.96) (761 89) (663.68) (11.55) 
C, 680.63 681.56 681.06 681.27 1234.93 
flock &S100 (1.21) (3.74x10") (7.24x10-') (2290.90) 
1d, 7049.33 10340.99 10105.38 10012.17 9166.55 
(lock &S IIX (330.03) (2730.39) (3170.27) (2332.35) 
1ý, 0.75 0.7481 0.7480 0.7480 0.7480 
Maa & Shunhlatt (4.53- I0-9) (1.31 * 10") (8.70x 10-') (I. 57x I0"') 
Unconstrained unt rnodul functions 
G 0 2.15X10` 2.10X10" 2.02x10' 2.16x10" 
Sphere Model (6.03x104') (6.22x10'') (5.67x10") (523.10'") 
1' 0 19.78 3.99x 10" 2.14 29.16 
Schwefel 2.22 (16.39) (1.48) (7"lt, ) (15.63) 
r1 0 109.55 1.81 6.24 27482.47 
Schwefel 1.2 (233 36) (12.64) (34.66) (11800.91) 
t. 4 0 
5197 15 02 62.17 11.79 
Rosenbrock (154.35) (55.23) (119.06) (6.66) 
to I -0.99998 -0.99997 -0.99998 -0.97998 s 
E: asom (2.38x10"') (254X10-) (2.44,10-) (1.41xII)') 
Unconstrained multimodal tunctions 
r,,, r -4181). 83 -2570.82 -2348.35 -2956.80 -2811.67 
Schwefel? (366.51) (339.42) (355.24) (449.74) 
G 0 52.12 23.04 15.20 60.53 
Rastrigin (13 34) (9. )9) (13.44) (14.04) 
fn 0 18.21 2.17 9.51 18.74 
Ackley (2 (8) (5.06) (846) (5.11, I0') 
Ina 0 1.69x10 1.78x1(1' 175>I0" 261), 1('1 
Griewank (1,64x 10") (9.51), 10') (105) (4.00x10"') 
"Remark: For CO/C0 und epoch.,.. were 3000 and 2000 respectively 
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Table 7.3. Performance based on ('auchy deterministic mutation and ranking selection 
XO 'N 1 (Arithmetic) 2 (1 infurnt) 3 (1 comettladl 
Nil f 2 (('anuchy) 2 (Gnichý ) 2 l( mich 1 1(; wchý l 
CII I (Infcasihilitll 1 (Infeasibility) I (InicuibilhýI I (Inlcasihilný) 
SI: I (Ranking) I (Ranking) I (Ranking) I (Ranking) 
ný, p 10 10 10 10 I onu* 1000' I00(1" 1000+ 
lest Function Rest-known Mean liest Mean liest Mean liest Mean liest 
Solution (Std. Deviation)_ 
_LStd`Deviatiun) _ - 
(Std Ueviatiotý Std. l)eviationý 
_ Constrained functions 
fi -I5 -13 -13 -13 -14 
Floundas&P (1.09) (9.26x10') (937x 10-') (929x10') 
l; 2 -30665.5 -30661.70 -30646.15 -30659.63 -30665.06 
1limmelblau II (1742) (67.93) (24.84) (5.72) 
1l, -6961.81 -691)1.59 -6909.86 -6907.111 -6914.55 
Floundas &P (36.41) (27.56) (32 12) (28.17) 
(4 24.31 26.37 25.81 25 90 26.30 
Hock &S 113 (1.21) (1.28) (111) (1.44) 
t', 680.63 680.91 68(1.9)) 680.87 685.43 
Ilock&S 100 (2-05x10'') (I 97,10') (I. 72x10') (1.70) 
1', 1. 7049.33 7660.02 
7528.54 7726.59 7481 92 
Ilock &S HX (360.00) (400.87) (468.75) (348.81) 
C7 0.75 0 7480 0.7480 0.7480 0.7481 
Maw&Shanblatt (2.96x10') (4.66x10') (6.06x10') (I. 33x10 
Unconstrained unimodal functions 
ful 0 2.38x10' 2.23x10' 3.19x1()4 "1.8.1x. 1()° 
Sphere Model (9. (14s 10'1 (8.79x 101') (I. 09x lO-') (2 18x lo') 
1;, 1 11 4.13x10 3.69x10 4.06x10' 2.03 
Schwefel 2.22 (1. (14*IIl') (7,08*I0) (7.61x10') (1(1.12) 
Cý i 0 2.41x10-' 1.36x10' 2.05x10""' 27977.86 
Schwefel 1,2 (2.20x 10") (9.29x 10') (I. 26x 10') (14018 18) 
týý4 0 33.43 33.95 42.79 1.1 
Rosenbrock (6(142) (98.28) (91.85) (6,59) 
tos -I -() 9999)) -0.99992 -1199988 -(. )9990 
l. asnm (7.56x10') (9.72x10-') (1 20,10') IK. 73 it)') 
Unconstrained multimodal functions 
Gý, -4189 83 -3688.29 -3711.25 -3752.12 -4189.83 
Schwefel 7 (200.17) (197 42) (203.19) (6.55x I0') 
C'a 0 6.75 4.77 5.61 7.14 
Rastrigin (2.88) (1.96) (2 40) (3.07) 
f,,, 0 7.16x10 5.97x10" 4.04.10 126 
Ackley (l. 47. *10') (1.44x10") 1281)) (468) 
t4 (I 1.94x 1(1 1.82s IU' I. 78x 10"' 2 
. 51 h 111-' (iriewank (9.97x102) (I 111x)0-1) (741x10') 11. (11,10'') 
*Remark: 1 or t', Jt'. 4 and f, a1GW, epoch, , wrrc 3000 und 2111111 respectively. 
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Table 7.4. Perl rmance based on Cauchy deterministic mutation and tournament 
selection 
XU 99 I (Arithmetic) 2 (1 niluni) 3 (( ieometrical) 
MU 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 
CH I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) 
SI' 2( Tournament) 2(h, urnament) 2 (Iournament) 2 (Tournament) 
n,,,,, 10 10 10 10 
cJ ochn,;,, i 
1000 * 1000 1000 1000* 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean (lest Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Sid_ Deviation) (Sid, Deviation) (Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
fei -I5 -14 -14 -14 -14 
Floundas &P (7.41), 10") (8.02x10"') (7.94x10"') (8.03x10"1) 
1c2 -30665.5 -30646 -30647.53 -30658.2 -30640.65 
Himmelblau 11 (o9.60) (52.83) (25.57) (63.43) 
f,, -6961.81 -6930.84 -6920.11 -6931.37 -6927.57 
Floundas &P (19.55) (17.61) (14.71) (17.11) 
C4 24.31 26.32 25.89 26.23 25.89 
1 lock&S113 (1.14) (9.90x10-') (1.42) (9.54x10") 
I', 68((. 63 680.84 680.85 680.84 685.79 
Flock &S 100 (1.11x10"') (1.34x10-') (1.17x10') (2.41) 
fc, 7049.33 7757.07 7611.68 7964.68 8(179.18 
Nock &S HX (873.51) (638.52) (96703) (1361,11) 
L, 0.75 0.7484 0.7487 0.7484 0.7492 
Maa & Shanblatt (9.79.10"4) (1.84x 10-') (I. 40x 10-) (2.91 x 10") 
I, Inconstrained unimodal functions 
0 8.59x10'' 7.48x1(Y' 7.73xIO' 8.54x10"' 
Sphere Model (2.97x10'') (2.62)(10) (2.77x10-) (3. l8x10') 
faa 0 2.23x I0" 2.19, l 10 2.20x 10"' 2.34.10-' 
Schwefel 2.22 (4.4 1,10") (4.64x104) (4.33x 10-41 (4.35x104) 
G 0 4.35x10'4 3.65x10-4 3.83x10' 29989.42 
Schwefel 1.2 (2.49x 10-') (2.21 x 1() 4) (2 46x 10-4) (14308.52) 
I4 O 45.38 7.90 14.50 12.54 
Rosenbrock (108.32) (14.81) (62.25) (6.49) 
f5 -1 -0.99996 -0.99997 -0.99995 -0.99997 
Fasom (4.78x 10) (3,08x 10-) (4.38x 10") (3.09x 10-) 
Unconstrained muItin mdaI functions 
f,,,, -4189.83 -370417 -3725.95 -3820.24 -4135.35 
Schwefel 7 (184 19) (181.19) (17(1.36) (385.24) 
f2 0 3 34 323 3.24 4.14 
Rastri8in (1.81) (1.98) (1.38) (207) 
f n, 0 0.64 3.48 x 
10" 3.71 x 10-, 2.66 
Ackley (3.26) (6.41x10-4) (7.16)( 10") (6.66) 
CIA 0 1.89x10' I85xI0' I-88x10'' 1.85x10'' 
Griewank (7.51)102) (1.17x10") (8.12x102) (1.09x10') 
'Remark: For Gdf. 4 and epoch Wx were 3000 and 2000 respectively. 
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7.1.1 Gaussian deterministic mutation 
From Tables 7.1 to 7.4, generally the combinations of [MU=1 + SE=11 and 
[MU=1 + SE=2] had a less satisfactory performance as compared to the other two 
combinations. The test function fc4 (Hock and Schittkowski's Problem 113) had 
problem of effectiveness with Gaussian deterministic mutation, and its graph is used to 
illustrate this observation, as shown in Fig. 7.1. Most of the combinations [MU=1 + 
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Epoch 
Fig. 7.1. Performance graphs for constrained test function ff4. 
7.1.2 Effectiveness of Cauchy deterministic mutation 
For the test functions fug (Schwefel's Problem 2.22), f3 (Schwefel's Problem 1.2) 
and f4 (Generalized Rosenbrock's Function), the combination [MU=2 + SE=2] gave the 
best performance, and Cauchy realization (MU=2) had a better performance than 
Gaussian realization (MU=1). The test functions f2, f3 and f4 are expressed as follows 
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(refer to Eqs (A14), (A15) and (A16) respectively in Appendix I for detail. ) 
io io 
fuz(x) _ xý + x. (7.1) 
z io 
fu3(X) =11 Xi (7.2) 
=I=I 
9 
fu4(x)= 1[100(x; +, -x12)2 +(X1 -1)2] (7.3) 
1=I 
Cauchy realization showed an advantageous effect in handling the non-linear relationship 
z 
10 
1 xi , xý and 
(x; +i - xi 
2)2 of f, 2, fu3 and f4 respectively. The constrained test 
function fc6 (Hock and Schittkowski's Heat Exchanger Design) had the outstanding 
performance with the combination [MU=2 + SE=2], as shown in Fig. 7.2. The 
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7.1.3 Applicability of Gaussian deterministic mutation 
For f ,, l (Sphere Model), the combination of 
[MU=1 + SE=2J gave the best 
performance, and Gaussian realization (MU=1) was better than Cauchy realization 
(MU=2) in this case. This was because the Gaussian random number provided a smaller 
mutation step close to the optimum of the unimodal landscape of f 1, and the effects of 
random perturbation were accordingly less. However, the Cauchy random number had a 
greater perturbation, which was more effective in handling multimodal problems and in 
preventing the search from being trapped at local optima. 
7.1.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, from the viewpoint of either mutation or selection, the general 
performance of Cauchy deterministic mutation (MU=2) was better than that of Gaussian 
(MU=1), while tournament selection (SE=2) performed better than ranking selection 
(SE=1). As a whole, the sequence of effectiveness among the four combinations of 
mutation and selection was found to be: 
[MU=2 + SE=2] » [MU=2 + SE=I] » [MU=1 + Sir=2] » [MU=l + SE=I] 
where "»" implies "was more effective than". 
The combination of [MU=2 + SE=2] generally gave the best results for different problem 
types (constrained, unconstrained unimodal and unconstrained multimodal) of the test 
functions. Based on the promising performance of the combination [MU=2 + SE=2], 
further in-depth analysis was carried out to test its association with different 
recombination operators. A series of more stringent situations, such as reduced 
population and/or epoch, were applied to the combination of [MU-2 + SE=2] so that the 
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potential improvement using recombination could be identified. This is more fully 
discussed in Section 7.3. 
7.2 Role and Choice of Recombination Operators 
7.2.1 Contribution of recombination 
Within the regime of EA, evolutionary programming uses mutation as the 
essential operator for global searching, while evolution strategy involves both 
recombination and mutation. From Tables 7.5 to 7.9, together with Tables 7.1 to 7.4 
before, the best results in each row were generally found with the involvement of the 
recombination operator, though there were a few exceptions. 
For the combination of [MU=2 + SE=2], at a reduced population and/or epoch 
(Tables 7.5 to 7.9), the results without the involvement of recombination were less 
satisfactory. So the existence of a suitable option of recombination could improve the 
chance that the optimum or near-optimum could be determined, even though the 
population and epoch might be limited. This was especially important for optimization 
problems developed through the plant simulation model, which demands considerable 
computational resources. In other words, the paradigm of evolution strategy should 
produce better and more reliable results than evolutionary programming. 
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'f'ahle 7.5. Performance at hall' population 
x 99 1 (A' thmelic) 2 (I. 1111'01110 3 ((icometrieul) 
M(1 2 (Cauchy) 2 (('auchy) 2 (('auchN) 2 (('auch') 
('II I (Inteasihilitl I (Infeasibility) I (InfcasihiliiN I (Ir9easihilitv 
SE 2 (tournament) 2 ("l'ournumenl) 2 (Tournament) 2 (Thurnament) 









-- --  Test Function f Rest-knuýsn (lest Mean Mean liest lie est M ean Best N-1-can-liest 
Solution (Std. Deviation Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
I; 1 -I5 -13 -13 -13 -13 
lounda_-s &P (105) (9.98x10"') (1. (17) (1.14) 
f2 -30665.5 -30588.29 -30567.74 -30552.03 -30601) 94 
1 limmelhlnu 11 (114.81) (111.14) (168.33) (103.87) 
f-, -6961.91 -6855.25 -6845.92 -6845.45 -6846 05 Floundas &P (68.04) (72.92) (57.34) (76.34) 
1'14 24.31 27.39 25.47 26.92 27.07 
Ilock &S 113 (7.62) (8.84) (8.90) (7.71) 
1", 680.63 668.09 681.62 654.30 672.96 
Ilock &S 100 (96.43) (9.20x10"') (134.92) (97. I5) 
1;,, 7049.33 8005.74 8514.78 8750.25 8818.18 
(lock & SIIX (3215.60) (3452.18) (3181 40) (2180.84) 
t, 7 0.75 0.7984 0.8037 0.7954 0.7992 
Maa & Shruiblatt (3.77k 10'2) (3,72-102) (392-10') (3.90k 10 2) 
Unconstrained un imodal functions 
t'u 1 0 1.68x10-' 1.56x10 1.90x10-4 1.78k10' 
Sphere Model (ß. 17x I0-`) (7.18x 10') (9.17' 10") (9.64), I O-) 
f, (1 5.65x10 3.29x10-' 3.44x10-' 9.66x10 
Schwefel 2.22 (I 60x IU') (ß. 58x 10') (662x I0-4) (6.52) 
1" 0 07x10-' 2 2.29*10' 1.49 49436.57 ', 
Schwefel 1.2 
. 
(5.40x10") (7.26x10') (644) (29528.78) 
f, 4 0 32.31 
39.43 18.74 12.05 
Rosenbrock (83.69) (83.82) (46.59) (7.03) 
1; 11 -I -1389988 -0.95988 -0.95987 -0.95987 l. asot» (0.303) (1.98*II)') (198x1(-') (198x10') 
IInconstrained mu llimodal hmclions 
1'. 1 -4189.83 -3531.04 -3495.63 -3481.42 -3933.47 
Schwefel? (237.27) (248.23) (273.40) (567.31) 
0 1246 9.55 1096 11 09 
Rastrigin (5.84) (5. ()8) (5 1111) (5.44) 
fly, 0 5.29 5.54* 10-' 159 6.58 
Acklc> (8.58) (1.32=10') (618) (9.02) 
(ß54 0 1.65.10 1.13x10'' 1.77.1(1' I8_3+l0 
(iriewunk (9.94-(0') (1.01x10') (1.25x10') (I 42.1O') 
'Rcmerk: For fa, /fw epoch., were 3000 and 2000 respectively 
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Table 7.6. Performance at three-quarters epoch 
XO 99 I (Arithmetic) 2 (uniform) 3 (Geometrical) 
Mll 2 (('auchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 
CII 1 (hifeasihility) 1 (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) 1 (Infeasibility) 
Si-' 2 ('T'ournament) 2 (Tournament) 2( Tournament) 2 (Tounnament) 
n, ,,, 10 10 10 10 
cFwch :. -7- - ... 
7511* 750" 750" 
'lest Function Hest-known Mean liest mean Best Mean liest Mean Best 
Solution (Std Deviation) (Std Deviation) (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
ff, -15 -14 -14 -14 -14 
Floundas&P (9.04x10") (8.86x10`) (9.34x10-1) (7.67x10"') 
f., -30665.5 -30638.9 -30648.12 -30644.10 -30648.30 
Himmelblau 11 (60.04) (53.71) (59.21) (51.63) 
t1 -6961.81 -6921.03 -6919.34 -6925.83 -6921.74 
Ploundas &P (19.57) (23.99) (19.40) (20.37) 
ha 24.31 26.66 26.47 26.59 26.86 
flock &S 113 (1.49) (1.27) (1.51) (1.87) 
G 680.63 680.96 680.94 681.00 686.85 
Mock&S 100 (2.38x10-') (1.93x10"') (2.78x10"') (2.65) 
Tal 7049.33 8073.32 7813.88 8236.42 7738.23 
Ilock &S IIX (1208.58) (794.98) (1362.01) (1057.43) 










-- Unconstrained unimodal timclions 
Ca 0 1.05x104 9.34x10"' 1. ()0x10"4 1.02x10' 
Sphere Model (3.6ßx 10') (3.35x I0') (4.04x I O"') (3.55x 10') 
f2 0 2.49x10-' 2.42x10"' 2.46x10' 2.07x10- 
Schwefel 2.22 (5.81 x 10'') (4.96x 10-') (4.97x 10"4) (1.44) 
fo 0 9.32x 10"' 9.68x 10-4 1.21 x 10"' 25777.88 
Schwefel 1.2 (3.05x10") (9.65x10'4) (1.29x10') (11446.59) 
CA 0 71.44 25.57 43.21 13.64 
(tosenbrock (137.36) (62.44) (87.82) (5.51) 
fus -I -0.99995 -0.99996 -0.99996 -0.97995 
Easom (4.40x10') (4.99xI()`) (4.37x10"') (1.41x10"') 
Unconstrained m ultimodal functions 
-4189.83 -3742 44 -3740.52 -3774,04 -4151.81 
Schwefel 7 (196,99) (18962) (159.44) (161.57) 
fa 0 4.66 4.12 5.57 6.71 
Rastrigin (2.07) (2.30) (2.17) (3.12) 
f'10 0 3.99xI0', 3.76x1(1" 3.95x10"' 2.74 
Ackley (2.79) (7. I3x10) (7.69x)0'') (6.86) 
G4 0 I. 72x IO"' 1.77, I0' I. t)9x to" . 65x 10 
Griewank (7.80x10') (8,88xI01) (I. 06xI0"1) (I. IOx101) 
"Remark: For t and f., /fmi/fm2, epoch,,,., were 2250 and 1500 respectively 
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ý::. . _ý, w: ý. ..: ý_ 
X0 99 1 (Arnl1mrtie) 2 (11iulorm) 3 1(ieumctncal) 
MII 2 (Cauchy) 2 1('aueh) ) 2 (('auch)') 2 (Cauchy) 
(Ii I Ilnfcttsibilnl) I (Intcasihiliq) I (Intcasihility) I (Infuiuihility) 
SI- 21 Fournamcnt) 2( Tournament) 2l Tournament) 21 Tournament) 
n,,,,,, 10 10 10 10 
epoch ± 
500 5O0 500" 500 
Test Function 13cst-known Mean Best Mean Best Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution (Sid Deviation) (Sid. Deviation) (Std. Deviation 'td. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
f1 -15 -14 -14 -14 -14 
Nloundas& 1' (9.57x10") (1.09) (I 00) (8.04x10") 
G2 -30665.5 -3061191 -30603.78 -30625,74 -30624.02 
Ilimmelblau II (113.12) (112.82) (')4.66) (9042) 
t,, -6161.81 -6899.03 -6904.97 -6898.01 -6906.90 
Floundas &P (30.93) (25.89) (31.32) (2(. 56) 
1', 4 24.31 29.23 
30.51 27.78 28 41 
Bock &S 113 (4.16) (14.14) (2.66) (2.70) 
C', 680.63 681.31 681.13 681.22 686.23 
(lock &S 100 (6.25K10-) (32.40) (3.38x10-') (227) 
C". 7049.33 8216.48 8275.74 8459.77 7983.55 
(lock &SltX (1117.71) (2015.17) (1311.58) (1322.23) 
t"7 0.75 0.7694 0.7718 0-7662 0.7713 
Maa & Shanblatt (2.28x 10' 1) (2.68x 10-2) (2.42x 10'2) (2.6610 -) 
Unconstrained un inwdal functions 
f,,, 0 1.46x 10 1.15,10-4 1.48x 10"4 1 55,10' 
Sphere Model (5.05x10 (3.09x10") (5.45x10)`) 0 48,10') 
f;, i 0 2.97x10 
300, I))' 2.90x10" H 
. 
I8*10-1 
Schwctel 2.22 (7.58x 10-4) (5.67x 1()-4) (619x 10'4) (5.56x 10' ) 
I; n 0 16.17 8,49x 10-1 
11 76 31460.80 
Schwefel1.2 (31.72) (1.43) (2_001) (154(422) 
C u4 
0 64.56 45.40 58 46 14.72 
Rosenbrock (104.49) (109 76) (104.02) (5.04) 
Gs -t -0.959995 -0.99993 -0.97993 -0.87994 
Eason) (I 98,10 ') (6.48x10') (I. 41,10') (3.28x10') 
I lucunstramed mu ltimodal functions 
C, w -4189.83 -3613.59 -359105 -3705.93 -4052.84 
Schwe60 7 (220.29) (2164.1) (223.98) (507.74) 
lna I 673 593 7.04 961 
Rastrit! in (1 33) (2.51) (. 128) (4.06) 
r; u,, 0 
1.84 4.54 x 10-' 4.74 10'' 2.95 
Ackley (5.55) (8.55x104) 1876.104) (6.62) 
C4 0 1.75x10' 1.71x10' 1 66x10" 1.98x10 
Griewank (9.68x10"') (8.79x102) (I l0.10-') (im Ix10') 
*Remark: For fa, + id epoch,,,,. were 1500 and 1000 respectively 
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'Table 7.8. Performance at half' population and three-quarters epoch 
XO 99 I (Arithmetic) 2 (l lnifonn) 3 (Geometrical) 
MU 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 
CH I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) I (Infeasibility) 
SE 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 
npop 5 5 5 5 
e_poch. x 750* 750* 750* 750* 
'rest Function Rest-known Mean Best Mean Best Mean Hest Mean Best 
Solution Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation Std. Deviation 
Constrained functions 
ff1 -15 -13 -13 -12 -13 
Floundas &P (1.03) (9.29x10") (1.20) (1.21) 
fc2 -30665.5 -30553.53 -30561.93 -30533.26 -30580.51 
Himmelblau lI (137.15) (130.38) (183.15) (154.66) 
fo -6961.81 -6530.24 -6771.17 -6788.75 -6799.61 
Floundas &P (1093.38) (124.96) (119.72) (110.47) 
f14 2431 46.14 32.10 30.40 28.25 
Hock &S 113 (100.03) (10.90) (7.85) (6.72) 
frs 680.63 641.48 668.63 669.12 674.94 
Hock &S 100 (163.72) (96.49) (96.59) (97.52) 
G 7049.33 9340.00 9386.44 9514.46 8057.86 
Bock &S HX (3582.73) (4271.41) (4022.58) (4628.77) 
CO 0.75 0.81498 0.8047 0.8047 0.8027 
Maa&Shattblatt (1.27x10'') (1,26x 10") (1.73x10-') (1.24x10-') 
Unconstrained unimodal functions 
ff1 0 2.08x10'4 2.22x104 1.91x104 2.25x10'' 
Sphere Model (1.23x10'4) (1.19x10-4) (9.35x10') (1.14x10"') 
fug 0 3.21 6.86x 10-1 8.89; 10" 3.63 
Schwefel 2.22 (12,85) (4.83) (6226) (12.53) 
f, o 0 
27.51 10.07 19.61 43726.20 
Schwefel 1.2 (70.28) (20.76) (27.83) (28554.57) 
flu 0 150.15 77.00 117.75 12.24 
Rosenbrock (298.89) (19(). 88) (262.09) (7.03) 
L3 -1 -0.85987 -0.93988 -0.95985 
41.87997 
Easom (3.50)(10") (2.40x 10") (1.98x 10-) (3.28x 10-) 
Unconstrained multimodal functions 
fm1 -4189,83 -3461.77 -3433.20 -3412.76 -3885.27 
Schwefel? (271.07) (266.15) (248.63) (541.72) 
fpll 0 13.13 11.26 14.17 16.61 
Rastrigin (7.36) (4,85) (6.71) (9.31) 
tm, 0 6.94 7.88x 10'' 3.66 5.68 
Ackley (9.00) (3.63x 10) (7.31) (8.08) 
f4 (1 1.90x10'' 137K1 0'' 1.67x10' 1.77x10" 
(iriewank (I. 10x10') (6.93x10'') (1.01x10-1) (8.33x10) 
"'Remark: For f,. and t;, 4/fmjdt ,,, epoc: h,,, n  were 2250 and 
1500 respectively 
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table 7.9. Perli)rmance at hail population and halIepoch 
XO 99 I (Arithmetic) 2 (1nifimn) .1 ((Icometricall 
Alt1 2 (('. wch}) 2 (('auchN ( 2 ('auihy 1 2 (('auchv) 
('II I (Infcahibilily) I (Inlcasihilil)) I (Infcasihilhtti1 I (Infeasibility) 
SI 2( tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament1 2( Tournament) 
nn, ý, p 5 
5 5 5 
epoch,,. > 
90U+ 500+ 500 500+ 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean Best Mein Bei Mcan Best 
Solution (Std Deviation) Std. Deviation) Std. Deviation) Std. [)eviction 
Constrained lünctions 
fcl -I5 -12 -12 -12 -12 Floundas&P (I (8) (11b11 (1.16) (1.14) 
t;: -30665.5 -30449.17 -30378.71 -30432.03 -30386.06 Himmelblau I1 (223.66) (21404) (258.38) (273.57) 
f", -6061.81 -6511) 63 -6560.40 -6499.30 -6472 44 
Floundas &P (572.53) (376.55) (427.92) (792.71 
tu 24.31 85.51) 111)59 90.52 31.14 
)lock&S 113 (19730) (292.13) (173.01) (1182) 
t"ý 680.63 672.93 684.72 684 99 686.19 
(lock &S 100 (97.30) (4.74) (3.38) (7.74) 
T,,, 704933 9696.39 8770.05 10004.72 9549.48 
)leck &S IIX (4130.56) (3991.54) (4180.32) (3857.36) 
CO 0.75 0.8605 0.8699 08741 0 8761 
Maa&Shanblatt (1.35x)0') (542x10') (5.55.10') (4.91x102) 
I Inconstrained un imodal ('unctions 
C, 0 4.47x10" 3.24x10-' 3.60x10' 3.74x10-' 
Sphere Model (2.11 x 10-') (1.42x10') (I. 76x I0"4) (I88.1()-4) 
0 2.16 4.54x10' 1.07 5.92 
Schwetel2,22 (8.67) (1.22x10") (5.23) (13.37) 
f., 339.07 140.17 298.42 3559-1 54 
Schwefel L2 (309.91) (204.42) (201 69) (19960.57) 
104 0 142.70 140.53 15401 13.98 
Rosenhrock (278.51) (324.68) (386.79) (6.80) 
G,, -1 -0.89974 -1! 91981 -0.87982 -0.93983 
I: asom (3.03210') (274.10 (1.28x10') (2.40 10') 
I lncunstrained mu ltimodal functions 
fi -4189.83 -3340.17 -3318.97 -3306.03 -3824.34 
Schwefel? (251.36) (296.32) (303,80) (302.70) 
11,,,, 0 17.55 15.34 1942 . 17.72 Rastrigin (8.97) (8.26) (9 38) (8.33) 
Tm7 0 5.11 6.67v 10' .. 191 11 33 
Ackley (7 85) (2,59) (7.1 3) (8 53) 
tn. 4 (1 1.86x 10 186x 10-' ()1-101 10'' 190,10' 
(iriewank (1.12x10-') (1.27x10') (1.19«1111) (I 115,1() 1) 
'Remark: Pur t, and f,, /Cm/lýý , ('pith .. ýýrII 
1700 ; ln l I11011 IL". IICL11% h 
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7.2.2 Effectiveness of arithmetic recombination 
The combinations of [MU=1 + SE=1], [MU=1 + SE=2] and [MU=2 + SE=1] 
associating with arithmetic recombination (XO=1) gave the best results with the 
unconstrained test functions, while geometrical recombination (XO=3) worked best for 
the constrained test functions. For the combination of [MU=2 + SE=2], arithmetic 
recombination (XO=1) also produced the best results for the unconstrained test functions, 
but the performance of the different recombination operators was comparable for the 
constrained test functions, as shown in Table 7.4. A graph of test function f2 
(Schwefel's Problem 2.22) typically illustrates the outstanding performance of arithmetic 
recombination (XO=1) in association with the combination of [MU=2 + SE=2] for the 
unconstrained test functions, is shown in Fig. 7.3. 
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Fig. 7.3. Performance graphs for unconstrained unimodal f2 (solution = 0). 
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7.2,3 Effectiveness and limitations of geometrical recombination 
Particular attention was paid to geometrical recombination (XO=3), since its 
performance might be extremely good or bad in response to the forms of the test functions, 
For the test function fmi (Schwefel's Function 7), the best results involved geometrical 
recombination, whichever options of mutation or selection operators were used, as shown 
in Tables 7.1 to 7.9 (except Table 7.2). The performance was still the best even in 
situations of reduced population and/or epoch. For the test function fu4 (Generalized 
Rosenbrock's Function), geometrical recombination also gave the best results in 
association with the combination of [MU=2 + SE-2]. The test function fu4 is shown in 
Eq (7.3) before, while fm1 as follows (refer to Eq (A18) in Appendix I for detail). 
10 
fmi (x) =Z [-x; sin( jx; j )] (7.4) 
Iii 
For instance, as fmi has an asymmetrical component - x; sin( +xjJ) , the 
"root-ratio-square" nature of geometrical recombination would continually promote the 
search no matter whether the variables were positive or negative. Therefore, it would 
enhance the effectiveness of EA as compared to other kinds of recombination, and a more 
satisfactory performance could be achieved. The performance graphs of fmi in Figs. 7.4 
and 7.5 are used to show the robustness of geometrical recombination (X0 3), at the 
conditions of full or reduced population and/or epoch. The combination of [XO 3+ 
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Fig. 7.5. Performance graphs at reduced population and epoch for unconstrained 
multimodal fmi. 
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On the contrary for the test function fus (Schwefel's Problem 1.2), the geometrical 
recombination had premature convergence far from the optimum, as shown in Tables 7.1 
to 7.9. Such extremely bad results of fu3 occurred because of geometrical 
recombination's inherently absolute effect of "root-ratio-square" to the problem variables, 
I 
since the test function f0 has the component Fx, which would determine the actual 
summation result of all the variables. If the variables were forced to be positive through 
"root-ratio-square", the summation result would inevitably become larger. Although 
mutation might evolve the individual from positive to negative (or vice versa), this would 
not be helpful. The performance curve of fu3 in Fig. 7.6 is used to illustrate this problem, 
and no matter which combination of mutation and selection was used, the effect of 
geometrical recombination (X4-3) was dominant and early premature convergence 
happened in all those cases. In Fig. 7.6, the four graphs related to geometrical 
recombination overlapped at the premature convergence trajectories, which were at a 















Fig. 7.6. Performance graphs for the unconstrained unimodal f3 (solution = 0). 
7.2.4 Conclusion 
Due to the extremes in performance of geometrical recombination for 
unconstrained problems, excellent on the one hand but fatal on the other due to inherent 
"root-ratio-square" effect, a thorough understanding of the evaluation function and the 
relationship of the problem variables was crucial. However, the evaluation function 
might be more difficult to envision if the HVAC optimization problem was developed 
through the plant simulation model, as then its nature and characteristics could not be so 
easily assessed. In this regard, geometrical recombination (XO=3) was not 
recommended, since arithmetic recombination (XO=1) could still provide satisfactory 
results in general. But geometrical recombination was still held in reserve, as it could be 
still considered for application if its performance in a trial run was comparable to or better 
than that of arithmetic recombination. 
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7.3 Effectiveness at Reduced Population and Epoch 
At the initial stage of the experiments, the population and epoch were typically 10 
and 1000 respectively. The population of 10 was used rather than the typically larger 
populations of tens or hundreds for a typical GA, since one of the primary objectives of 
the experiments was to identify the most robust approach with minimum evaluation 
function calls. This is critical to determine the efficiency of EA for the practical 
engineering optimization problems, particularly as the evaluation would be carried out by 
a plant simulation model. Since the appropriate population size and span of epoch in 
handling real life engineering optimization problems are generally unknown beforehand, 
an effective and efficient EA should still give near-optimal or acceptable results at a 
reduced population and epoch. In Section 7.1, the combination of [MU=2 + SE=2] gave 
good results with different kinds of test functions, hence further analysis was required to 
determine the option of recombination operators which would provide the most 
satisfactory and stable results under the more stringent conditions of the reduced 
population and/or epoch. 
7.3.1 Performance at reduced population or reduced epoch 
At the reduced population of 5, but with the original epoch (Table 7.5), arithmetic 
recombination (XO=1) gave the best performance in general. On the other hand, at the 
reduced epoch of 750 and 500 (i. e. three quarters and half of the original epoch 
respectively) but with the original population (Tables 7.6 and 7.7 respectively), the 
performance of different recombination operators was comparable for the constrained 
test functions. Arithmetic recombination (XO=1) still assisted in giving the best results 
for the unconstrained test functions. The graphs of test function f2 (Generalized 
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Rastrigin's Function) are used to illustrate the performance of arithmetic recombination 
at these limited conditions, as shown in Fig. 7.7. The combination of [XO=1 + MU=2 + 
CH=1 + SE=2] provided the best performance in each scenario. 
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Fig. 7.7. Performance graphs for unconstrained multimodal test function fm2. 
7.3.2 Performance at reduced population and reduced epoch (down to three-quarters) 
At both the reduced population of 5 and the reduced epoch of 750 (Table 7.8), 
geometrical recombination (XO=3) gave satisfactory results overall for the constrained 
test functions, as illustrated by test function fc6 (Hock and Schittkowski's Heat Exchanger 
Design) in Fig. 7.8. The combination of [XO=3 + MU=2 + CH=1 + SE=2] could have 
the best performance for the reduced epoch of 2250 (three-quarters of the original epoch). 
Again arithmetic recombination (XO=1) gave the overall satisfactory results for 
the unconstrained test functions, as illustrated from test function fm3 (Ackley's Function) 
in Fig. 7.9. The combination of [XO=1 + MU=2 + CH=1 + SE=2] could provide the 
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Fig. 7.9. Performance graphs at both reduced population and epoch for unconstrained 
multimodal fm3. 
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7.3.3 Performance at reduced population and reduced epoch (down to half) 
At both the reduced population of 5 and the reduced epoch of 500, arithmetic 
recombination (XO=1) gave overall good results for both constrained and unconstrained 
test functions as shown in Table 7.9. The graphs of the test function fug (Schwefel's 
Problem 2.22) are representative and show the robustness of arithmetic recombination 
(XO=1) at the different conditions of the reduced population and/or epoch. This is shown 
in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11. 
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Fig. 7.11. Performance graphs at reduced population and epoch for unconstrained 
unimodal f2. 
7.3.4 Conclusion 
Among the different cases of the reduced population and/or epoch, the proximity 
to the respective solutions was given typically by the following sequence: 
n 10 e750 »n 10 e500 » n05 el 000 » n05 e750 » n05 e500 
where »: "was more effective than" 
n: number of population 
e: epoch of termination 
This showed that the effect of population was more significant than that of epoch. If the 
population was large enough, there is a sufficient diversity of individuals throughout the 
evolution process. The search performance would then be maintained satisfactorily 
even at a condition of reduced epoch. On the other hand, a sufficient span of epoch was 
important to let the search approach the global or near-optimum. The graphs of the test 
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function fc2 (Himmelblau's Problem 11) illustrate this, as shown in Figs. 7.12 and 7.13. 
The overall performance of n10 e750» n10 e500» n05 e1000 is illustrated in Fig. 7.12, 
while the performance of n05 e750 » n05 e500 in Fig. 7.13. Therefore the overall 
performance was nlO e750 »nlO e500 » n05 el 000 » n05 e750 » n05 e500. 
With regard to the effects of different recombination operators, arithmetic 
recombination (XO=1) can provide an overall good performance with reduced 
population and/or epoch. The core EA operators of this EA Suite were derived from 
these tests, namely arithmetic recombination, Cauchy deterministic mutation and 
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Fig. 7.12. Performance graphs at reduced population or epoch for constrained fc2. 
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Fig. 7.13. Performance graphs at reduced population and epoch for constrained fc2. 
7.4 Performance of Constraint Handling Operators 
As discussed in Sections 7.1 to 7.3, the combination of arithmetic recombination, 
Cauchy deterministic mutation and tournament selection [XO=1 + MU=2 + SE=2] gave 
overall a good optimization performance for a variety of tests. On the other hand, since 
the geometrical recombination (XO=3) might still provide satisfactory results for certain 
types of test functions, the combination with this recombination operator [XO=3 + MU=2 
+ SE=2] was also used in the study of the effectiveness of different constraint handling 
operators. As shown in Tables 7.10 to 7.15 [XO=1 + MU=2 + SE=2] and Tables 7.16 to 
7.21 [XO=3 + MU=2 + SE=2], all the methods showed generally comparable 
performance. However from the performance graphs, stochastic ranking (CH=2) and 
dynamic penalty (CH=3) had slightly worse results at the reduced population and/or 
epoch for test functions fc3, fca and fps (Floundas and Pardalos, Hock and Schittkowski's 
Problem 113 and Hock and Schittkowski's Problem 100 respectively). 
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Fable 7.10. Performance at typical population and epoch (arithmetic recombination) 
XO I (Arithmetic) I (Arithmetic) I (Arithmetic) 
MI) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cuuchy) 
CI I I (Inf'easihility) 2 (Stu. Ranking) 3 (1)y. Penalty) 
SE 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 ('Tournament) 
n0 10 10 10 
epoch-, 1000 1000 1000 
- Fest I unction Best-known Mean [lest Mean Best Mean [lest 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
t,, -15 -14 -14 -14 
hloundas &P (8.02 <I0*1) (7.49x 1(-1) (7,56x 10"') 
f. 2 -30665.5 -30647.53 -30655,89 -30655.48 
Himmelblau 11 (52.83) (38.87) (33.42) 
fo -6961.81 -6929.11 -6936.68 -6930.00 
Floundas&P (17.61) (15.14) (18.22) 
f1, 24.31 25.89 26.11 26.10 
Nock &S 113 (9.9(1x10-') (1.14) (1.22) 
fo 680.63 680.85 680.87 680.88 
[lock &S 100 (1.34X10"l) (1.59x10-1) (1.72x10'') 
fl. 7049.33 7611.68 7627.51 7880.06 
Hock &S IIX (638.52) (665.02) (1166.03) 
(epoch, .. = 3000) 
r., 0.75 0.7487 0.7488 0.7486 
Maa & Shanhlatt (I. 84x 10-') (2.95x 10-) (1.40x I0-') 

























Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
fo -I5 -13 -13 -13 
Floundas&P (9.98x10"') (9.58x10"') (1.05) 
fa -30665.5 -30567.74 -30567.37 -30588.24 
Himmelblau 11 (111.14) (142.54) (132.56) 
11, -6961.81 -6845.92 -6852.62 -6842.45 
Floundas &P (72.92) (64.16) (63.85) 
CA 24.31 25.47 28.19 28.98 
Bock &S 113 (8.84) (4.98) (7.80) 
ff, 680.63 681.62 668.16 681.77 
Hock &S 100 (9.20), 10") (96.43) (1.00) 
G 7049.33 8514.78 8438 22 8108.24 
Hock &S HX (3452.18) (2547.08) (3376.35) 
(epoch,. A= 3000) f. 7 0.75 0.8037 -0.7980 -0.7843 
Maa&Slumblatt (3.72x10"t) (4.14x10") (I20x101) 
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table 7.12. Performance at three-quarters epoch (arithmetic recombination) 
V) I i: \iitl ntcIi i I (AnthiucurI I( \ruIimru. i 
MU 2 (('uuchy) 2 (Caurl»') 2 (Cauchn ) 
CH I (Infeasihilitý) 2 (Sto Ranking) 3 (I)y Penalty) 
SG 2 ('tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 (tournament) 
np. N 10 
10 10 
750 750 750 
Test Function Best-known Mean Hest Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution (Std. Deviation) Std. Deviation) Sid De%ialion 
Constrained functions 
fei -15 -14 -14 -14 
Floundas&P (8.86x10-') (8.63x10") (9.37x10-') 
t'ý 2 -30665,5 -30648.12 -30649.89 -30637.64 
Himmelblau 11 (53.71) (45.10) (78.27) 
I"1 -606181 -6919.34 -6922.79 -6922.92 
Floundas & 1' (23.88) (21.94) (21.41) 
f, 24.31 26.47 26.69 26.62 
Lock &S 113 (1.27) (1.79) (1.72) 
fs 680.63 68(1,94 680.99 680.96 
Ilock& S 100 (1.93x10") (1.54xI0-') (2.1Ox10-') 
f,, 7049.33 7813.88 7822.92 7946.82 
[lock &S HX (794.98) (1 35O. 79) (937.62) 
(epoch,., = 2250) 
t, 7 0,75 0.7528 
0.7517 0.7523 
Mass & Shanblatt (1,18. l0') (9.27,10 ') (9.33,10") 
Table 7.13. Performance at halt epoch (arithmetic recombination) 
XO I (. Arithmetic) I (Arithmetic) I (Ariihmeiicl 
MU 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Lauch. ) 2 (Lauch)) 
(-, 11 I (Infeasibility) 2 (Sto. Ranking) 3 (1)v Penalty) 
St. 2 (Tournament) 2 (lbumamcnt) 2 Cfuurnament) 
nrx, 10 10 10 
_CpocIi 
500 500 5p0 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean Rest Mean Best 




G1 -15 -14 -14 -14 
Floundas &P (1 09) (8 84)(10-1) (1.03) 
ra -3061,5.5 -30o03.78 -30638.75 -30632.47 
Himmelblau II (112.82) (58.87) (77.30) 
f,, -6961.81 -6904.97 -6894.99 -6898.70 
Floundas &P (25.89) (39.34) (33.21) 
,. 4 1, 24.31 
30,51 28(18 28 13 
(lock &S 113 (14.14) (2-91) (4 10) 
Co 680 n3 681.13 081.16 681.17 
flock &S 100 (3240) Of ºo) (3.34k10 
C 704i 33 8275.74 8146.04 8623.38 
Ilock &S IIX (2015.17) (1902.40) (2222 97) 
(epoch.. - 1500) 
C 0.75 0,7718 0.7701 0.7780 
Maa & Shanblatt (2.68x 10) (2.92x 10) (2 80.: 10') 
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Table 7.14. I'crformancc at hall population and three-quarters epoch (arithmetic 
recombination) ---i -- X(. ) I (Arithmetic) I (Arithmetic) I (Arithmetic) 
MU 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 
C11 I (Infeasibility) 2 (Sto. Ranking) 3 (Dy. Penalty) 
SE 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 
npop 5 5 5 
epoch... 750 750 750 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
fo -15 -13 -13 -13 
Floundas&P (9.29x10") (8.57x10"') (9.95x10"') 
f2 -30665.5 -30561.93 -30505.79 -30491.70 
Himmelblau 11 (130.38) (215. (13) (190,62) 
ff, -6961.81 -6771.17 -6782.49 -6795.95 
Floundas &P (124.96) (89.88) (106.59) 
CO 24.31 32.10 28.82 35.68 
Hock &S 113 (10.90) (8.71) (18.47) 
fps 680.63 668.63 668.67 682.37 
Hock &S 100 (96.49) (96.50) (1.30) 
G 7049.33 9386.44 9415.87 8788.00 
Hock &S HX (4271.41) (3380.91) (3171.95) 
(epoch-, = 2250) 
CO 0.75 0.8047 0.8313 0.7973 
Maa & Shanblatt (1.26x10"') (4.56x10"') (1.71x10`0 
Table 7.15. Performance at half population and half epoch (arithmetic recombination) 
X(1 I (Arithmetic) I (Arithmetic) I (Arithtnetic) 
MU 2 Wauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 
CH I (Infeasibility) 2 (Sto. Ranking) 3 (Dy. Penalty) 
SE 2 ("tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 
npo 5 5 5 
epoch,, 500 500 500 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best can Best Mean Best 
Solution (Sid, Deviation Std. Deviation) Std. Deviation 
Constrained functions 
ff1 -15 -12 -12 -12 
Floundas &P (1.04) (1.17) (1.12) 
G2 -30665.5 -30378,70 -30375.05 -30438.44 
11immelblau II (214.04) (313.54) (241.06) 
fo -6961.81 -6560.40 -6506.91 -6508.67 
Floundas &P (376.55) (801.12) (424.38) 
f14 24.31 92.53 93.13 98.31 
Hock &S 113 (141.68) (140.59) (148.29) 
fc, 680.63 684.72 657.45 683.86 
Hock &S 100 (4.74) (135.61) (1.93) 
G 7049.33 8770.05 9205.15 9583.12 
Hock &S HX (3991.54) (3646.09) (4542.87) 
(epoch,,,.,, - 1500) 
fo 0.75 0.8699 0.8430 0.8785 
Mau&Shanblatt (5.42x101) (1.37x10*') (5.16x10'2) 
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fahle: 7.16. Perlbrmance at typical population and epoch (geometrical recombination) 
, 
XO I((, CUIIICIIIC: II) f((i ullla'tI Il 11 { (( 1koIII, II I,. 11) 
MU 2 (('nuchv) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (( au, hy 1 
('II I (InfcasihihIN) 2 No Ranking) 3 (I)', I'cnalt* 
SI: 2 (Tournanlcnl) 2( Tournament) 2 ("loutntm(cnt) 
nl'p 10 10 10 
epoch,,,, 1-009--. 000 1000 
Test Function Best-known Mean liest Mean lic; t Mean hest 
Solution (Sid_I)eviatiun) (Std. Deviation) ýS d Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
1'l1 -15 -14 -14 -14 
Floundas &P (8.03x10"I) (8.09x10') (8.13x10') 
fL2 -30665.5 -30640.65 -30662.62 -30647.42 
Ilimmelblau II (63.43) (19.77) (62.16) 
f., -6961.81 -6027.57 -6939.13 -6931.77 
Fluundas&P (17.11) (16.08) (17.02) 
Ci 24.31 25.89 26.18 26.41 
Ilock &S113 (9.54x10") (I. 13) (1.13) 
1*1, 660.63 685.79 685.98 686.10 
flock &S 100 (2.41) (2.36) (2.52) 
G, 7049.33 8079.18 7862.54 7774.09 
Bock &SI IX (1361,11) (1242.34) (734.87) 
(epochnw, = 3000) 
t17 0.75 0.7492 0.7483 0.7485 
Maa & Shanhlatt (2.91 x10") (9.42x 10') (1.85X 101) 
Table 7.17. Perförmance at half population ('eomctrical recombination) 
XO 3 (Geometrical) 3 (Geometrical) 3 (Get etrical) 
MY 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauch) ) 2 (t. 'aueh) ) 
C)! I (Infeasibility) 2 (Sto. Ranking) 3 (I)q. Penalty) 
Sl 2 (Tournament 2 ('t'ournament) 2( tournament) 
1tv'p 5 5 5 
cituýlt,,,  
10(1(1 IOUO 100O 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution Std. Deviation) (Std Deviation) (Sid, Deviation) 
- Constrained functions 
fei -I5 -13 -13 -13 
Floundas &P (I. 14) (8.92x 10-1) f I05) 
1, z -3(16(15.5 -3060.94 -30543.27 -3056866 
11immethlau 11 (103.87) (167.91) (156.60) 
G1 -6961.81 -684605 -6848.70 -6037.40 
F'loundas &P (76.34) (58.57) (64.66) 
1c, 24.31 27.07 27.99 27.81 
)lock &S 113 (7.71) (3.76) (6.66) 
Io 680 63 672 % 673.66 674,06 
Ilock &S 100 (97.15) (97.27) (97.36) 
1,,, 7040.33 8818.18 8007.76 7854.54 
(lock &S IIX (218)) 84) (2385.35) (3840.59) 
(epoch,,,,, = 30(10) 
to 0.75 0.7902 0.7916 0.8062 
Maa & Shanhlatt (3 90 . 10') (. 75x 10 ') (3.84x 10 ) 
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Table 7.18. Performance at three-quarters population (geometrical recombination) 
XO 3 (Geometrical) 3 (Geometrical) 3 (Geometrical) 
MU 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 
CH I (Infeasibility) 2 (Sto. Ranking) 3 (Dy. Penalty) 
SF 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 2 (Tournament) 
n0 10 10 10 
epoch,., 750 751) 750 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best can Best Mean Best 
Solution 
_ 
(Std. Deviaticm)_ (Std. Deviation) (Std. L)eviation 
Constrained functions 
f. 1 -15 -14 -14 -14 
Floundms &P (7.67x 10") (9.47x 10"1) (8.96x 10 ') 
fz -30665.5 -30648.30 -30645.90 -30642.30 
Himmelblau 11 (51.63) (57.06) (55.63) 
f, -6961.81 -6921.74 -6922.49 -6921.03 
Floundas &P (20.37) (25.20) (23.96) 
C4 24"31 26.86 26.94 26.56 
Hock&S 113 (1.87) (2.01) (1.58) 
f, 680.63 686.85 686.40 686.60 
Hock&S 100 (2.65) (2.49) (2.61) 
fr, 7049.33 7738.23 8041.86 7988.98 
Hock &S HX (1057.43) (1235.81) (1266.27) 
(epoch.,.. = 2250) 
C7 0.75 0.7520 0.7518 0.7530 
Maa&Shtmblatt (1.18x10-) (8.51x10") (1.03x10"') 




















3 (( iconletrlcal) 
2 (Cauchy) 




Test Function Best-known Mean [test Mean Rest Mean Best 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) (Std Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
fo -15 -14 -14 -13 
Floundas &P (8.04x10') (I. 09) (1.06) 
f, 2 -30665.5 -30624.02 -30627.42 -30608.37 
1limmelhlau II (90.42) (78.22) (103.84) 
f,, -6961.81 -6906.90 -6904.71 -6894.20 
Flounders &P (26.56) (33.50) (39.50) 
f, 4 24.31 28.41 28.53 27.14 
Ilock& S 113 (270) (2.91) (1.86) 
fo 680.63 686.23 686.53 686.98 
}lock &S 100 (2.27) (2.86) (3.13) 
G 7049.33 7983.55 796228 7956.00 
flock &S IIX (1322.23) (1188.74) (980.28) 
(epoch.. = 1500) 
fo 0.75 0.7713 0.7711 0.7694 
Man & Shanblatt (2.66x 1 0'') (2.67x 10') (2.51 x I0') 
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fahle 7. -0. I'crk)rmance at 
half population and three-quarters epoch (geometrical 
recombination ) 
XU J c. icumclnr; dl t ((irulncirical) 1 ((icuntrtric; ll) 
MtJ 2 (Gauch)) 2 (Cauchy) 2 (Cauchy) 
CI I II nteasibilio ) 2 (. Sit) Ranking) 3 (I)v I1cn1Nl1} 
SE 2( IUurnament) 2 (Iout nament) -1 
( lönrnaincnt) 
n, k, r 
5 5 5 
ejlCIl 750 750 750 




(Sid, DcOtmon) (Std Ihsiation) (sid. Deviation) 
Constrained lünctiuns 
f1 IS 13 -12 -13 
Floundas &P 1,21 ) (1.20) (1.15) 
41 -30665.5 -30580.51 -30535.16 -3056534 
I limmeIblau 11 (154.66) (152.34) (131.48) 
11 -0961.81 -6799.61 -6765.16 -6651.77 
I'luundas&P (11047) (123.53) (968.11) 
f. 4 24.31 2K25 29.59 27.93 
lock &S 113 (6.72) (6.05) (9.40) 
f, 680.63 674.94 688.42 688.52 
flock &S 100 (97.52) (5.13) (4.02) 
Pa, 7049.33 8057.86 8557.93 8473.35 
)lock &S FIX (4628.77) (3580.83) (1942.03) 
(epoch, _ - 2250) 1', 0.75 0.8027 11.8053 0.8369 
Maa&Slimblatt (1,24x 10") (1.72x10-') (5.11x10-2) 
Table 7 . 21. Performance at 
halfpopulation and half epoch ( eometrical recombination) 
XO 1 )( come: trical) 3 (Geometrical) 3 (( eifli trical) 
Ivt(1 2 (Punchy) 2 (('auchyl 2I('uuchN) 
Cl1 I (In(easihilil\1 2 (Stu (tanking) 3 (Iw I'eiiullvl 
SI? 2 (Tnurnantentl 2 (Iournument) 2( l(tlrnumenl) 
nýý 5 5 5 
rýtocltnW, 5()0 3(10 iO0 
_ rest Function Best-known Mean Rest Mean Hest Mean Best 
Solution (Std. f)eviauon) (Std Ihviution) (Sid neviution) 
Constramr i functi ons 
t; - li -12 -12 -12 
Floundas &P (1.14) (I 34) (1.30) 
1; 1 -30665.5 -3O38ä. 06 -3040188 -3042079 
Ilintmelblau 11 (273 57) (283.44) (279.04) 
1.1 -696181 -6472.44 -6537.19 -6,167.04 
I loundus &P (792 71) (357.12) (805.76) 
I; 4 24.31 
31.14 36.05 18.111 
I lock &5 113 (12.92) (14.20) (13.59) 
t,. 68063 686 I') 148 17 677.72 
lock &c S 100 (7.74) 110547) (98.17) 
«. 7049.33 9549.48 9345.42 8545.85 
I lock &SI ix (3857.36) (3778.38) (47)0 58) 
(cpoch0 -° 1500) 
f7 0.75 0 8761 08824 0.8632 
Mau & Shanhitut (4,95w 10 2) (4.96), 10.1) (6.54* 10 1) 
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For the performance of different constraint handling operators in [XO=1 + MU=2 
+ SE=2] and [XO=3 + MU=2 + SE=2], the performance graphs of test function fc5 are 
used to illustrate this observation, as shown in Fig. 7.14. In Fig. 7.14, the cases with 
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Fig. 7.14. Performance graphs at reduced population or epoch for constrained f 5. 
The available options of constraint handling operators provided satisfactory 
results in general. This was because the "rank-based' approach was applied in the 
development of the different constraint handling operators in order to prevent any 
dominating effect of individuals with extreme fitness or constraint values. Based on the 
relative performances, the choice of constraint handling operator would thus be 
infeasibility discrimination (CH=1) first, stochastic ranking (CH=2) second, and dynamic 
penalty (CH=3) last. In the context of this EA Suite, the choice of constraint handling 
operator was not as important as that of the other EA operators. 
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7.5 Summary and Conclusion 
7.5.1 Summary of findings 
Based on the results in the full runs, the series of discussions that were made in 
Sections 7,1 to 7.4, are summarized as follows. 
a. The combination of Cauchy deterministic mutation and tournament selection [MU=2 
+ SE=2] gave an overall a good result among the different combinations of mutation 
and selection operators tried. The general performance of Cauchy deterministic 
mutation (MU=2) was better than Gaussian deterministic mutation (MU=1), while 
tournament selection (SE=2) performed better than ranking selection (SE=1). In the 
EA Suite, the effect of mutation operator was more significant than that of the 
selection operator. 
b. For the variety of test functions handled by the EA with Cauchy deterministic 
mutation, tournament selection and arithmetic recombination [XO=1 + MU=2 + 
SE=21 gave overall a good result among the recombination operators, even in the 
more stringent situations of reduced population and/or epoch. On the other hand, 
geometrical recombination [XO=3 + MU=2 + SE=2] had extremes of performance 
either very good or very bad, depending on the forms of test functions. This was due 
to the inherent "absolute" nature of "root-ratio-square" of the geometrical 
recombination. As a result, the decision to invoke geometrical recombination should 
be very carefully made, and prior knowledge about the problem function nature is 
crucial. Therefore in real applications, trial runs for arithmetic and geometrical 
recombination are required initially, in order to confirm which one produces better 
optimization results. This was further explored in the example UUVAC problems in 
Chapter 9. 
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c. The effectiveness and efficiency of an EA search can be enhanced with the inclusion 
of recombination operators. Therefore in the context of evolutionary programming 
and evolution strategy, evolution strategy would provide a better overall performance 
for these kinds of optimization problems. Fong et al. (2005b) also illustrated this 
through a real-world HVAC optimization problem in energy management. 
d. The performance of different constraint handling operators was found to be 
comparable, no matter which combination of [XO=1 + MU=2 + SE=2] or [XO=3 + 
MU=2 + SE=2] was used. However, infeasibility discrimination (CH=1) provided a 
relatively stable performance in the variety of constrained test functions used even at 
the reduced npop and/or epochmax. 
7.5.2 Derivation of Robust EA 
From these series of experiments, the contribution and effects of different EA 
operators in searching for the global or near-optimum was assessed. As a whole, the 
sequence of effectiveness in the contribution of EA optimization is summarized as 
follows: 
Mutation » Selection » Recombination 
» Constraint handling (only for constrained problems) 
where "»": "was more effective than". 
Consequently, a proposed robust EA (REA) has been derived. The REA with the 
combination of arithmetic recombination, Cauchy deterministic mutation and tournament 
selection [XO=1 + MU=2 + SE=21 is recommended for handling the optimization 
problems with a multimodal, multidimensional, nonlinear and mixed discrete-continuous 
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nature, typical to the HVAC problems formulated by the plant simulation model. On the 
other hand, the combination of geometrical recombination, Cauchy deterministic 
mutation and tournament selection [XO=3 + MU=2 + SE=2] can also be considered if the 
form of objective function is favourable. The choice of combination can be informed by 
the outcome of trial runs on the problem. 
For constrained problems, infeasibility discrimination (CH=1) is generally 
recommended as the constraint handling operator, however the choice may not be critical 
since the performances of different constraint handling operators in the EA Suite were 
generally comparable. Further study of the effectiveness of these constraint handling 
operators was carried out; this will be discussed in the forthcoming Section 8.3. 
Through the proposed REA, in order to minimize the evaluation function calls of 
the optimization problem but still obtain satisfactory results, it is recommended that npQp 
is set at ten. The epoch of termination can be worked out using trial runs for each 
application to be studied. From the previous experience of Fong et at. (2005a, 2005b, 
2006) and Hanby et at. (2005), epochmax of fifty can be a recommendation in order to 
have sufficient convergence and to give reliable results for the optimization problems 
developed by plant simulation models. 
7.5.3 Synergetic ombination of REA 
With the optimal articulation of the EA operators of arithmetic recombination, 
Cauchy deterministic mutation and tournament selection in REA, good performance 
originates from the synergetic effect of the EA operators. Exploitation and exploration 
are continuously maintained in the course of population evolution by REA. 
Starting from arithmetic recombination, the parent population produces a 
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recombined population in which each individual is within the space as bounded by its two 
parent individuals. This would promote exploitation of better offspring, particularly 
from two feasible parents. 
The recombined population then undergoes the mutation process of deterministic 
strategy parameter with Cauchy realization. This provides each individual an 
exploration opportunity in all directions of the multi-dimensional search domain. The 
search step length is designated from the Cauchy random number and an exponentially 
decaying deterministic strategy parameter. Inherently this step length of Cauchy 
realization would be larger than that of Gaussian realization, therefore the continual 
exploration is possible even when a local optimum is found. In addition, the repair 
scheme was implemented if any of the variables is mutated out of its respective bounds. 
Then the restored variables and the in-bound variables would form a new individual in 
the search space. 
The mutated and repaired individuals become the offspring population, and 
undergo evaluation to acquire the corresponding objective function values (and constraint 
values for constrained problems), then tournament selection is implemented. At this 
stage, the REA adopts a plus strategy (µ+µ) of evolution. Both the µ parents and µ 
offspring join together to form a tournament population. Each individual of the united 
population is compared with a number of randomly selected opponents from the joint 
population. Under this tournament selection, both the objective function value and 
constraint violation are considered during competition. Therefore the individuals with 
truly high fitness would have greater probability to be selected, while those with low 
fitness would not be fully eliminated, The formation of the new population inhibits 
premature convergence in the search, and infeasible individuals with low fitness may still 
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exist so the diversity of the search can be maintained. 
Elitism is built in the evolution process. After generating the new population for 
next epoch, the elite individual is chosen by the lowest objective function value for the 
existence of feasible individuals, or by the lowest constraint violation if the entire 
population is infeasible. For evolution in next epoch, the elite individual bypasses the 
operators of recombination and mutation, so that its participation in the subsequent epoch 
is maintained. 
As a whole, owing to the synergetic ombination of these EA operators, even the 
default population size is ten, the REA can still reach the global or near optimum 
satisfactorily. Unlike the typical GA, it would rely on a large population in tens or 
hundreds for optimal search, and considerable function calls of evaluation are required 
for plant simulation problems. 
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CHAPTER 8 EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY OF REA 
In this chapter, the in-depth qualitative analysis of the effectiveness and efficiency 
of the REA is implemented. Since the REA is designed to handle HVAC optimization 
problems with lengthy computational time, it is necessary to study the reliability and 
search trend of the REA at limited evaluation function calls. To confirm the 
effectiveness of REA, benchmarking was conducted with an established EA developed to 
work with a small population - micro-GA. To understand the contribution of EA 
operators, particularly the constraint handling operator implemented in the REA, 
comparative studies were also carried out with the published effective constraint handling 
techniques. 
8.1 Reliability in Reduced Evaluation Function Calls 
The operator combination of the proposed REA was also evaluated with respect to 
its reliability in performing with limited evaluation function calls. With a constant 
population size (npop = 10), the evaluation function calls were nearly proportional to the 
number of epochs of evolution. To confirm the contribution of the REA in this aspect, 
the changing profile of the objective function value with epoch should have a converging 
trend towards the global optimum. In this regard, the changing profiles of the 
constrained test functions involved in the experimentation are plotted together on the 
same graph as shown in Fig. 8.1. In order to show their performance in a collective way, 
the normalized objective function values with respect to the corresponding solutions were 
used. In Fig. 8.1, it can be seen that in less than half of the stipulated epoch of 
termination (epoch,. = 1000 for these functions), even the test function t (yellow line) 
was within the zone of ±10% of the global optimum, as indicated by the semi-transparent 
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Fig. 8.1. Convergence profile of constrained test functions by using REA 
Similar performance of the REA was also found in the unconstrained test 
functions tested. The unconstrained test functions with the global optimum of zero and 
epochm,, of 1000 are plotted on the same graph as shown in Fig. 8.2. Again in less than 
half of epochm , the 
function values were below one, and the search continued, with 
exponentially decreasing function values along the epoch. 
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Fig. 8.2. Convergence profile of unconstrained test functions by using REA 
8.2 Benchmarking with Micro-GA 
8.2.1 Micro-GA in context 
The micro-GA (MGA) has been applied to a number of optimization problems. 
Krishnakumar (1989) used MGA for optimization of flight path angle, Johnson and 
Abushagur (1995) for optical dielectric gratings, Xiao and Hatsuo (1998) for imaging 
optimization, and Senecal et al. (2000) for optimal design of internal combustion engine. 
The common reason to adopt MGA as an optimization tool was due to its inherent 
capability of global search originated from GA, but its very small population is thus less 
demanding of evaluation function calls. Therefore the MGA is suitable for the 
optimization problems with considerable running time and is particularly useful for real 
time applications. For instance, Senecal et al. (2000) developed a 3D simulation model 
of direct injection diesel engine by using a CFD (computational fluid dynamics). code. 
Function evaluation became crucial in their work since the computational cost of this 
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process was high. The MGA may also be applicable to the HVAC optimization 
problems. Asa result, benchmarking of the proposed REA with MGA was carried out in 
order to understand its optimization performance more clearly. 
The MGA has three core genetic operators; uniform recombination, tournament 
selection and reinitialization. The population size is usually five, which is very small as 
compared to typical simple GA. Owing to this tiny population, elitism is adopted and 
the best individual in each epoch retained. In the MGA, there is no mutation operator, 
since enough diversity is maintained through reinitialization once the convergence of the 
micro-population is achieved, so recombination and selection operators are sufficient. 
For a population of five, reinitialization gives four new individuals, rather than five, since 
the elite individual is carried forward to the next epoch. To implement MGA, it is 
necessary to define the condition of convergence of the micro-population. Senecal 
(2000) explained that convergence was measured by the progression towards 
chromosome uniformity in the MGA, and he suggested that convergence occurs when 
95% of the genes in the population had the same value. In the implementation of this 
MGA, the idea of convergence from Senecal was adopted. 
8.2.2 Development of MGA on EA Suite platform 
The information flow and pseudo-code of the MGA is shown in Fig. 8.3. Based 
on this, the MGA was implemented on the existing platform of EA Suite, and additional 
subroutines were included for this purpose. There were altogether seven newly 
developed subroutines as follows. 
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initialize the first population; 
epoch = 1; 
evaluate; 
constraint handling; 
identify the elite; 
for epoch = 2: epochn, u do 
encode the population into binary strings; 
for i=2: npop do 
tournament selection of 2 parents for recombination; 
recombination to reproduce an offspring; 
od 
convergence check for the offspring population; 
if convergence criterion satisfied 
keep elite and reinitialize a new population; 
else 




identify the elite; 
od 
Fig. 8.3. Pseudo-code of MGA 
encode (ga_encode. m) 
Encodes the real-valued individual into binary string according to the required 
resolution for bits and precision of representation. 
tournament selection (t_selection. m) 
Selects two parents through tournament selection based on the objective function 
value of the opponents for unconstrained problems, or based on both the objective 
function value and total constraint violation for constrained problems. 
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recombination (s_crossover. m) 
Reproduces one offspring by single-point recombination. 
recombination (u_crossover. m) 
Reproduces one offspring by uniform recombination. 
convergence check (convergence_check. m) 
Checks the convergence of the genes across all the individuals in population 
according to the criterion of Senecal (2000). 
reinitialize (reinitialize. m) 
Reinitialize a new population of four if the convergence criterion is satisfied. 
decode (ga_decode. m) 
Decodes the binary individual back to the real-valued form according to the bits 
and precision of representation. 
The existing platform of EA Suite provided the remaining operators and subroutines for 
implementation, such as evaluation, constraint handling, input/output utilities, etc. 
8.2.3 Validation of developed MGA in EA Suite 
Since the algorithm of MGA was developed with reference to the work of 
Krishnakumar (1989) and Senecal (2000), the test functions of their literature were used 
for validation purposes. There were two test functions in the former literature and one in 
the latter. Following the implementation details of the former, 25 runs were involved to 
acquire the "best-so-far-fitness". In the two papers, the results were only presented in 
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the form of graphs, and no actual numerical results were provided, so the results from the 
developed MGA were also compared in the form of graphs. 
8.2.3.1 Krishnakumar's first test function 
The first test function of Krishnakumar (1989) is in fact the well-known Sphere 
Model ful, but with the number of variables limited to three and narrower bounds of 
[-5.12,5.12]. The published results from the paper, as well as the results from the 
developed MGA, are shown together in Fig. 8.4. It was found that the two graphs in Fig. 









MGA EA Suite 
--- MGA Krishnakumar 
Fig. 8.4. Validation with Krishnakumar"s first test function fi1 (n,, =3) 
8.2.3.2 Krishnakumar's second test function 
The second test function used by Krishnakumar is De Jong's stationary 
multimodal function (De Jong 1975), and it was added as fm6 in this EA Suite, as shown in 
Eq (A23) in Appendix I. This test function is non-convex with 25 local minima located 
at x; = aj (i = 1,2, ..., npop; j=1,2,..., 25). Since the coefficients a; j were not stated 
in the 
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paper, they were all arbitrarily assigned to be I in this test. The published results in the 
paper, as well as the result from the developed MGA, are shown together in Fig. 8.5. 
Although the minimum values were not the same due to insufficient information of the 
coefficients a; j, the evolution profile and convergence rate were similar, and the minimum 
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MGA EA Suite 
--- MGA_Krishnakumar 
Fig. 8.5. Validation with Krishnakumar's second test function fm6 
8.2.3.3 Senecal's test function 
The test function in Seneca! (2000) was added as f,,, 5 in this EA Suite. This is 
multi-modal with two variables xl and X2, as shown in Eq (A22) in Appendix I. The 
published result in Senecal's paper and the result from the developed MGA are shown 
together in Fig. 8.6. The two graphs in Fig. 8.6 match well, with the evaluation function 


















-- MGA Senecal 
Fig. 8.6. Validation with Senecal's test function fm5 
8.2.4 Benchmarking through test functions from experimentation 
Having validated the performance of the developed MGA on the EA Suite 
platform, it was used for benchmarking purposes against the proposed REA through the 
series of test functions involved in the experimentation described earlier in Chapter 6. 
With the same npop (= 5) for both the MGA and REA, a full run was implemented for the 
sixteen test functions, and the results presented in Table 8.1. 
From Table 8.1 it can be seen that the REA had an overall performance better than 
MGA for almost all of the test functions, except fc7 and f, l. However MGA could not 
handle five (fCI, fC4, fu1, f3 and f4) of the test functions and the results were far from the 
corresponding solutions, although the trend of continuing search was still found in some 
cases (f 4, fu3 and fu4). The operator of reinitialization with a small population (four plus 
the elite) provides too much diversity in the population, resulting in individuals scattered 
around the bounded search space. 
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Table 8.1. Benchmarking of REA with MGA 
MMGA REA 
XO --- 1 (Arithmetic) 
MU --- 2 (Cauchy) 
CH I (Infeasibility) I (infeasibility) 
SE --- 2 (Tournament) 
np, p 5 5 
epoch,,, a., 1000* 1000* 
Test Function Best-known Mean Best Mean Best 
Solution (Std. Deviation) (Std. Deviation) 
Constrained functions 
ffI -15 -9.60x 10' -13 
Floundas &P (2.41) (9.98x10-') 
f2 -30665.5 -30290.28 -30567.74 
Himmelblau 11 (14535) (111.14) 
fc3 -6961.81 -4753.12 -6845.92 
Floundas &P (2050.45) (72.92) 
f C4 
24.31 333.57 25.47 
Hock &S 113 (225.99) (8.84) 
f_, 680.63 442.60 681.62 
Hock &S 100 (316.15) (9.20x 10-') 
G 7049.33 11201.76 8514.78 
Hock &S HX (2674.49) (3452.18) 
fc7 0.75 0.7616 0.8037 
Maa & Shanblatt (2.12x10. ) (3.72x10. ) 
Unconstrained unimodal functions 
f. 1 
0 811.40 1.56x 10-4 
Sphere Model (450.16) (7,18x 10"') 
fuz 0 5.18 3.29x 10' 
Schwefel 2.22 (1.80) (8.58x 10") 
ff3 0 1920 41 2.29x 10' 
Schwefel 1.2 (818.28) (7.26x10"') 
ff+ 0 28879.57 39.43 
Rosenbrock (48066.57) (83.82) 
fs -1 -0.76061 -0.95988 
Easom (3.71x10"') (1.98x10"') 
Unconstrained multimodal functions 
GI -4189.83 -3732.18 -3495.63 
Schwefel? (183.15) (248.23) 
fm2 0 17.77 9.55 
Rastrigin (4.14) (5.08) 
f3 0 9.85 5.50X 10-) 
Ackley (1.97) (1.32x10-') 
fmy 0 8.56 1.53x10"' 
Griewank (3.59) (1.01x10"') 
-Remark: For G/f04 and fm, /f,,,,, epoch,,,,,, were 3000 and 2000 respectively 
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In addition, MGA could not determine the optimum for fc1 at all. This was 
because fci has a local minimum at x; =0 (for i=1,2,..., 13), with both the objective 
function and constraint values equal to zero. This feasible individual would be easily 
chosen to be the elite. Whenever the reinitialization operator performed its role after the 
convergence of the micro-population, this "elite" individual would be naturally selected, 
and the newly reinitialized individuals would inevitably have a finite constraint violation. 
Therefore this "elite" individual was carried forward continually, and become the final 
"optimal" solution determined by MGA. 
8.2.5 Conclusion 
Although MGA could provide satisfactory results for those chosen test functions 
as published in Krishnakumar (1989) and Senecal (2000), it did not have an overall 
satisfactory performance for other test functions used in the current study. In addition, 
the MGA could not handle five of the test functions at all because of the effects of the 
reinitialization operator and fine-tuning of the elite could not be performed. 
On the other hand, the comparison showed that the REA (npop = 5) could have 
overall a satisfactory performance for the series of test functions. For test functions fm5 
and fm6 used by Senecal (2000) and Krishnakumar (1989) respectively, the results of the 
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Fig. 8.7. Performance benchmarking of REA (np0P = 5) with MGA for fm5 and fm6 
8.3 Contribution of Constraint Handling Techniques 
8.3.1 Degree of contribution of constraint handling techniques in different EA 
paradigms 
In recent years, one of the interests of EA researchers was to develop appropriate 
and efficient constraint handling techniques for constrained problems (Coello 2000a, 
2000b, 2002, Deb 2000, Runarsson and Yao 2000, Wright and Farmani 2001, 
Michalewicz and Fogel 2004). The constraint functions would be linear or nonlinear, 
equality or inequality in nature. The penalty-based methods have a long history of 
applications due to their simplicity. As discussed in Section 2.5.1, the penalty 
parameters are usually problem-specific and not commonly transferable. To face this 
challenge, different improved methods of constraint handling techniques have emerged, 
not just to facilitate the efficiency of global search, but more important, to acquire better 
and more reliable global solutions. In the paradigm of GA, apart from the core operators 
like recombination and selection, constraint handling has become another major operator 
(Wright 1996), even more important than the background operators like mutation and 
migration. In the paradigms of evolutionary programming and evolution strategy, no 
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in-depth study has been conducted on the effectiveness of constraint handling techniques. 
It is generally supposed that available constraint handling methods would be 
paradigm-independent and their performance and degree of importance would be similar 
to those as found in GA. 
Deb (2000) and Coello (2002) carried out thorough comparative studies of 
different constraint handling techniques in the context of EA. Deb compared the 
performance of the constraint handling method from Powell and Skolnick (1993) and his 
proposed constraint handling method of tournament selection operator for real-valued 
GA (TS-R) for seven constrained test functions together with the well-studied welded 
beam design problem (Reklaitis et al. 1983). It was found that TS-R method was more 
effective with the feature of no problem-specific penalty parameter. The detail of TS-R 
method is described earlier in Section 2.5.2.2. 
On the other hand, Coello used a common test function and two engineering 
problems -a similar welded beam design problem (Rao 1996) and the pressure vessel 
design problem (Kannan and Kramer 1994) for comparative study. In Coello's 
discussion, his proposed non-dominance method was more superior than three types of 
constraint handling methods, including the traditional methods (Himmelblau 1972, 
Siddall 1972, Ragsdell and Philips 1976, Kannan and Kramer 1994 and Sandgren 1988); 
special methods for GA (Gen and Cheng 1997, Deb 1991 and Deb 1997); and 
penalty-based methods (Homaifar et al. 1994, Joines and Houck 1994, Michalewicz and 
Attia 1994, Hadj-Alouane and Bean 1997). The features and implementation of 
non-dominance method is described earlier in Section 2.5.2.4. 
From the works of Deb and Coello, effective constraint handling techniques were 
shown to help the evolutionary algorithm in finding the global or near-optimum. 
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However all their comparative studies and proposed improved methods were developed 
on the basis of GA only, not evolutionary programming or evolution strategy. Although 
a real-parameter GA was used by Deb, it was different from evolution strategy commonly 
handling real-valued variables. Since in the real-parameter GA, mutation is just a 
background operator with low probability of execution. On the contrary, mutation is one 
of the core operators in the paradigm of evolution strategy, even more significant than 
recombination as concluded in Section 7.5.2. Therefore a series of comparative studies 
were carried out to benchmark the proposed REA with the effective TS-R method and 
non-dominance method advocated by Deb (2000) and Coello (2002) respectively. 
8.3.1.1 Benchmarking with TS-R method 
In TS-R method (Deb 2000), apart from using mutation to maintain the diversity 
of population, the niching method was also applied for the same purpose and 
implemented during tournament selection. Niching started from calculating the 
normalized Euclidean distance between two opponents, if the value was less than a preset 
critical distance, the two opponents would be compared based on the objective function 
value, otherwise no tournament would be carried out thus diversity could be maintained. 
In Deb (2000) demonstrated that good results for his test problems were achieved in the 
presence of niching without mutation at a medium epoch of termination. Better results 
of the test problems were obtained by involving both niching and mutation, the epochs of 
termination were also much larger, of the order of thousands. Therefore, the 
performance of the TS-R method only with niching was used for this comparative study. 
The results of the TS-R method from Deb (2000) and the REA are shown together in 
Table 8.2. The items of comparison and format of presentation were based on Deb's 
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paper. There were three major areas of comparison: 
a. Deviation percentage from the best-known solution; 
b. Statistical data, including the best, median or worst solution of 50 runs; and 
c. Number of evaluation function calls. 
Table 8.2. Benchmarking of REA with TS-R method for test problems of Deb (2000) Problem Method Number of individuals Best Median Worst No of (Best Function 
-known Deviation Percentage from Best-known Solution Calls 
fi TS-R 47 47 47 47 SO SO -15 -15 -13 
65130 
Floundas &P REA-I 26 26 26 44 50 50 -IS -15 -12 9001 
(-1S) REA-2 26 26 26 42 50 50 -15 -15 -13 9001 
REA-3 28 28 28 42 50 50 -15 -15 -13 9001 
f, 1 TS-R /7 44 50 50 50 50 -30646.47 -30279.74 -29794.44 
50050 




(-30665.5) REA-2 50 50 50 50 50 50 -30666.34 ii -3066630 -30464.78 9001 
REA-3 50 50 50 50 50 50 -30666.34 -30666.31 -30486.95 
9001 
fa TS-R 0 0 9 23 36 45 24.87747 26.73401 50.40042 100/00 
Hock &S 113 REA-I 1 2 19 45 48 50 24.34917 25,73943 29.47076 9001 
(24.31) REA-2 3 5 IS 34 49 50 24.44980 25.99148 29.29048 9001 
REA"3 1 2 19 40 49 50 24.54892 25.82319 30.95845 9001 
fa TS-R S0 50 50 S0 50 50 680.6594 68/. 5256 687.1886 70070 
Hock &S 100 REA-I 50 50 50 50 50 50 680.6473 680.8324 681.2939 9001 
(680.63) REA-2 50 50 50 50 50 50 6806585 680.8496 681.3875 9001 
REA-3 50 50 50 50 50 50 680.6711 680.8537 681.5510 9001 
Q TS-R 3 5 7 14 29 47 7063.742 8274.830 10923.17 80080 
Hock &S HX REA-1 8 17 26 36 45 50 7076204 7368.519 10088.59 27001 
(7049.33) PLEA-2 3 10 23 39 44 50 7069.274 7437.398 10225.97 27001 
REA-3 II 13 23 31 41 47 7094.143 7558.382 1365148 27001 
Q TS-R 29 3/ 31 32 33 39 13.39085 13.61673 117.0297 2550 
Deb I REA-1 43 43 43 43 43 45 13.58409 13.58627 78.61142 1801 
(13 59085) PLEA-2 38 38 38 38 38 38 13.58408 1158789 268.9163 1801 
REA-3 40 40 41 41 41 42 13.58428 j 13.58675 2555800 1801 
fa TS-R 24 24 27 32 47 S0 -/. 91410 -1.83504 -1.30643 
20050 




(-1.91460) REA-2 3 8 18 36 50 50 -2.17532 -2.02068 -1.72948 
9001 
REA-3 3 5 19 33 50 50 -2.17577 -2.03984 -1.78683 
9001 
L --------- J 
4io TS-R 28 36 44 48 50 50 2.38119 2.39289 2.64583 40080 
W Beam I REA-I 26 33 46 49 49 50 2.38086 j 240424 2.97595 29001 
(2.38116) REA-2 20 30 47 49 50 50 2.38022 141644 2.67375 29001 
REA-3 31 39 46 48 49 50 2.37958 2.39383 2.89087 29001 
Remark: REA-1, REA-2 and REA-3 refer to the REA using the constraint handling operator of infeasibility discrimination (CH=I), 
stochastic ranking (CH=2) and dynamic penalty (CH=3) respectively. 
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For the TS-R method, the total number of evaluation function calls ne.. I was 
determined by Eq (8.1) below. 
neat = npop (epochm + 1) (8.1) 
Since initialization was not counted as a nominal epoch, an additional evaluation was 
required for the population after initialization in the TS-R method. On the other hand, 
for the REA, the total number of evaluation function calls was determined according to 
Eq (5.32) in Chapter 5, based on elitism from the second epoch. 
Better results for the REA using any kind of constraint handling operator against 
that of the TS-R method, are shown shaded in Table 8.2. It was found that the REA had 
overall a better performance for all the test problems in all the three areas of comparison, 
including deviation percentage from to the best-known solution, statistical outcomes and 
number of function calls. In addition, the REA found better results than the 
corresponding best-known results for the three test functions fc2, fc8, f,, 9 and the welded 
beam test problem fc1o, as indicated by the dotted rectangles The better 
performance of the REA was not due to the contribution of the constraint handling 
operators, since the results across the three kinds of constraint handling techniques were 
similar. The major contribution to the search effectiveness was more related to the 
effective combination of the core operators of the REA. 
8.3.1.2 Benchmarking with non-dominance method 
The non-dominance method is a constraint handling method developed by Coello 
(2002). Since Coello (2002) concluded that his non-dominance method had overall 
better performance than the other kinds of methods (traditional methods, special methods 
for GA and penalty-based methods), so the comparative study was concentrated on 
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performances between the non-dominance method and the REA using different constraint 
handling operators. The benchmarking results are consolidated in Table 8.3. The 
format of this comparative study is based on that of Coello (2002). Thirty runs (instead 
of the default fifty runs) were used in order to have same comparison basis with Coello's 
work. In addition to the statistical results of 30 runs, the number of evaluation function 
calls is also presented in Table 8.3 for benchmarking purposes. Where the result of the 
REA was better than that of the non-dominance method or the best-known solution, it is 
shown shaded in the table. 
Table 8.3. Benchmarking of REA with non-dominance method for test problems of 
Coello (2002) 




CO Non-dominance -31005.7966 -30862.8735 -30721.0418 73.240 5000 
Himmelblau REA-1 -30666.34 -30580.46 -30343.03 100.024 2701 
(-30665.5) REA-2 -30666.31 -30543.41 -29828.72 205.575 2701 
REA-3 -30666.29 -30558.30 -30291.29 113.974 
2701 
f,  Non-dominance 1.7483 1.7720 1.7858 0.01122 5000 
W. Beam 2 REA-1 1.7317 2.1536 4.1726 0.49719 4501 
(1.74830941) REA-2 1.7348 2.1879 3.3753 0.46049 4501 
REA-3 1.7610 2.1343 3.6590 0.42524 4501 
f02 Non-dominance 6069 . 3267 6263.7925 6403. 4500 97.9445 
50000 
Press. Vessel REA-1 6053 
. 
6950 6190.0640 6608. 0670 174.1472 18001 
(6288.7445) REA-2 6053 . 8410 6198.5150 6608. 0310 183.3954 
18001 
REA-3 6053 
. 6080 6202.8340 6607. 8680 193.3922 
18001 
Remark: REA-1, REA-2 and REA-3 refer to the REA using the constraint handling operator of infeasibility discrimination (CH=1), 
stochastic ranking (CH=2) and dynamic penalty (CH=3) respectively. 
For the Pressure Vessel Design Problem fc12, Table 8.3 shows that the REA with 
any kind of constraint handling operator gave better overall results, with respect to both 
best and mean results, as well as the number of evaluation function calls. For the test 
function fc2, the best and mean results of the REA were not as good as those of the 
non-dominance method, but the REA with all the three kinds of constraint handling 
,; 
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operators could search for better minimum values against the best-known solution, like 
the non-dominance method did. The number of evaluation function calls of REA was 
only about half of that of the non-dominance method. Therefore these two methods 
were considered comparable for the test function fc2. For the Welded Beam Design 
Problem 2 fcli, the mean values in 30 runs of the REA were worse than that of the 
non-dominance method, however the REA with the constraint handling operators of 
infeasibility discrimination and stochastic ranking could find better minimum values than 
the best-known solution as determined by the non-dominance method. In addition, the 
number of evaluation function calls of the REA was slightly less. As a result, the overall 
performance of the REA for the Welded Beam Design Problem 2 fc1l was also considered 
comparable to that of the non-dominance method. 
As a whole, the performance of different constraint handling operators under the 
REA was comparable to that of the non-dominance constraint handling method, 
particularly better for the practical Pressure Vessel Design Problem fc12. 
8.3.1.3 Conclusion 
From the benchmarking studies with both the Deb's TS-R method and Coello's 
non-dominance method, it was found that the REA could generally provide better 
solutions with comparatively less evaluation function calls. The better performance was 
not related to the effectiveness of the constraint handling operators, since the results 
across the three kinds of the involved constraint handling operators were similar. 
Therefore the effectiveness and efficiency of the REA could result from the synergetic 
combination of the core operators of mutation, selection and recombination. Since the 
REA was developed upon the paradigms of evolutionary programming and evolution 
strategy, the contribution of the constraint handling techniques were not as significant as 
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under the paradigm of GA. Further study about the limited contribution of constraint 
handling techniques will be discussed in the ensuing Section 8.3.2. 
8.3.2 Qualitative analysis of constraint handling operators in EA Suite 
8.3.2.1 Effect of constraint handling operators on constraint profiles 
In this part of study, an in-depth analysis was carried out on the profiles of total 
constraint violation of the elite individual along the epoch of evolution. The profiles 
were acquired from the full runs of the constrained test functions, and they were used to 
support the proposition that the contribution from constraint handling operators in the 
REA was limited. From the experimental results of each constrained test function in 
Section 7.4, the changing profiles of the average total constraint value against epoch in 
the 50 runs were plotted. Fig 8.8 consolidates these profiles for the constrained test 
functions f,, l to f c7. Each constraint handling operator was used with the core 
EA 
operators of Cauchy deterministic mutation, tournament selection and arithmetic 
recombination of the REA. 
From Fig. 8.8, different constraint handling operators had a similar performance 
under the REA. In general, the total constraint value became negligible at about 0.2% to 
4% of the typical epoch of termination of 1000 (except the test function fc3). This 
showed that the elite search could be confined within the feasible region very shortly after 
starting the EA. The continuing global search would then mainly rely on the core EA 
operators, and the constraint handling operator would become a background operator 
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Fig. 8.8. Constraint profiles of different constraint handling operators by using REA 
Remarks: 
a. Abbreviation: 
Inf Disc: infeasibility discrimination: Sto Rank: stochastic ranking; Dyn Pen: dynamic penalty 
b. The range of the ordinate of each figure was adjusted for easy observation of the changing performance of the 
corresponding test function. 
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8.3.2.2 Effect of core EA operators on constraint profiles 
In order to study the influence of the core EA operators, two combinations were 
used. Combination "°A" was the REA with identical results to those shown in Fig. 8.8. 
Combination "B" consisted of Gaussian deterministic mutation, ranking selection and no 
recombination. Both combinations used a population of ten. 
From the results shown in Fig. 8.9, it can be seen that the constraint handling 
operator used under the core EA operators in combination "A" had better performance 
than that in combination "B". In general, the former could find the feasible elite earlier 
than the latter. Combination "B" had a finite constraint value at larger epochs, even up 
to the epoch of termination for the test functions fc2 and fc6. 
On the other hand, if combination "B" was used, the performance of different 
constraint handling operators deviated significantly. For instance, both infeasibility 
discrimination and stochastic ranking showed unsatisfactory performance in determining 
the feasible elites for f,, 4 and fc6, as shown in Figs. 8.9(d) and 8.9(f) respectively. 
However the dynamic penalty had a relatively stable performance for different test 
functions in general. Therefore with the mix of EA operators in combination "B", 
effective constraint handling operators might not be able to exercise their capability in an 
elite search. As a result, the choice of the combination of EA operators would in turn 
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Fig. 8.9. Constraint profiles of combinations A and B of EA operators at npoP 10 
Remarks: 
a. Abbreviation: 
Inf Disc: infeasibility discrimination; Sto Rank: stochastic ranking; Dyn Pen: dynamic penalty 
b. The range of the ordinate of each figure was adjusted for easy observation of the changing performance of the 
corresponding test function. 
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mhý. 
8.3.2.3 Effect of population size on constraint profiles 
Apart from the choice of the core EA operators, it is also necessary to understand 
the effect of population size. Owing to this, combination "C" was designed, with the 
same operators of mutation, selection and recombination as in the REA, but the 
population was reduced to five. The results of combination "C" for the different test 
functions, together with combination "A", are plotted in Fig. 8.10. 
Generally with the same core EA operators at the reduced population, it is found 
that the decreasing trends of total constraint value against epoch for different constraint 
handling operators were similar, as demonstrated in the test functions fl, fc3, fc4 and fcs" 
On the other hand, the profiles at the reduced population were shifted to the right as 
compared to those at the default population of ten, with about double the epoch before the 
total constraint value died out, again obvious for fcl, fc3, fc4 and fps. In fact for the 
remaining three constrained test functions, there were similar performance profile but the 
changing trend was not so apparent, since the elite still with a finite constraint value was 
at low epoch, from 8 to 25 only. Therefore the effect of different constraint handling 
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Fig. 8.10. Constraint profiles of combinations A and C of EA operators at n1,0 =5 
Remarks: 
a. Abbreviation: 
Inf Disc: infeasibility discrimination; Sto Rank: stochastic ranking; Dyn Pen: dynamic penalty 
b. The range of the ordinate of each figure was adjusted for easy observation of the changing performance of the 
corresponding test function. 
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8.3.3 Conclusion 
Since the REA was developed in the paradigms of evolutionary programming and 
evolution strategy, and the constraint handling operators were rank-based, it was found 
that the degree of contribution of the constraint handling technique to the global search 
was rather different to that reported in the literature of the GA (Wright 1996, Deb 2000, 
Coello 2002). In this work, the contribution of the constraint handling operator to the 
search was limited to the starting stage and feasible elite individual could be identified 
quickly. Then the continuing search would depend on the core EA operators of mutation, 
selection and recombination of REA. The constraint handling operator would still 
function but it was mainly responsible for identifying the feasible individuals from the 
infeasible ones, without a direct contribution to the elite search. This resulted in the 
performance of different constraint handling operators to be similar. Even when the 
population size was reduced, this proposition remained intact. This reinforced the 
primacy of the EA operators of Cauchy deterministic mutation, tournament selection and 
arithmetic recombination. 
8.4 Summary 
In this chapter, qualitative analysis of the REA was conducted, and its 
effectiveness has been demonstrated in a number of aspects. The reliability of optimal 
search of REA was studied if the evaluation function calls were limited, and the epoch 
might not be long enough. By using the default population of ten, the search of REA 
would approach within ±10% of the global optimum at only half of the epoch for a variety 
of constrained and unconstrained test functions. The REA could also maintain the 
search momentum to the end of epoch. Another study of the effectiveness of REA was 
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through benchmarking with the documented optimization method MGA, which features 
a very small population and can handle a complex simulation model with lengthy 
evaluation function calls. From the series of test functions, the REA with population of 
five (instead of default ten) could provide satisfactory results in all cases, but the MGA 
was not able to determine the solutions for some of the test functions. Although MGA 
was reported to handle different optimization problems in the literature, its effectiveness 
was found poor for some sorts of problems. Therefore, the REA was found to be more 
reliable in determining optimal solutions for a variety of problems. 
The effectiveness of core EA operators of the REA was further explored from the 
comparative study of different constraint handling techniques. In the paradigm of GA, 
appropriate constraint handling operator would help the optimal search without 
sacrificing the potential of infeasible individuals. In the comparative studies with the 
published results of the TS-R method and non-dominance method, the REA could 
provide better or comparable performances for the related test problems. However the 
effectiveness of the REA did not originate from the constraint handling operator chosen, 
since different kinds of constraint handling operators had similar performances. This 
also showed the effect due to difference in the optimization paradigm of evolution 
strategy and GA, since mutation is emphasized in the former while crossover in the latter. 
This in turn affected the importance of constraint handling technique in different 
paradigms. For the REA, the constraint handling operator would still function, but it 
was mainly responsible for identifying the feasible individuals from the infeasible ones, 
without a significant contribution to the elite search. 
As such, the constituents of the REA - Cauchy deterministic mutation, 
tournament selection and arithmetic recombination - could provide a reliable and 
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efficient optimal search for HVAC optimization problems. In next chapter, the 
applications of the REA in the HVAC field are described and its effectiveness 
demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 9 APPLICATIONS OF REA IN HVAC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
After confirming the effectiveness of the REA in handling a variety of constrained 
and unconstrained test problems with both linear and nonlinear nature, this chapter 
presents the performance of the REA in different HVAC optimization problems. Some 
of the HVAC problems were based on the developed plant simulation models, while the 
other problems were taken from the referred literatures in which the published results 
could be used for benchmarking purposes. The HVAC optimization problems were 
concerned with system design and energy management, and they relate strongly to 
engineering practice in Hong Kong. By using the REA, the performance of effective 
exploitation and efficient evaluation function calls was studied for these optimization 
problems. Topographical analysis was included where appropriate, in order to have 
better understanding about the relationship between the nature of the problem and the 
performance of the REA. 
9.1 HVAC Optimization Problems under Study 
9.1.1 Unconstrained optimization problems 
In the author's published works (Fong et al. 2005a, 2006), two HVAC 
optimization problems have been handled with an "original EA" before the establishment 
of the EA Suite and formulation of the proposed REA. The "original EA" was an initial 
prototype EA, developed from the paradigm of evolutionary programming, with the EA 
operators of Gaussian deterministic mutation and proportional selection, no 
recombination. The two HVAC problems were related to the optimized system design 
and energy management of the Hong Kong local projects as follows: 
a. System design of solar water heating system, through maximization of year-round 
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energy saving for a centralized solar water heating system for a high-rise residential 
building in Hong Kong (Fong et al. 2005a); and 
b. Energy management of a subway HVAC problem, through minimization of the 
year-round energy consumption with the optimized monthly reset scheme of chilled 
water supply temperature and supply air temperature for a centralized HVAC system 
serving a local subway station (Fong et al. 2005b, 2006). 
These two HVAC plant simulation models were developed with TRNSYS. They were 
categorized to be unconstrained, since they incorporated the related interaction constraint 
functions within the simulation models, so there were no extrinsic constraint functions of 
these optimization problems. 
9.1.2 Constrained optimization problems 
The applicability of the REA should also cover constrained HVAC optimization 
problems which would be tackled with an appropriate constraint handling technique. In 
Section 7.5, the proposed constraint handling operator was infeasibility discrimination 
(CH=1), which has stable performance with the characteristics of not deforming the 
fitness landscape throughout the search progress, and the degree of infeasibility can be 
used to indicate the potential of infeasible individuals in global search. In order to cover 
the application of the REA on the HVAC problems with extrinsic constraint functions, 
two more optimization problems were used: 
a. Design of duct system; and 
b. Energy management of HVAC heat rejection system. 
These two optimization problems were included since they have the practical value in 
HVAC applications. The problem of "design of duct system" can be applied for typical 
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duct sizing by considering the spatial constraints, pressure balancing requirement and 
velocity limitations. The problem of "energy management of HVAC heat rejection 
system" can demonstrate the composition of empirical mathematical plant models and 
different kinds of interaction constraints. In addition, there are referred literatures with 
the published information about the problem formulation and results. The former 
problem was based on the ASHRAE Handbook Fundamentals (ASHRAE 2005) and the 
work of Asiedu et al. (2000), while the latter was developed with reference to the work of 
Lu et al. (2004). In Asiedu's and Lu's publications, the GA with penalty-based method 
was adopted to handle these two constrained HVAC optimization problems. In order to 
implement the REA, both the objective and constraint functions were developed 
according to the system nature, as well as with suitable reference to those two literatures, 
so benchmarking of optimization results could be carried out at last. 
9.1.3 Summary of HVAC optimization problems 
To investigate the possible applications of the REA and the 
simulation-optimization EA Suite in the HVAC field in Hong Kong, the problems were 
grouped into the unconstrained and constrained aspects, either design or energy 
management optimization problems: 
a. Unconstrained design optimization problem - solar water heating system 
b. Unconstrained energy management optimization problem - subway HVAC system 
c. Constrained design optimization problem - duct system 
d. Constrained energy management optimization problem - heat rejection system 
The development of the related HVAC system and the problem formulation on the 
optimization platform of the EA Suite, is discussed in the ensuing sections. 
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9.2 Implementation of REA in HVAC Optimization Problems 
9.2.1 Unconstrained design optimization problem - solar water heating system 
9.2.1.1 Design of solar water heating system for high-rise residential building 
The design of a proposed centralized solar water heating system for a high-rise 
residential building in Hong Kong is shown in Fig. 9.1 (Fong et al. 2005a, Chow et al. 
2006). The whole plant simulation model was developed with TRNSYS 15.3, which 
adopted the DFP algorithm (as mentioned in Section 2.1.2) for solving a set of non-linear 
equations from the simulation components, such as the thermal solar collector and hot 
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Fig. 9.1. Typical schematic diagram of the simulated solar water heating system for a 
high-rise residential building 
The flat plate collector was selected rather than evacuated tubes since it is more 
effective in Hong Kong with relatively warm winters and significant diffuse solar 
radiation around the year (SPARE 2002). In this study, it was assumed that the array of 
all the solar collectors was installed to one single orientation of the building. The 
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residential building under study had 28 stories, a floor to floor height of 3 m, and eight 
apartments per floor. A total of 840 m2 (or 3.75 m2 per apartment) of the collectors was 
applied. The collector fin efficiency factor, emittance and absorptance of the absorber 
plate were 0.78,0.03 and 0.947 respectively. In this simulation, the global horizontal 
radiation, direct normal radiation, air dry bulb temperature and wind speed were all based 
on the weather data of the newly developed typical meteorological year for Hong Kong 
(Chan et al. 2006). The hourly variation profile of solar radiation is shown in Fig. 9.2. 
The global horizontal and direct normal radiation were input to the simulation component 
of solar radiation processor, which adopted the Reindl model (Reindl et al. 1990) to 
resolve the beam and diffuse incident solar radiation on the solar collectors with different 
surface azimuths and tilt angles. The hourly dry-bulb temperature and wind speed were 
linked to the component models of thermal solar collector, pipe and hot water calorifier, 
so that the convective and radiative heat losses from such equipment could be evaluated 










ý- Global Horizontal Radiation . Direct Normal Radiation 
Fig. 9.2. Hourly variation profile of solar radiation in Hong Kong throughout a year 
The thermal gain from the solar collectors was stored in a hot water calorifier 
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which had thermal stratification with 5 isothermal tank nodes. The hot water calorifier 
had a copper coiled heat exchanger to provide indirect heating and prevent any cross 
contamination between the circulating water through the solar collectors and the make-up 
water from the potable water tank. The storage capacity of the hot water calorifier was 
36m 3, which was corresponding to the domestic hot water (DHW) daily consumption of 
160 litres per apartment and the total number of 224 apartments in the high-rise 
residential building. The daily consumption profile of DHW, as shown in Fig. 9.3, was 
associated to the water supply to and from the hot water calorifier model. The profile 
was based on local design practice, with a moderate demand in the morning, a peak 
demand at the night and a minimum demand at the rest of the period. The make-up 
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Fig. 9.3. Daily DHW consumption profile 
A circulation pump set was used for the array of the thermal solar collectors. The 
on-off operation of the pump set was primarily according to the operating schedule from 
06: 00 to 19: 00 daily, but could be overridden by the temperature differential signal 
between the manifold outlet of the solar collectors and the calorifier as shown in Fig. 9.1. 
Once the temperature of the manifold outlet was lower than that of the calorifier, the 
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pump set would be turned off. In order to prevent a hunting effect in pump operation, 
8°C and 2°C of higher and lower dead bands were set respectively. DHW was drawn 
directly from the hot water calorifier, and an in-line auxiliary heater was operated 
whenever the DHW supply temperature was below 60°C, in order to comply with the 
local code for the prevention of Legionnaires' disease (CPPLD 2000). The rated pump 
power was determined by considering the flow rate and the total pressure drop of the 
entire closed-loop circuitry according to the local design practice, then the pump flow 
rate and pump power were 47000 kg/hr and 7400 kJ/hr respectively. 
9.2.1.2 Problem variables 
Since the optimization was targeted on the overall performance of the centralized 
solar water heating system, the design variables were identified from different areas of 
the system design. In order to study the potential energy saving due to the application of 
the proposed solar water heating system, the optimal values of those design parameters 
should return a maximum yearly energy saving of the entire system as compared to the 
conventional domestic electric heating. After careful consideration from the system 
design in Fig. 9.1, 'the following design variables would affect the optimal performance of 
the solar water heating system: 
" tilt angle of solar collectors ß; 
" surface azimuth of solar collectors ys; 
" storage capacity of hot water calorifier Vcaj; and 
" mass flow rate of circulation pump set mpp, 
It was necessary to determine the best ß and ys of the thermal solar collectors in order to 
obtain the maximum amount of thermal gain through both the incident beam and diffuse 
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solar radiations throughout a year. For V,, a and mpp, although preliminary design values 
(36 m3 and 47000 kg/hr respectively) were determined from the design practice, it was 
necessary to analyze carefully for any compromising effect on retaining useful thermal 
energy in respect of the daily DHW consumption profile. Therefore ß, ys, Vcat and mpp 
became the problem variables to achieve the maximum energy saving of the solar water 
heating system against electric heating for the high-rise residential building. 
9.2.1.3 Objective function 
The objective function of this optimization problem was to maximize the 
year-round (totally 8760 hours) saving in electricity consumption Esaving by using the 
solar heating Esheat, against that by the conventional electric heating Eeheat s follows: 





Esaving became the function value used to prioritize the fitness of different combinations of 
the problem variables. 
For electric heating alone, energy consumption was mainly determined by the 
conventional domestic electric water heaters. On the other hand for solar heating, the 
total energy consumption would include the energy of the circulation pump set for the 
array of solar collectors Epp and that of the centralized auxiliary electric heater Ea, eat. 
Whenever the DHW supply temperature was lower than Td, wmin of 60°C 
(i. e. the 
minimum DHW supply temperature stipulated by the local regulation), the auxiliary 
electric heater would be deployed. Therefore for each simulation hour, the relationship 
for Eehea and that for Esheat would be as follows: 
Eeheat - mdhw Cpw (Tdhw, min - 
Tmw) (9.2) 
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Esheat = Epp + Eaheat (9.3) 
Eaheat = max {[mdhw Cpw (Tdhw, min - Thw, o)], 0) (9.4) 
where, 
md, W: mass 
flow rate of domestic hot water (kg/hr) 
ThW, °: 
hot water outlet temperature of calorifier (°C) 
Tmw: make-up potable water temperature (°C) 
In Eq (9.4), the "max" function will return a value for Ea1eat only if the first quantity is 
greater than zero. Since there were occasions when Thw, o was greater than Tdhwmin (in 
case of receiving abundant incident solar radiation), then the first quantity would become 
a negative value, hence Eaheat should be zero. This implied that the auxiliary heating was 
not necessary and no energy consumption took place. 
In the plant simulation model, md, and Tmw were the inputs from the profiles of 
DHW consumption and make-up water temperature. With the constant nature of Cps,, 
(4.19 kJ/(kg. K)) and Tdhw, mi,, (60°C), Eeheat could be determined for each hour by Eq (9.2). 
In Eq (9.3), Esheat could be determined by summing up Epp and Ea, eat, where the former 
was assumed to be directly proportional to the optimized mpp. This was because the 
pump pressure would be relatively constant, for the pipe diameter of the circulation 
circuit would be sized according to a recommended range of pressure drop per unit length 
under good design practice for pipe sizing. On the other hand the calculation of Ea, °a 
was not so straightforward. In Eq (9.4), Thy,, would be a function of the four problem 
variables ß, ys, Vcai and mpp within the plant simulation model. Therefore, Thal o became 
the important output from the plant simulation model in order to determine Eaheat, hence 
Esheat and eventually Esa; 1g in Eq (9.1). 
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9.2.1.4 Parametric studies of problem variables 
In order to preview how the problem variables could affect the year-round energy 
saving, it was decided to prepare suitable parametric plots to study the fitness landscape. 
In this problem, since there were four variables, it was a four-dimensional optimization 
problem and therefore not possible to present graphically the fitness value Esaving against 
all the problem variables. Therefore two parametric plots were prepared, one for Esaving 
against ß and ys is shown in Fig. 9.4, while another for Esaving against mpp and Vcai is 
shown in Fig. 9.5. From Fig. 9.4, maximum Esaving might be achieved when ß was 
between 0 to 45 degree and ys was between -45 to 45 degree south. On the other 
hand 
from Fig. 9.5, maximum Esaving might be found when mpp was between 20000 to 25000 
kg/hr, while Vaa was between 35 to 40 m3. 
However, the parametric plots could only provide a snapshot of the preliminary 
relationship of the fitness value to any two of the problem variables. If these four 
parameters were optimized simultaneously, the fitness values might be different. This 
would depend on the interrelationship of the problem variables in the plant simulation 
model. Nevertheless, these parametric plots would furnish a preliminary understanding 
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Fig. 9.4. Parametric surface of year-round energy saving vs. tilt angle and surface 
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Fig. 9.5. Parametric surface of year-round energy saving vs. pump flow rate and 
calorifier storage capacity (for ß= 22.3° & ys = 0° due south) 
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9.2.1.5 Preview of fitness topography 
For the unconstrained solar water heating design problem, the topography of the 
fitness landscape was illustrated through 3D plots with narrower ranges for the problem 
variables around the global optimum, as illustrated in Figs. 9.7 and 9.8. The possible 
region of global optimum is labeled in the yellow box, the local optimum/optima in white. 
The multimodal nature of the fitness landscapes is demonstrated. Again, these two 
topographical previews were not the actual landscapes, since only two problem variables 
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Fig. 9.7. Search landscape of year-round energy consumption vs. tilt angle and surface 


















Fig. 9.8. Search landscape of year-round energy consumption vs. storage capacity and 
pump flow rate of solar water heating design problem (for P= 22.3° & ys = 00 due south) 
9.2.1.6 Implementation and results 
Through maximization of the annual energy saving of the system, the optimal 
results of the design parameters, including the tilt angle and surface azimuth of the 
thermal solar collectors, the capacity of the stratified hot water calorifier, and the flow 
rate of the centralized circulation pump for the distributed solar collectors, could be 
determined for design purposes. The old version of EA with Gaussian deterministic 
mutation and proportional selection (no recombination) [MU=1 + SE=3] was originally 
used for this optimization problem (Fong et al. 2005a). The efficiency of the 
optimization method was crucial to this problem, since the running time at nPoP of 10 and 
epochmax of 50 was about 34 hours using a personal computer (configuration of Pentium 4 
and 1 GB RAM). A re-run was carried out with the REA (arithmetic recombination + 
Cauchy deterministic mutation + tournament selection) for both epoch,,, of 50 and 30. 
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All the optimization results are presented in Table 9.1 and Fig. 9.6 for comparison 
purposes. 
From Table 9.1 it can be seen that the REA could find a greater year-round energy 
saving compared to the original EA at npop of 50. The REA at npop of 30 gave a better 
result than that of the original EA at np0 of 50. From Fig. 9.6, the convergence rates of 
both cases of the REA were higher than that of the original EA. It was found that the 
optimal design values from the original EA were slightly different from those of the REA. 
Therefore it is important to make sure that the optimization method can search for the 
optimal design variables effectively within the prescribed span of epoch, otherwise there 
could be a discrepancy in the design outcome, mainly the surface azimuth of the solar 
collectors in this case. As a result, the REA could achieve a better optimal search in this 
solar water heating design problem. 
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Fig. 9.6. Search profiles of original EA and REA for solar water heating design problem 
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Table 9.1. Optimization results of original EA and REA for solar water heating design 
problem 
Original EA REA REA 
on et al. 2005a) at epochm = 50 at epoch max =30 
Implementation 
EA operators (No recombination) Arithmetic recomb. Arithmetic recomb. 
Gaussian det. mutation Cauchy det. mutation Cauchy det. mutation 
Proportional selection Tournament selection Tournament selection 
Population size 10 10 10 
Epoch of termination 50 50 30 
Computational time (hr) 34 34 20 
Results 
Year-round energy saving 1561.9 1584.8 (1.5% T) 1583.0 (1.4% T) 
(GJ) 
Optimal tilt angle 20.6 23.4 22.3 
(degree) 
Optimal surface azimuth 15.5 6.2 7.7 
(degree due south) 
Optimal storage capacity 41.6 39.9 40.4 
(m) 
Optimal flow rate of 20426.9 22566.0 22501.7 
circulation pump (kg/hr) 
9.2.2 Unconstrained energy management optimization problem - subway HVAC 
system 
9.2.2.1 HVAC system for local subway station 
This was an optimization problem concerning the energy management of a 
centralized HVAC system for a subway station in Hong Kong (Fong et al. 2005b, 2006) 
as shown in Fig. 9.9. A component-based model of the entire HVAC system was built up 
with TRNSYS, together with the required control and operating functions in order to 
reflect the year-round operation of the actual equipment within the air side and water side 
systems. This plant simulation model would be expected to have a suitable reset scheme 
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of the supply air temperature for the AHUs inside the platform and concourse, as well as 
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Fig. 9.9. Schematic diagram of HVAC system for subway station 
From Fig. 9.9, there were two chillers, each with cooling capacity of 1820 kW 
(518 TR), together with the associated chilled water and sea water pumps. Differential 
pressure bypass was applied as a hydronic decoupling during the part load operation. 
For the air side system, there were a number of AHUs and fans in the actual installations. 
In order to simplify the model and hence save the simulation time, particularly later in the 
optimization process, it was assumed that the same kind of air side equipment ran in the 
same operating mode together. Therefore the air side was lumped into one AHU, one 
outdoor air fan, one return air fan, and one free cooling fan. The power ratings of the 
different equipment are summarized in Table 9.2. 
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Table 9.2. Equipment power rating of the subway HVAC system 
Item Equipment Power Rating Relative Sub-total Percentage 
(kW) Percentage (%) 
1 Water-cooled chiller 01 348.66 26.01 
2 Water-cooled chiller 02 348.66 26.01 Total 59.78% for the 
3 Chilled water pump 01 30 2.24 water side system 
4 Chilled water pump 02 30 2.24 (52.02% for chillers) 
5 Sea water pump 01 22 1.64 
6 Sea water pump 02 22 1.64 
7 AHU fan (lumped) 222 16.56 
8 Outdoor air fan (lumped) 41.55 3.10 Total 40.22% for the 
9 Return air fan (lumped) 163 12.16 air side system 
10 Free cooling fan (lumped) 112.5 8.39 
Total 1340.37 100 
Local practice for a typical commercial building project would give the 
percentage allocation of power between the water side system and air side system as 
usually about 80% to 20% for a similar configuration. However from Table 9.2, the 
percentage allocation was about 60% to 40%, therefore it would pay more attention to the 
operational and control aspect of the air side system. 
To evaluate the opportunities for energy management of the HVAC system 
attention must be focused on the installed features of the equipment. The chilled water 
pumps and AHU fans were not of the variable speed type. Since constant speed chilled 
water pumps and differential pressure bypass were installed, reset of the chilled water 
supply temperature Tcbwsp might be more beneficial for this type of equipment. 
Similarly, as two-speed supply air fans were installed in the air side system, reset of the 
supply air temperature TSa, sp might also be useful to enhance energy efficiency. The 
saving potential would depend on the complexity and configuration of the HVAC system, 
and there being no clear guidelines as to the optimal combination of Tchw; sp and TSa, sp for 
the operation, a suitable optimization technique is required for the study of this problem. 
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9.2.2.2 Problem variables and objective function 
The problem variables to be optimized included: 
" set point of chilled water supply temperature of chiller TChW, S ; and 
" set point of supply air temperature of AHU Tsa, Sp. 
This study of application of the REA, was mainly focused on minimization of monthly 
energy consumption with both the optimal Tc, H,, sp and Tsa, sp. Each 
individual contained 
both Thw sp and Tsa, sp, and the fitness function was based on monthly evaluation, as shown 
in Eqs (9.5) and (9.6). For each operating hour i (i = 1,2, ..., 
k), the hourly total energy 
consumption Etotw,; was determined for all the operating equipment in response to the 
cooling load and weather condition in that hour. Then the monthly energy consumption 
was determined for the corresponding operating hours within the month. 
k 
Etotal- Etotal, i 
ißt 
(9.5) 
and, Ecorai, j = Ewcc, i + EcHpi + Eswp j+ EAxuj + E0 1+ Ems; + EFCF,; (9.6) 
where, 
r= 598 hours (31 x 19) for Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Aug, Oct and Dec; k= 570 hours (30 x 19) for Apr, Jun, Sep and Nov; or 
L= 532 hours (28 x 19) for Feb only. 
(based on 19-hour daily operation of the HVAC plant) 
Ewcc,;: hourly energy consumption of water-cooled chillers (kJ) 
Ec 
, 1: 
hourly energy consumption of chilled water pumps (kJ) 
EswP;: hourly energy consumption of sea water pumps (U) 
E1xu,;: hourly energy consumption of AHU fan (kJ) 
EoAF,;: hourly energy consumption of outdoor air fan (Id) 
E1,;: hourly energy consumption of return air fan (U) 
EFCFj: hourly energy consumption of free cooling fan (kJ) 
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The bounds of the problem variables were as follows: 
5°CSTchw, sp: 5 8°C 
13°C<_Tsa, spS19°C 
9.2.2.3 Preview of search landscape 
Before the actual run of the subway HVAC system in the EA Suite, it would be 
useful to have some understanding of the fitness landscape, like the case of solar water 
heating design in Section 9.2.1.4. For the subway problem, there were two problem 
variables Tchw; sp and Tsa, sp, so a two-dimensional search surface was developed for a 
parametric study within their bounds. For the preview purpose, the fitness landscape of 
year-round energy consumption of the entire HVAC system is plotted in Fig. 9.10. In 
order to have a thorough understanding, the parametric surfaces of the water side system 
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Fig. 9.10. Fitness landscape of year-round energy consumption against Tchw, sp and TSa, Sp 
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Fig. 9.11. Parametric surface of year-round energy consumption against Tchw, sp and Tsa, sp 
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Fig. 9.12. Parametric surface of year-round energy consumption against Tch, sp and T, asP for air side system 
From Fig. 9.10, it can be seen that the shape of the fitness landscape was like a 
"chair", the surface smoothness was fair and local minima or maxima were not prominent. 
As a minimization problem, the region with Tci,,,., p near 5 °C and Tsa, sp near 19 °C would 
not be of practical concern, since there were relatively high fitness values involved. Figs. 
9.11 and 9.12 gave a better understanding of the resultant landscape of the entire system 
found in Fig. 9.10. From Fig. 9.11, it can be seen that it was advantageous to have a 
higher Tsa, sp for the water side system, for two major reasons. The first reason was that 
higher chilled water temperature would lead to a higher T, a,, p, so in turn the chiller would 
consume less energy due to better COP. The second reason was that when Tsa. sp was high 
during the mid-seasons, there would be more frequent occasions when the outdoor air 
enthalpy was less than the space air enthalpy. The air side would then have more 
opportunities to operate in free cooling mode, thus stopping operation of the chiller plant 
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and its associated pumps. The effect on the performance of the air side system as shown 
in Fig. 9.12 was very different. As mentioned before, there would be more opportunities 
to run in free cooling mode for higher TSý,, Sp. However when the chillers were out of 
operation the supply air fans would more often run in full speed mode instead of half 
speed. Owning to the high relative percent of the energy consumption of the air side 
equipment as shown in Table 9.2, there should be a pay-off between the operation of the 
water side system and air side system with different Tchw, 5p and Tsa, sp. which would 
be 
around the "seating-area" of the chair-like fitness landscape in Fig. 9.10. 
9.2.2.4 Implementation and results 
With the available published results from the original EA (Fong et al. 2006), the 
subway HVAC problem was optimized again using the REA (arithmetic recombination + 
Cauchy deterministic mutation + tournament selection). The results were compared and 
shown in Table 9.3. In the table, the monthly energy consumption of all the months as 
determined by the REA were lower than those by the original EA. The former results 
were within the corresponding region around the global optimum as shown in the search 
contour plots of the fitness landscapes in Figs. 9.13 to 9.20, but most of the latter results 
did not lie within those regions, as encompassed by corrugated line type in Table 9.3. As 
a result, the REA found better optimal results for different topography of the fitness 
landscapes in different months, particularly in the case of those months with multimodal 
characteristics, namely April and October, as shown in Fig. 9.16 and 9.18 respectively. 
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Table 9.3. Performance comparison between original EA and REA for energy 
management problem of subway HVAC system 
Results of original EA Results of REA 
with Gaussian deterministic mutation and proportional with arithmetic recombination, Cauchy deterministic 
selection (no recombination) mutation and tournament selection 
(as published in Fong et al. 2006) 
Month Monthly energy Tch,,,, p, Tsa, sp Monthly energy Tch,, p, T,,, p 
consumption (°C, °C) consumption (°C, °C) 
(x 103 GJ) (x 103 GJ) 
Jan 799.47 6.7,14.0 749.82 5.0,13.8 
Feb 751.55 6.7,14.3 692.59 5.0,13.9 
Mar 879.27 5.0,15.3 879.14 5.0,15.3 
Apr 1282.20 5.4,15.5 1261.95 6.0,15.8 
May 1677.77 8.0,13.7 1672.68 8.0,13.0 
Jun 1688.71 8.0,13.6 1683.18 8.0,13.0 
Jul 1770.92 8.0,13.6 1763.73 8.0,13.0 
Aug 1775.92 8.0,13.6 1769.74 8.0,13.0 
Sep 1685.58 8.0,13.6 1680.75 8.0,13.0 
Oct 1625.73 8.0,14.2 1625.32 8.0,13.1 
Nov 1125.92 5.0,15.3 1124.81 5.0,15.2 
Dec 649.35 5.5,14.6 639.21 5.0,14.6 
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9.2.2.5 Topography of fitness landscape 
From the re-run of the unconstrained HVAC optimization problem using the REA, 
the results were clearly better than those previously obtained. To have a clearer 
explanation of this better performance, topographical analysis of the fitness landscapes 
was again carried out as illustrated in Figs. 9.13 to 9.20. In each figure, the possible 
region of the global optimum is encompassed with a green dotted line, and the local 
optima in red. 
This problem contained a variety of topography of fitness landscapes of the 
monthly energy consumption throughout a year, with both unimodal and multimodal 
features as shown in Figs. 9.13 to 9.20. Unimodal landscapes were found in all months 
except April and October and the optimal search was relatively straightforward. 
However in April and October, multimodal landscapes were encountered, because these 
two months are the intermediate seasons in Hong Kong and the energy conserving control 
schemes for the water side and air side would be in operation occasionally as discussed in 
Section 9.2.2.3. Such a situation would occur more frequently in April, therefore the 
ruggedness of the fitness landscape was more prominent. There were four local minima 
around the global minimum as shown in Fig. 9.16. 
9.2.3 Constrained design optimization problem - duct system 
9.2.3.1 Design of duct system 
Tsal et al. (1988) developed the T -method optimization using the paradigm of 
dynamic programming for a duct system design through minimization of the life-cycle 
cost. This method is still recommended and fully described in the ASHRAE Handbook 
Fundamentals 2005. There is an illustrative example of duct design, with the schematic 
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layout as shown in Fig. 9.21. Duct sections 1 to 6 form the return air subsystem, while 
duct sections 7 to 19 form the supply air subsystem. The duct lengths, fittings, 
accessories and other relevant design information, as well as the results of the T -method 
optimization, are comprehensively described in ASHRAE (2005). 
Asiedu et al. (2000) handled this problem by using a genetic algorithm to 
minimize the life-cycle cost. Their study found that the GA could generate duct sizes 
with less life-cycle cost and better pressure balance as compared to the T -method. 
b 
Fig. 9.21. Schematic duct layout of duct design problem in ASHRAE (2005) 
9.2.3.2 Objective function 
The objective function was basically the one from ASHRAE (2005), as shown in 




minimize F= (Ep x PWEF) +Es,; (9.7) 
i=1 
where, 
F: present worth owning and operating cost ($) 
Qfan, 
B(Ed +Ec, BWBT)1 
Ep , 
first year energy cost ($) (9.8) 
g=1 
10,101, 
PWEF: present worth escalation factor 
Es = Sd nLD, initial cost for round ducts ($), or (9.9) 
=2 Sd (H + W) L, initial cost for rectangular ducts ($) (9.10) 
D: diameter of round duct (m) 
Ec, g: unit electrical energy cost 
in operation mode g ($/kWh) 
Ed: energy demand cost ($/kWh) 
G: total number of different system operation mode g 
r =1 for low flow and non-peak utility rate; g=2 for high flow and non-peak utility rate; 
1=3 for high flow and peak utility rate; or 
=4 for low flow and peak utility rate. 
H: duct height (m) 
L: duct length (m) 
p8 maximum subsystem path pressure during operation mode g (Pa) 
Qfan, g: fan flow rate 
during operation mode g (m3/s) 
Sd: unit duct cost ($/m2) 
T: operation time (hr/year) 
W: duct width (m) 
fan total efficiency , jr 
rim: motor drive efficiency 
Wg: fraction of time system operates in mode g 
9.2.3.3 Constraint functions 
The constraint functions were developed according to the duct design problem. 
There were altogether 88 constraint functions, as described below in Eqs (9.11) to (9.98). 
The equality constraints C1 and C2 were used to limit the pressure imbalance of 
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the largest path, while C3 and C4 to limit that of all paths as follows: 
G 
Cl: E max[yg (Pg - Pl g) 




C2: Y max[Yg (PB - Pl g 
)] =0 for return subsystem (9.12) 
g. 1 tes, 
G 
C3: J Wg (Pg - Pl g) =0 
for supply subsystem (9.13) 
g=I teSs 
G 
C4: Z yrg (Pg - Pt, g) =0 
for return subsystem (9.14) 
g=I teS, 
where, 
Pt, g: path pressure during operation mode g (Pa) 
V duct path index 
Ss: set of paths in subsystem s (i. e. supply or return subsystem) 
The inequality constraints C5 to C42 for air velocity limits of duct sections 1 to 19 were: 
C5 t0 C23: Vi - Vmodemin Z0 
C24 to C42: Vmode max- Vi ý0 
fori= 1,2, ..., 19, mode=low or 
high 
(9.15) to (9.33) 
for i =1,2,..., 19, mode = low or high 
(9.34) to (9.52) 
where, 
V: air flow velocity in duct (m/s) 
The inequality constraints C43 to C87 for width control from the preceding duct section 
were: 
C43: W6 - W5 z0 (9.53) 
C37: W9 - W7 >_ 0 (9.97) 
The equality constraint C83 for the same width of duct sections 11 and 12 (as set in the 
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duct design problem) were: 
C88: Wi1 -W12=0 
9.2.3.4 Problem variables 
(9.98) 
The problem variables for this duct design problem included the duct sizes for the 
return air subsystem and those for the supply air subsystem. All these problem variables 
were integer I in the unit of centimetre, so every increment would be 1 cm or 10 mm. 
The feasible range of each problem variable was also assigned with reference to Asiedu et 
al. (2000). For the return air subsystem, there were six problem variables and their 
corresponding bounds were: 
x1: diameter of duct section 1 Ie [1,80] 
x2: diameter of duct section 2 Ie [1,80] 
x3: diameter of duct section 3 Ie [1,80] 
x4: width of duct section 4 (constant, = 600 mm) Ie [60,60] 
xs: diameter of duct section 5 Ie [1,80] 
x6: diameter of duct section 6 1e [1,80] 
For the supply air subsystem, there were 13 optimization variables and their 
corresponding bounds were: 
X7: width of duct section 7 Ie [1,80] 
x8: width of duct section 8 Ie [1,80] 
x9: width of duct section 9 Ie [1,80] 
xlo: width of duct section 10 IE [1,80] 
X11: width of duct section 11 Ie [1,80] 
x12: width of duct section 12 IE [1,80] 
X13: width of duct section 13 IE [1,80] 
x14: width of duct section 14 IE [1,80] 
x15: width of duct section 15 1E [1,80] 
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x16: width of duct section 16 
x17: width of duct section 17 
x18: height of duct section 18 
x19: width of duct section 19 (constant, = 800 mm) 





The results were compared between the GA of Asiedu et al. (2000) and the REA 
for the duct system design problem in Table 9.4. The optimal results were obtained from 
the best solution among the 10 runs reported by Asiedu et al. (2000). In the table, the 
REA can determine a lower total cost using a significant decrease of population and 
epoch as compared to that of the GA. Using the REA, the entire duct system with both 
the supply and return subsystems could be optimized together, as opposed to the GA, 
where the two subsystems were optimized separately. Therefore in terms of the 
frequency of function calls for evaluation, there was about 2600-fold reduction by using 
the REA. 
The REA with the arithmetic recombination (XO=1) could find an optimal 
solution with both lower material and energy costs as compared to the GA. However, 
using geometrical recombination (XO=3), REA found a lower material cost but a higher 
energy cost, though the total cost was still lower than that from the GA. As a result, the 
overall performance of the REA with arithmetic recombination was better than with 
geometrical recombination for this problem. 
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Table 9.4. Comparison between GA of Asiedu et al. (2000) and REA for duct system 
design problem 
REA with 
GA ofAsiedu et al. (2000) [XO=1 + MU=2 + CH=1 + SE=21 
or 
IXO=3 + MU=2 + CH=1 + SE=21 
Implementation 
Paradigm of Genetic algorithm Evolution strategy (with p=%, but 
evolutionary algorithm using stochastic tournament selection) 
Evaluation function Eq (9.7) + penalty function as derived Eq (9.7) only, i. e. the objective 
from the constraints of Eqs (9.11) to function of the problem 
(9.14), incorporated with the penalty 
weighting parameters 
Constraint handling Merging the penalty function with the Handling the constraints C, to C88 
technique objective function to form the fitness with infeasibility discrimination 
function, which was used to evaluate (refer to Section 5.4.4 for detail of 
the fitness of the individuals infeasibility discrimination) 
Population size 800 10 
Epoch of termination 3,359 for supply subsystem; 200 
2,501 for return subsystem. 
Number of function 4,688,000 1,801 
calls [800 x (3359 + 2501)] [10 + (9 x 199)] 
Tournament size 5 5 
Number of runs 10 10 
Major Results 
Total cost($) 11,618 11,467 [XO=I]; 11,544 [XO=3] 
Material cost ($) 8,575 8,531 [XO=1]; 8,307 [XO=3] 
Energy cost ($) 3,043 2,936 [XO=1]; 3,237 [XO=3] 
9.2.4 Constrained energy management optimization problem - heat rejection system 
9.2.4.1 Heat rejection system for centralized chiller plant 
This was an optimization problem about the energy management of the heat 
rejection system of a centralized chiller plant as shown in Fig. 9.22. 
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3 nos. of cooling towers, 
each with variable speed fan 
Fig. 9.22. Schematic diagram of heat rejection system of centralized chiller plant 
There were three water-cooled chillers, three variable speed condenser water pumps and 
three cooling towers each with a variable speed fan. The goal was to minimize the daily 
energy consumption through optimal operation of these three components. In order to 
generate better schemes of energy management, the usual interlocking control between 
the chiller, condenser water pump and cooling tower fan was overridden, so that the 
deployment of these components would be more flexible. However due to practical 
considerations to prevent inefficient heat removal from the chiller plant, there should be 
constraints that the operating number of cooling tower fans would not be less than that of 
the condenser water pumps, and in turn the operating number of condenser water pumps 
not less than that of chillers. 
Although the corresponding change of chilled water side and air side systems in 
response to the cooling load would influence the performance of the heat rejection system, 
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3 nos. of 
water-cooled chillers 
it was assumed that their operation remained intact for the elementary study of the heat 
rejection side. Another reason was that Lu et al. (2004) studied a heat rejection system 
using the same approach but with GA optimization, so a comparative study could be 
carried out with the REA directly. 
9.2.4.2 Objective function 
The objective of this study was to minimize the total power consumption of the 
entire heat rejection system in response to an hourly cooling load profile of a design day. 
Therefore the objective function and the related mathematical expressions were 
developed according to Eqs (9.99) to (9.104) below. 
minimize F= Pchiller + Ppump + Pfan (9.99) 
where, 
F: total power consumption of whole heat rejection loop (kW) 
0 
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(9.102) 
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COPnom, n: nominal coefficient of performance of the n`h chiller 
j: number of operating condenser water pump, j=1,2 or 3 
k: number of operating cooling tower fan, k=1,2 or 3 
ma, k: mass flow rate of the 0 cooling tower fan (kg/s) 
ma, nom, k: nominal mass flow rate of the k' cooling tower fan (kg/s) 
mWi: mass flow rate of the jt' condenser water pump (kg/s) 
Mw, nom, j: nominal mass flow rate of the jth condenser water pump (kg/s) 
n: number of operating chiller, n=1,2 or 3 
Pfan, nom, k: nominal power of the kt' cooling tower fan (kW) 
Ppump, nomj: nominal power of the jth condenser water pump (kW) 
PLRadi, n: adjustment factor for partial load ratio of the nth chiller 
Q: cooling load (kW) 
Qcap, n: cooling capacity of the nt' chiller (kW) 
Tadi, n: adjustment factor for temperature of the nth chiller 
TCHWS: chilled water supply temperature (°C) 
Tcws: condenser water supply temperature (°C) 
The coefficients ao to a3, bo to b3, CO to C2 and do to d5 were determined with 
reference to the performance diagrams of Lu et al. (2004), as well as the related 
equipment catalogues and information, so that there would be similar basis in 
performances for later benchmarking purpose. The values of these coefficients were 
determined as follows: 
ao = 0.0017, a, = -0.0356, a2 0.1379, a3=0.8656 
bo = 0.0017, b1= -0.0356, b2 = 0.1379, b3 = 0.8656 
co=0.0470, c1=0.5819, c20.3711 
do = -2.2097, d1= 0.0130, d2 = -0.0015, d3 = 0.1720, d4 = -0.0018833, d5 = -0.0013 
9.2.4.3 Constraint functions 
There were altogether nine constraint functions in this optimization problem, as 
shown in Eqs (9.105) to (9.113). The first constraint was for the cooling tower with 
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reference to Lu et al. (2004), as shown in Eq (9.105). The second constraint was the 
interaction constraint between the heat rejection rate from the chillers and the heat 
removal from the condenser water, as shown in Eq (9.106). The remaining 7 constraint 
functions Eqs (9.107) to (9.113) were developed to formulate a practical operation 
scheme for the equipment for the heat rejection system. 
The equality constraint C1 for the cooling tower set was: 
ke 
C1; Q+ Pchiller - 
el m'3k (TCWR - TWb) ý0 
1+e2 mek 
m, V, k 
where, 
TCWR: condenser water return temperature (°C) 
TWb: wet bulb temperature of cooling air (°C) 
(9.105) 
The coefficients el, e2 and e3 were determined with reference to the catalogues and related 
information of cooling towers, and the values were el = 5.8489, e2 = 0.2107, e3 = 2.1368. 
The equality constraint C2 for heat rejection in the chiller set was: 
C2: Q+ Pchiller - 
±mw 
j 
Cpw (Tcw1 - Tcws) =0 (9.106) 
where, 
CpW: specific heat capacity of water (kJ/kg'K7') 
The inequality constraint C3 for positive approach of cooling tower was: 
C3: Tcws - Twb ?0 (9.107) 
The inequality constraint C4 for positive temperature difference of condenser water was: 
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C4: TcwR - Tcws ?0 (9.108) 
The inequality constraint C5 for the number of operating cooling tower fans k not less 
than that of operating condenser water pumps j, was: 
C5: k-j >_ 0 (9.109) 
The inequality constraint C6 for the number of operating cooling tower fans k not less 
than that of operating chillers n, was: 
C6: k-nz0 (9.110) 
The inequality constraint C7 for the number of operating condenser water pumps j not less 
than that of operating chillers n, was: 
C7: j-n >_ 0 (9.111) 
The inequality constraint C8 for preventing total capacity of operating chillers Qcap, sum 
from not satisfying hourly cooling load Q, where Qratio =Q/ Qcap, sum, in case that two 
chillers should be operated instead of only one, was: 
C8: 1-Qratioz0 ifn=2 (9.112) 
The inequality constraint C9 for preventing total capacity of operating chillers Qcap, sum 
from not satisfying hourly cooling load Q, in case that three chillers should be operated 
instead of only one, was: 
C9: 1- Qratio z0 if n=3 (9.113) 
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9.2.4.4 Problem variables 
There were altogether seven problem variables, the details and their 
corresponding bounds are listed below. One of the features of this optimization problem 
was to handle the problem variables in both real number R (xi to x4) and integer I (x5 to x7) 
forms. 
x1: m,, j, flow rate of operating condenser water pump 
x2: ma, k, air flow rate of operating cooling tower fan 
x3: Taws, condenser water supply temperature 
x4: Tcwx, condenser water return temperature 
x5: n, number of chillers in operation 
x6: j, number of condenser water pumps in operation 
x7: k, number of cooling tower fans in operation 








Lu et al. (2004) also used Eqs (9.100) to (9.104) to develop the mathematical 
expressions of the equipment of heat rejection system in their study, hence the same 
objective function in Eq (9.99) was used. In Lu's work, Eqs (9.105) and (9.106) were 
applied as constraint functions, but handled by a static penalty. In order to make a 
comparison between the results of the GA in Lu's work and those of the REA, the 
numerical details in Lu's paper were used. These included the capacity and features of 
the equipment as well as the daily cooling load profile. Lu et al. (2004) devised an 
optimal operation strategy for this heat rejection system through minimizing the total 
power consumption by GA. 
The results from the REA were chosen from the best feasible individual within the 
10 runs. The comparison between GA of Lu et al. (2004) and the REA for this problem 
are summarized in Table 9.5. Although the results from the REA were better than those 
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of GA in Lu et al. (2004), these results could not be compared directly, since the 
coefficients and some input information were not clearly defined in Lu's paper. The 
results of the hourly total power profile and the hourly operation of different components 
of the heat rejection system are shown in Fig. 9.23 and Table 9.6 respectively. 
Table 9.5. Comparison between GA of Lu et al. (2004) and REA for energy 
management problem of HVAC heat rejection system 
REA with 
GA of Lu et al. (2004) [X0=1 + MU=2 + CH=1 + SE=2] 
or 
fXO=3 + MU=2 + CH=1 + SE=2 
Implementation 
Paradigm of Genetic algorithm Evolution strategy (with µ=X, but 
evolutionary algorithm using stochastic tournament selection) 
Evaluation function Eq (9.99) + penalty function as Eq (9.99) only, i. e. the objective 
derived from the constraints of Eqs function of the problem 
(9.105) and (9.106), incorporated with 
the penalty weighting parameters 
Constraint handling Merging the penalty function with the Handling the constraints Cl to C9 with 
technique objective function to form the fitness infeasibility discrimination 
function, which was used to evaluate (refer to Section 5.4.4 for details of 
the fitness of the individuals infeasibility discrimination) 
Population size 100 10 
Epoch of termination 500 400 
Number of function 50,000 3,601 
calls (100 x 500) (10 +9x 399) 
Number of runs Not mentioned 10 
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Fig. 9.23. Hourly total power profile of HVAC heat rejection system 
Table 9.6. Quantity of operating equipment and hourly total power of IHVAC heat 
rejection system 
Published Results Optimization Results by Optimization Resul ts by 
in Lu et al. (2004) REA wi th (Arithmetic REA wi th (Geomet rical 
by Using GA Recombination) Recombination ) 
Hour n j k Ptotai n j k Piotai n j k Ptotai 
(kW) (kW) (kW) 
1 1 1 3 0.80 1 1 3 0.800 1 1 3 0.882 
2 1 1 3 0.75 1 1 3 0.664 1 1 3 0.684 
3 1 1 3 0.70 1 1 3 0.530 1 I 3 0.550 
4 1 1 3 0.65 1 1 3 0.485 1 1 3 0.702 
5 1 1 3 0.60 1 1 3 0.454 1 1 3 0.511 
6 1 1 3 0.65 1 1 3 0.431 1 1 3 0.412 
7 1 1 3 0.72 1 1 3 0.643 1 1 3 0.811 
8 2 3 3 1.30 2 3 3 1.116 2 2 3 1.102 
9 2 3 3 2.10 2 3 3 2.266 2 3 3 2.254 
10 2 3 3 2.27 2 3 3 2.503 2 3 3 2.502 
11 3 3 3 3.20 3 3 3 2.950 3 3 3 2.939 
12 3 3 3 3.25 3 3 3 3.057 3 3 3 3.259 
13 3 3 3 3.45 3 3 3 3.380 3 3 3 3.358 
14 3 3 3 3.65 3 3 3 3.437 3 3 3 3.468 
15 3 3 3 3.76 3 3 3 3.819 3 3 3 4.008 
16 3 3 3 3.78 3 3 3 3.820 3 3 3 3.937 
17 3 3 3 3.55 3 3 3 3.375 3 3 3 3.933 
18 3 3 3 3.30 3 3 3 3.057 3 3 3 3.106 
19 3 3 3 2.90 3 3 3 2.251 3 3 3 2.563 
20 2 3 3 1.85 2 3 3 1.610 2 3 3 1.793 
21 2 3 3 1.74 2 3 3 1.329 2 3 3 1.644 
22 2 3 3 1.60 2 2 3 1.452 2 2 3 1.371 
23 1 2 3 0.95 1 2 3 0.935 1 2 3 0.998 
24 1 2 3 0.90 1 1 3 1.088 1 2 3 1.566 
Total 48.42 Total 45.45 Total 48.35 
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From Tables 9.5 and 9.6, the daily total power of the REA with geometrical 
recombination (XO=3) was very close to that of the GA. However from Fig. 9.23, the 
profile of the former around the peak was slightly higher than that of the latter. On the 
other hand, the daily power of the REA with arithmetic recombination (XO=1) was 
slightly less than that of the GA, but its profile was close to that of the GA. As a whole 
for the REA, whichever recombination was used, the population and epoch were just 10 
and 400 respectively, but those of the GA were higher at 100 and 500 respectively. 
Therefore the REA had about a 14-fold reduction of the evaluation function calls as 
compared to the GA, hence the execution time was significantly decreased. As a result, 
the REA showed much better efficiency than the GA of Lu's work. 
By comparing the daily total power generated from the REA with arithmetic 
recombination (45.45 kW) to that with geometrical recombination (48.35 kW), it was 
found that the former gave a 6% reduction against the latter. This showed again that the 
arithmetic recombination had a better performance and higher potential to search for 
optimal results, as also found in the constrained problem of duct system design in Section 
9.2.3.5. 
9.3 Summary 
Through the application of the REA in the HVAC optimization problems of 
system design and energy management, better results were found, both in terms of 
effectiveness and efficiency. In the unconstrained problems of solar water heating and 
subway HVAC system, better performance of the REA was found as compared to the 
original EA (Gaussian deterministic mutation + proportional selection). From the 
topographical study, the multimodal landscape around the global optimum could be more 
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effectively tackled by the REA. For the constrained problems of duct design and heat 
rejection system, both effectiveness and efficiency of the REA could be enhanced as 
benchmarked with the published results using GA (Asiedu 2000 and Lu et al. 2004 
respectively) to handle the same HVAC problems. Particularly the significant reduction 
of evaluation function calls showed the outstanding performance of the REA in 
optimization efficiency. 
For the four HVAC optimization problems under study, the computational cost of 
evaluation function calls in respect of the overall running time are summarized in Table 
9.7 below. 
Table 9.7. Computational cost of evaluation function calls of the four HVAC 
optimization problems under study 
HVAC Problem Number of Epoch of Number of Running Percentage 
Optimization Nature Population Termination Evaluation Time of of Running 
Problem npop epochm,,, Function Each Time of 
Calls Evaluation Evaluation 
ne-'al Call (s) 
System design Unconstrained 10 50 451 218.68 99.98% 






















3601 1.11 x 10'3 
99.70% 
(average of 
Jan to Dec) 
95.84% 
16.32% 
Remark: The number of evaluation function calls was determined from Eq (5.32), and repeated as follows: 
n. ,,. a = epochs 
(nip -1) +1 
From Table 9.7, in view of the overall computational time of optimization-simulation run, 
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the percentage was generally greater than 95% (except the fourth problem). This 
implied that the running time of evaluation function calls was nearly same as the 
computational period for the entire optimization process. The fourth HVAC 
optimization problem was an exception, since the plant models of power consumption 
were simplified for real time application (Lu et al. 2004), and represented by the 
objective and constraint functions that could be directly related to the problem variables 
(Eqs (9.100) to (9.105)), hence no iteration nor manipulation of complex system of 
equations was involved. Therefore the evaluation process of the fourth problem was 
very straightforward, the required computational time would be normal and not 
dominated by the evaluation process. 
In handling the two constrained HVAC optimization problems, arithmetic 
recombination had better performance than geometrical recombination. This showed 
that the REA with arithmetic recombination could provide good optimal solutions in 
general, although geometrical recombination could give superior results for certain 
specific forms of function. Therefore, the synergetic combination of the REA with 
Cauchy deterministic mutation, tournament selection and arithmetic recombination 
provides promising results for the HVAC optimization problems. 
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In the optimized design and energy management of heating, ventilating and air 
conditioning (HVAC) systems, solving a large set of linear and nonlinear 
differential-algebraic equations would commonly be involved in the detailed simulation 
models. It is crucial to use an effective optimization method that the required number of 
simulation runs or evaluation function calls can be minimized, and the optimal solution 
can still be satisfactorily determined. Owing to the nonlinear and mixed real-discrete 
nature of HVAC optimization problems, traditional methods become inappropriate, and 
suitable numerical or heuristic approach should be adopted. After careful study, 
evolutionary algorithm (EA) is found to be effective in handling HVAC optimization 
problems. Through a series of systematic analyses and benchmarking exercises in this 
research, the EA Suite optimization platform has been established upon the paradigms of 
evolution strategy and evolutionary programming, instead of genetic algorithm (GA). In 
addition, the robust EA (REA) has been formulated, with outstanding effectiveness and 
efficiency in global search at minimum evaluation function calls. A robust coupling 
linkage between the EA Suite and the plant simulation program TRNSYS has also been 
devised. All these outcomes are in line with the three research objectives stated in 
Section 1.3. The entire research works are summarized below, and the major 
contributions of this research are highlighted. The direction of future work is also 
explored. 
10.1 Summary of Research Works 
Simulation model for complete HVAC optimization problem. A plant simulation 
model for typical centralized HVAC optimization problems has been developed. It is 
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component-based, with a dynamic operation algorithm to call in the required equipment 
in response to changing hourly cooling loads and outdoor conditions throughout a year. 
EA optimization platform. A modular EA optimization platform, EA Suite, has 
been established based on the paradigms of evolution strategy and evolutionary 
programming. The core EA operators include mutation, selection, recombination and 
constraint handling. A number of options for each EA operator are available, so that the 
required combination of EA operators can be set. On this modular platform, an 
alternative evolutionary optimization method, micro-genetic algorithm (MGA), has also 
been developed. 
EA Suite with coupling provision. The EA Suite includes a coupling linkage to 
the TRNSYS plant simulation program. The EA evaluation process for any new set of 
problem variables can be run via the plant simulation model through the TRNSYS 
console engine version 15.3. The output from the simulation model gives the 
corresponding fitness values to be passed back to the EA platform. This fitness 
information is then used in the subsequent stages of EA optimization. 
Development of new EA operators. Three new EA operators have been devised 
in this research, they are Gaussian deterministic mutation, Cauchy deterministic mutation, 
and infeasibility discrimination constraint handling operators. The Cauchy 
deterministic mutation is the core operator of the REA, it can effectively provide the 
explorative direction and step length through the joint effect of Cauchy realization and 
deterministic strategy parameter. 
Major results from comparative studies. In this research work, comparative 
study was the major approach used to analyze the performance of different operators and 
combinations in the EA Suite. Comparative studies were applied in the following areas 
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and the corresponding research outcomes are summarized as follows: 
" Formulation of REA. A wide range of experiments was conducted to study the 
contributions of different combinations of EA operators through a series of test 
functions. It was found that the best core EA operators were Cauchy deterministic 
mutation and tournament selection, with enhancement by arithmetic recombination. 
These three EA operators formed the basis of the proposed REA in this thesis. For 
constrained problems, infeasibility discrimination was recommended as the 
constraint handling operator due to its generally stable performance. 
" Benchmarking with MGA. Benchmarking was carried out by comparing the REA 
with the well-documented optimization method MGA. It was found that the overall 
performance of the REA was better than that of MGA for a variety of constrained and 
unconstrained test problems on the same basis of a limited population of five. 
" Contribution of constraint handling techniques. Another series of comparative 
studies were conducted to study the effect of implementing different constraint 
handling techniques in the EA Suite. Comparisons were made against results from 
the TS-R method (Deb 2000) and the non-dominance method (Coello 2002). It was 
found that under the rank-based constraint handling approach developed in the EA 
Suite, the contribution of different constraint handling operators in the optimization 
process was not as important as what has been reported in the case of the GA. In fact, 
the major contribution to satisfactory performance comes from the core operators of 
mutation, selection and recombination of REA, the constraint handling operator is 
rather a background operator once a feasible elite individual is identified. 
Applications in HVAC optimization problems. The developed REA was applied 
to both unconstrained and constrained HVAC design and energy management 
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optimization problems. All the results demonstrated that the REA could give effective 
and promising performance. In the cases of duct design and heat rejection system, the 
performances of the REA were also benchmarked with those of Asiedu et al. (2000) and 
Lu et al. (2004) respectively. It was found that the REA was able to generate better 
optimal results, and achieve a significant reduction in evaluation function calls. 
10.2 Contributions of the Research 
The major contributions of this research cover the following areas: 
a. Robust optimization method The REA has been found to be an effective and 
efficient optimization method to solve HVAC optimization problems with a 
multimodal, multidimensional, nonlinear, mixed discrete-continuous, and highly 
constrained nature. Such complex search landscapes can contain many local 
optima which would readily trap some optimization methods. However the REA 
has been shown to be capable of overcoming this problem and can determine the 
global or near optimum. 
b. Economy of evaluation function calls. The default population of the REA is only 
ten, which is far less than that commonly used in the paradigm of GA. Usually the 
population of a GA would be in tens or hundreds in order to maintain the diversity of 
search and the contribution of elite individuals. The reason that REA can provide 
good performance with small population is due to the performance of the core EA 
operators involved. Cauchy deterministic mutation, tournament selection and 
arithmetic recombination can have a synergetic effect in both exploration and 
exploitation. In the REA, the inclusion of elitism further reduces the number of 
evaluation function calls to nine from the second epoch onwards, since the evaluated 
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fitness of the elite individual is already in memory. 
c. Better optimization performance from paradigm of evolution strategy. The 
structure of the REA is related to the paradigm of evolution strategy. Since the 
contribution of a recombination has been shown to be beneficial, this algorithm has 
a better performance than evolutionary programming. The reliability of 
determining the global or near optimum is higher in the case of the REA, in 
particular with regard to the number of evaluation function calls. 
d. Simple problem-independent implementation. No problem-specific parameters are 
needed in the REA. Domain-specific knowledge is generally not required (except 
when using geometrical recombination). The configuration is simple and 
straightforward, but its performance is better or comparable to other EAs with 
specially designed operators (e. g. MGA, GA with the TS-R or non-dominance 
constraint handling method). 
e. Effective with both constrained and unconstrained problems. The REA, with the 
core operators of Cauchy deterministic mutation, tournament selection and 
arithmetic recombination, can handle both the constrained and unconstrained 
optimization problems effectively. The constraint handling technique of 
infeasibility discrimination is used to tackle constrained problems. 
f. Independent to choice of constraint handling operators. The choice of constraint 
handling techniques is not critical in the EA Suite. Generally the search by REA 
can identify a feasible elite individual within the initial 5% of epoch of termination, 
no matter which kind of constraint handling operators are used. The constraint 
handling technique thus plays its role only at the initial stage of the optimal search in 
REA. 
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g. Possible cpplications outside the HVAC field. It would be possible to extend the 
applications of this REA to other optimization problems with similar nature of 
HVAC problems. Therefore there is potential of the REA to be applied in other 
engineering and mechanical optimization problems. 
10.3 Future Work 
Further development of the EA Suite. The developed EA Suite is a prototype, 
and it is a good foundation for continual improvement and advancement. The future 
development could include the following aspects: 
" Apart from the current plant simulation program, the external coupling link may be 
extended to building energy simulation programs such as EnergyPlus or DOE-2, so 
that the EA Suite can also be applied to optimization models related to whole building 
energy simulation. 
" Newly emerging EA operators of mutation, selection and recombination can be added 
to the platform of the EA Suite and their performances evaluated. Therefore more 
options of EA operators could be available in the future. 
Analytical study of REA. The analytical study of the real-valued EA is a 
challenge to researchers in the field of theoretical computer science. He and Yao (2003) 
have established a unified framework for the analytical study of the computational time 
(first hitting time) of (1+1) and population-based EA, but the framework was still based 
on the binary representation. Bienventle and Francois (2003) have developed a more 
rigorous theoretical framework to prove the global convergence of evolution strategy. A 
simplified induced Markov chain was applied in the mathematical proof. However the 
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study was limited to the (1, ?) evolution strategy, and the proof was applied to the Sphere 
Model only, hence is not directly transferable to the other problems. Also by using 
Markov chain, Yuen and Cheung (2006) have developed an approximate aggregated 
finite population model that can be used to derive the lower and upper bounds for the 
expected probability of the global optimal solution for the generalized unitation functions, 
and only limited to the binary coded GA using proportional selection and uniform 
crossover, uniform mutation without elitism. 
The determination of the required transition probabilities of the related Markov 
chain is not straightforward. Conceptually, this transition probability is defined as the 
probability of becoming a state with a better individual in the current epoch given a state 
of individual in the preceding epoch. It is possible to determine the transition 
probability if (1, %)-EA based on deterministic selection. If the scenario becomes 
population-based with stochastic selection, like the current REA in this thesis, the 
situation would become very complex. As a result, to carry out an analytical study of the 
REA for HVAC optimization problems would not be presently feasible. Therefore, 
continual research work on optimized design and energy management of HVAC systems 
will be based on the methodologies of empirical studies and qualitative analysis. 
However the analytical study of EA is a worthwhile direction and this will lead to more 
theoretical knowledge to be built up. 
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APPENDIX DETAILS OF TEST FUNCTIONS AND TEST PROBLEMS 
Table Al Summary of characteristics of test functions and test problems 
Test function nv, r nco Type of No. of No. of No. of 
No. of 
function linear non-linear non-linear active 
inequalities equalities inequalities constraints 
fcl (Floundas & P) 13 9 quadratic 9 0 0 6 
f2 (Himmelblau 11) 5 6 quadratic 0 0 6 2 
f3 (Floundas & P) 2 2 cubic 0 0 2 2 
f4 (Hock &S 113) 10 8 quadratic 3 0 5 6 
ts (Hock &S 100) 7 4 polynomial 0 0 4 2 
& (Hock &S HX) 8 6 linear 3 0 3 6 
f7 (Maa & Shanblatt) 2 2 quadratic 0 1 0 1 
fa (Deb 1) 2 2 polynomial 0 0 2 --- 
f9 (Hock &S 85) 5 38 polynomial 3 0 35 
f 1o (Welded Beam 1) 4 5 polynomial 1 0 4 °- 
f 11(Welded Beam 2) 4 7 polynomial 2 0 5 --- 
fc12 (Pressure Vessel) 4 4 polynomial 3 0 1 --- 
L, (Sphere Model) 10 --- quadratic -~ --- -" 
f2 (Schwefel 2.22) 10 --- polynomial --- --- --- 
f3 (Schwefel 1.2) 10 --- quadratic --- --- --- --' 
f4 (Rosenbrock) 10 --- polynomial --- --- --- ~' 
fs (Easom) 2 --- trigonometric -. - --- --- 
& exponential 
fml (Schwefel 7) 10 --- trigonometric .. - --- 
Q (Rastrigin) 10 -- quadratic & --- '-' 
trigonometric 
fm3 (Ackley) 10 --- exponential & --- '° 
trigonometric 
fm4 (Griewank) 10 --- quadratic & --- -° 
trigonometric 
fins (Seneca]) 2 --- exponential & --- --- --- 
trigonometric 
fm6 (De Jong SMF) 2 --- non-quadratic --- --- -~ "' 
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Test Function fj- Floundas and Pardalos' Problem (Floundas and Pardalos 1987) 
Objective Function: fi(x) = 5x1 + 5x2 + 5x3 + 5x4 -54 
13 
xExi2 - x, 
i-I i. s 
LI Constraint Function: 10 - 2x1- 2x2 - x10 - x11 Z0 (active) 
10 - 2x1- 2x3 - x10 - x12 z0 (active) 




2x4 + x5 - x1o ý0 (active) 
2x6 + x7 - x11 Z0 (active) 
2x8 + x9 - x12 Z0 (active) 
for 05x; 5 1, i=1,2,..., 9 
05x; 5100, i=10,11,12 
05x1351 
Optimum (minimum): x* _ (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,3,3,3,1) 
f., (x*) = -15 
(Al) 
Test Function f, 2 - Himmelblau's Problem 11 
Objective Function: f 2(x) = 5.3578547x32+0.8356891xlxs + 37.293239x1- 40792.141 (A2) 
NI Constraint Function: 92 - 85.334407 - 0.0056858x2xs - 0.0006262xlx4 + 0.0022053x3xs z0 (active) 
85.334407 + 0.0056858x2x5 + 0.0006262xlx4 - 0.0022053x3x5 ý0 
110 - 80.51249 - 0.0071317x2xs - 0.0029955xix2 - 0.0021813x32 20 
80.51249 + 0.0071317x2x5 + 0.0029955x1x2 + 0.0021813x32 - 90 z0 
25 - 9.300961 - 0.0047026x3x5 - 0.0012547x1x3 - 0.0019085x3x4 20 
9.300961 + 0.0047026x3x5 + 0.0012547xlx3 + 0.0019085x3x4 - 20 Z0 (active) 
for 78: 5 x15 102 
335x2545 
275xi 545, i=3,4,5 
Optimum (minimum): z* = (78.0,33.0,29.995,45.0,36.776) 
f 2(x*) = -30665.5 
Test Function f, 3 -Floundas and Pardalos' Problem (Floundas and Pardalos 1987) 
Objective Function: i3(X) _ (XI - 10)' + (x2 - 20)3 (A3) 
NI Constraint Function: (x1- 5)2 + (x2 - 5)2 -100 z0 (active) 
-(x1- 6)2 - (x2 - 5)2 + 82.812: 0 (active) 
for 135x15100 
0Sx2S100 
Optimum (minimum): x* _ (14.095,0.84296) 
fc3(1*) - -6961.81381 
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Test Function fc4 - Hock and Schittkowski's Problem 113 (Hock and Schittkowskl 1981) 
Objective Function: fi(x) = x12 + x22 + xlx2 -14x1-16x2 + (x3 - 10)2 + 4(x4 - 5)2 + (xs - 3)2 
+ 2(x6 - 1)2 + 5x72 + 7(x$ - 11)2 + 2(x9 -10)2 + (xlo - 7)2 +45 (A4) 
LI Constraint Function: 105 - 4x1- 5x2 + 3x7 - 9x8 ý0 (active) 
-3(x1- 2)Z - 4(x2 - 3)2 - 2x32 + 7x4 + 120 z0 (active) 
-10x1 + 8x2 + 17X7 - 2x8 z0 (active) 
NI Constraint Function: -x12 - 2(x2 -2)2 + 2xlx2 - 14xs + 6x6 z0 (active) 
8x1- 2x2 - 5x9 + 2xio + 12 z0 (active) 
-5x, 2 - 8x2 - (x3 - 6)2 + 2x4 + 40 z0 (active) 
3x1- 6x2 - 12(x9 - 8)2 + 7x10 z0 
-0.5(x1- 8)2 - 2(x2 - 4)2 - 3x52 + x6 + 30 z0 
for -10.05x; 510.0, i=1,2,..., 10 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (2.1711996,2.363683,8.773926,5.095984,0.9906548,1.430574, 
1.321644,9.828726,8.280092,8.375927) 
a(x*) = 24.3062091 
Test Function fps - Hock and Schittkowski's Problem 100 (Hock and Schittkowski 1981) 
Objective Function: f 5(x) _ (x1-10)2 + 5(x2 - 12)2 + x3° + 3(x4 - 11)2 +l Ox56 + 7x62 + x74- 4X6X7 
-10x6 - 8x7 (A5) 
NI Constraint Function: 127 - 2x12 - 3x24 - x3 - 4x42 - 5x5 Z0 (active) 
282-7x1-3x2-10x32-x4+x5 z0 
196-23x1-x22-6x62+8x7 Z0 
-4x12 - x22 + 3xlx2 - 2x32 - 5x6 + 11x7 z0 (active) 
for -10-0: 5 x1510.0, i =1,2,..., 7 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (2.330499,1.951372, -0.4775414,4.365726, -0.6244870,1.03813 1, 
1.594227) 
fcs(x*) = 680.6300573 
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Test Function fc6 - Hock and Schittkowski's Heat Exchanger Design (Hock and Schittkowski 1981) 
Objective Function: fi(x) = xl + x2 + x3 (A6) 
LI Constraint Function: 1- 0.0025 (x4 + x6) 20 (active) 
1- 0.0025 (xs + x7 - x4) z0 (active) 
1- 0.01(x8 - x5) z0 (active) 
NI Constraint Function: x, x6 - 833.33252x4 -100x1 + 83333.333 Z0 (active) 
x2x7 -1250x3 - x2x4 + 1250x4 z0 (active) 
x3x8 - 1250000 - x3x5 + 2500x5 20 (active) 
for 100 5 x1510000 
10005x1510000, i=2,3 
105x; 5 1000, i=4,5, ..., 8 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (579.3167,1359.943,5110.071,182.0174,295.5985,217.9799,286.4162, 
395.5979) 
f6(x*) = 7049.330923 
Test Function ff7-Maa and Shanblatt's Problem (Maa and Shanblatt 1992) 
Objective Function: fc7(x) = x12 + (X2- 
NE Constraint Function: x2 - x12=0 
for -15x; 51, i=1,2 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (±0.70711,0.5) 
fc7(z*) = 0.75000455 
Test Function f8 - Deb's Test Problem 1 (Deb 2000) 
Objective Function: 1g= (xI2 + x2 - 11)2 + (x1 + x22 - 7)2 









Test Function f9 - Hock & Schittkowski's Problem 85 (Hock and Schittkowskl 1981) 
Objective Function: t9 = -0.1365 - 5.843x 10"7y1i + 1.17x 104y14 + 2.358x10"5yI3 + 1.50240 -6y16 
+ 0.0321y12 + 0.004324ys + lx 104cis/cl6 + 37.48 y2/c12 (A9) 
LI Constraint Function: 1.5x2 - x3 z0 
y1-213.120 
405.23 - yl z0 
NI Constraint Function: yj - aj z0j=2,..., 17 
b-yyZO j=2,..., 17 
Y4 - (0.28/0.72)y5 ý0 
21 - 3496y2/c12 0 
62212/c17-110.6-y120 
where, y1= x2 + x3 + 41.6 
c1= 0.024x4 - 4.62 
Y2=12.5/c1+12 
C2 = 0.0003535x1x1 + 0.5311x1 + 0.08705y2x1 
C3 = 0.052x1 + 78 + 0.002377y2x1 
Y3 = C2/C3 
Y4 = 19y3 
c4 = 0.04782(x1- y3) + 0.1956(x1- y3)2/x2 + 0.6376y4 + 1.594y3 
cs = 100x2 
C6=X1-y3-Y4 
C7 = 0.95 - c4/c5 
ys = C6C7 
Y6°XI-Y3-Y4-Y3 
CS = 0.995(y4 + ys) 
Y7 = cYi 
y3 = ce/3798 
C9 = 3(7 - 0.0663y7/y8 - 0.3153 
y9 = 96.82/c9 + 0.321y, 
y1o = 1.29ys + 1.258y4 + 2.2933 + 1.7136 
yll = 1.71x1- 0.452y4 + 0.5833 
clo = 12.3/752.3 
cl, = 1.75y20.995x1 
C12 = 0.995yio + 1998 
Y12 = C10Xi + Cll/Cu 
Y13 = C12 -1.75yz 
Y14 = 3623 + 64.4x2 + 58.4x3 + 146312/(y9 + x5) 
C13 = 0.995yio + 60.8x2 + 48x4 - 0.1121314 - 5095 
Yis = Yi3/ci3 
Y16 =148000 - 33 1000Y15 + 40313 - 61Y15YI3 
C14 = 2324y1o - 28740000y2 
y17 = 14130000 -1328y1o - 531yll + c14/c12 
C15 = Y13/Yl5 - Y13/0.52 
C16= 1.104-0.72y15 
C17=y9+X3 
a[i] = {0,17.505,11.275,214.228,7.458,0.961,1.612,0.146,107.99,922.693, 
926.832,18.766,1072.163,8961.448,0.063,71084.33,2802713) 
b[i] = {0,1053.6667,35.03,665.585,584.463,265.916,7.046,0.222,273.366, 
1286.105,1444.046,537.141,3247.039,26844.086,0.386,140000, 
12146108), for i=1,..., 17 
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for 704.4148.: 5 x15 906.3855 
68.65x25288.88 
05x35134.75 
193: 5 x4: 5 287.0966 
25: 5 x3 5 84.1988 
Optimum (minimum): 1* = (707.337769,68.600273,102.900146,282.024841,84.198792) 
fc9(x*) = -1.91460 
. io - 
Welded Beam Design Problem 1 (Reklaitis et aA 1983) Test Function G 
Objective Function: Flo = 1.10471x12x2 + 0.04811x3x4(14 + x2) 
LI Constraint Function: x4 - x1 0 
NI Constraint Function: 13600 -Tz0 
30000-az0 
P, - 6000 z0 
0.25-6z0 
where, t= (t1)2 +(t")2 +x2t't"/ 0.25[x2 +(x, +x3)2] 
a= 504000 / (x32x4) 3 Pc = 64746.022(1 - 0.0282346x3)x3x4 
8=2.1952 / (x33x4) 
T'= 6000 / (J2- x1x2) 
t = 
6000(14+0.5x2) 0.25[x2,, +(x, +x3)2] 
2{0.707x, x2[xi /12+0.25(x, +x3)2]} 
for 0.125: 5 x1510 
0.1 Sx, 510, for i=2,3,4 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (0.2444,6.2187,8.2915,0.2444) 
ýio(x*) = 2.38116 
(A 10) 
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Test Function ff11- Welded Beam Design Problem 2 (Rao 1996) 
Objective Function: fn =1.10471x12x2 + 0.04811x3x4(14 + x2) 
LI Constraint Function: x4 - xl z0 
x1-0.12520 
NI Constraint Function: 13600 -, r z0 
30000-ßZ0 
P, -6000 z0 
0.25 -8 z0 
5-0.10471x12-0.04811x3x4(14+x2)z0 
where, T= ! (t')2 +(2t'T"x2 /2R)+(t")2 
T'=P/(4xlxz) 
V'=MR/J 
M= P(L + x2/2) 
R= (x2/4)+[(xl+x3)/2]i 








P= 6000, L =14, E= 30x 106, G =12x 106 
for 0.1255x1510 
0.1 S x1510, for i=2,3,4 
Optimum (minimum): z* = (0.2088,3.4205,8.9975,0.2100) 
t11(a*) = 1.74830941 
Test Function fc12 - Pressure Vessel Design Problem (Kannan and Kramer 1994) 
Objective Function: f 12 = 0.6224x, x3x4 + 1.7781x2x32 + 3.1661x12x4 + 19.84x12X3) 
LI Constraint Function: -0.0193x3 + xl Z0 
-0.00954x3 + X2 Z0 
240-x420 
NI Constraint Function: icx32x4 + 4ir x33/3 - 1296000 z0 
for 15x1, x2: 5 20 
05x35100 
1005x45200 
Optimum (minimum): 1* = (0.8125,0.4375,40.3239,200) 











for -1005x; 5100 
x*_(0,0,..., 0) 
f., (x*) =0 






for -105x; 510 
%*=(0,0,..., 0) 
f, 2(z*) =0 
Test Function f3 - Schwefel's Problem 1.2 
Objective Function: 
Optimum (minimum): 





f, 3(z*) =0 
Test Function ff4 - Generalized Rosenbrock's Function 
Objective Function: fi4(x) _ [100(x; 
+, -x; 
2)2 +(x; _1)2] 
for -305x; 530 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (1,1, ..., 1) f, 4(z*) =0 
Test Function fs - Easom's Function 
Objective Function: fi(x) = -cos xl cos x2 exp{-[(xl - 7t)2 + (x2 - 71)2]} 
for -100SxiS100 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (n, n) 







Test Function f, 1- Schwefel's Function 7 
Objective Function: fml(x) = 2": [-x1 sin( ýJXi f )] 
for -500Sx; 5500 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (420.9687,420.9687, ..., 420.9687) fml(x*) = -nvar. - 418.9829 
Test Function fi- Generalized Rastrigin's Function 
Objective Function: $,, (x)= Jn: [xi2 -10cos(2nxi)+10] 
I-I 
for -5.125x; 55.12 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (0,0, ..., 0) f,, (x*)=0 
Test Function fm3 -Ackley's Function 




x12 I-exp[l Ecos(2nxi)]+20+e 
ln ; °, 
) 
n , -, 
for -325x; 532 
Optimum (minimum): x* = (0,0, ..., 0) fin3(x*) =0 
Test Function fm4 - Generalized Griewank Function 
Objective Function: fm4(x) =1 x12 - fJ cos xi +1 4000,., i-I 
) 
for -600: 5 xi :5 600 








Test Function fms- Senecal's Example Problem (Seneca12000) 
Objective Function: fi(x) = fl f2 f3 f4 
where, 
f, = [sin(5.17rx, + 0.5)]6 
f2 = exp[-4 In(2) (xi - 0.0667)2 / 0.64] 
f3 = [sin(5.17tX2 + 0.5)]6 
fa = exp[-4 In(2) (x2 - 0.0667)2 / 0.64] 
for 0 5x; 51 
Optimum (maximum): x* = (0.0667,0.0667) 
fm5(z*) =1 
Test Function fm6 - De Jong's Stationary Multimodal Function (De Jong 1975) 
Objective Function: 
Optimum (minimum): 
fm6(x) = "25 
1 
0.002+Z 
-i f (X) 
where, 
i c(x) =j+ J>1 _a1)6 
i=l 
for -65.536: 5 xi :5 65.536 
x*=(1,1) for ay=l 
fm6(X*) = 0.2619201 
(A22) 
(A23) 
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